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"ABSTRACT
The purpdse of the West Virginia Special \Need!!

Project was to learn more about how .tc work effectively with
low-income, rural,. nonfarm groUps. Three. test ,communities without,
previous experience with Extension activities. were ,selected..These
.'test comunitiee were. sUrveyed to provide information. AWOL* the
.communities and their residents that.-could be 'used for:Subsequent
program planning. *Information was collected in the following areas: .

locatianal chatacteristics of the comsunities, .population structure
by sex and age, educational attainment, -employment, income, and;
existence of..Community in the 3 areas. Programs in early chil-dhoiid:
education, health, recreation, and 1:otseunity development were
introduced. The major conclusion of this eviluikien study was that
the project was successful to the extent thit it demonstrated that
Organisational structures can be created, new services delivered, and

. educational work can be Carried on by. Extension in 16w-indorse rural,
commanities..some guidelines .for future prograimi were suggested.
Examples ot interview schedules and .sugge.sted activities were

. .
. presented in the appendixes. (PS) .
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In 1964, West Virginia University's Center for Appalachian \
StUdies and Development began a five yeak pilot project to explore -
techniquea for working with ditadvantaged families in. rural areas.
The principal goal of the project was the °development of new and
modified university extension programs . aimed at providing,
educational experiences for rural, low-income, nonfarm families. It -
was the hope of those responsible for the project that through,
exPerience with new approaches to educational work witi; the
disadvantaged, fhe capability of university extension to conttibute to
the improvemePt of the 'quality of living aniong the rural poor would
be increased significantly.

, As the term, "quality of. living" 'implies, the concern was to
develop ways of conkributing to the welfare of the disadvantaged in a
broader than econortic sense.. Although a major focus was the need
to belp alleviate ec000mic poverty, efforts were guided as well by
concern with *Ayr of life which, exclusive of economic factors,
seemed to blunt the potentiality for fullest human development
amoeig thr residents of low-income rural communities.

Tbe climate of national' Concern with the problems of poverty
which existed in the'early 1960's and continued,jhrgugh.mt much of
the decade was appareatly a factor of considerWinfluence in the
-development of the project. The existence of poverty in Appalachia,
'and in West Virginia in paiticular, had received national attention
during John F. Keordy's 1960 presidential praiary campaign, and
the beginnings of an area redevelopment ipproach to Appalachia's
problems had already been launched by the timetheproject- was
started. It was, thus, both timely and appropriate that the Center for
Appalachian Studies and Development should have been concurned
with developing the potential of' university extension to deal with
poverty.

The nature of the governmental programs emerging in the 1960's
to conabat povertY wits also of apparent influence io the plilosophy
and design of the West Virginia pilot project. Some of these
progiams, such as the Appalachian Regional Commission's, were
developed to assist regions; some, such as the Office of Economic
Opportunity's Community' Action Program, were built around
commtmity rhangei and others, such as in education, training, and
retraining, were desigaed to assist individuals.

The full range 'of these, programs was aimed to effect changes in
individuals, the iniWtotions which existed to serve them, and the
structure of opportunities available in the economy. However; the
major thrust seemed to emphasize clearly the necessity of facilitating



Changes in disadvantaged people so that they might make mor
adequate adaptations to the .demands. of the social and economic
system.

. Thus, programming to combat poverty at the time this project
was initiated seemed to center on an educational strategy rather than
on a strategy stressing job creation or other major system changes.
The West Virginia project was consistent with the dominant
educational emphasis of the time. As It evolved, it came to emphasize
ways of helping to initiate 'Positive changes in disadvantagid

.

. Financial support for the project was furnished by the Federal
Extension Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture under the
.terms of a "special needs- grant. A substantial contribution of
resources to the project'was also made by the Center for Appalachian
Studies and Development. By design, the amount of financial support
made available was held to a minimum, so that if the project proved
to be successful it could be ea;ily adapted to similar communities in
West Virginia and other states 'and could become an integral part of
Extension's role. .

The _present .volume, a description and evaluation of the West
Virginia pilot project, is an outgrowth of an evaluation study
conducted by the Social and Behavioral Research Program, Office of
Research and Development, Appalachian Center, West Virginia
University. As a record of the expeliences Of the project, it is focused
on the problems and khortcomings of the project as well as its
accomplishments.

The evaluation effort itself was begun in the fall of 1968 when
the project was in its fifth and final year. An evaluation not integral
with a project from the beginning necessarily faces limitations, in that
data which should have been collected will not exist and cannot be,
collected after the fact. This study is no exception. However, the
administratois of the pirot ftroject were aware-from the beginning of
the need to preserves record of nroject experience, so special efforts
were made to maintain a comprehensive staff reporting procedure.
Thus, complete acCess to data from several project surveys, project
records, and periodic and annual reports, along 'With the cooperatibn
of the project staff in submitting to in-depth interviews, provided a
sustantial resource of information. At the same time, limitations which
the evaluation team faced by not being involved in the project from
the beginning may tiave been offset somewhat by an objectitity
which would have been more difficult to achieve if the evaluation
team had Nen more closely identified with the projectstaff.

It is the aim of this volume-to provide 'a basis of information
upon which university extension and other organizations and
programs concerned with rural problems might build in", their
attempts,to further develop effective approaches to assistance of the

.
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rural disadvantaged. In this effort, the authors (who served as the
evaluation team) felt it necessary to include not only a description
and 'assessment Of the project as designed, but also a critical
discussion of the strengths and limitations of the project's strategy, as
compared to other possible strategies; for providing assistance to the
disadvantaged.

Chapters One and Two present the background of the project;
Chapters Three through Six describe the project's niajor.components;
Chapter Seren analyzes the achievements end 'problems of the
project OA was designed; and Chapters Eight and Nine explore in a'
more general way strategies for work with the rural poor and
guidelines for future programs.

Many people helped to make this study possible. Dean B. L.
Cottndaffer and Associate Deart* Ronald L. Stump of the
APpalachian Center gave full support to the 'evaluation, as did Dr.°
Raymond Scott of the Federal Extengion Service: Vice President
Ernest J. Nesius of West Virginia University, instrumental in
initiating the project, helped .in a variety of ways. Beatrice A.
Judkins, Program Leader, Home. Economics, Federal Extension

ervice,, cooperated with the authors throughout' the evaluation study.
The authors are especially grateful to the following former and

present staff members of, West Virginia University who assisted with
the project evaluation: Paul A. Allen; Dr. Ernest W. Chick, Louise
Crawford, John- M. Curry, Wylene P. Dial, Caletea Ewing; Mildred
E. Fizer, Virginia R. Griffin, Gertrude Humphreys, Dr. Marilyn A.
Jaevis-Eckert, Bruce M. Johns WilliaR P. Johnston,qulia. H. Lowery,*
Marie Nesius, Mary V. Pullen, Helen P. Quarrickt Dr. Richard II.
Slavin, and Thoqias E. Woodall.

Speciakthanks are elso due to Linda J. Wise for her careful work
in typing the manuaoript

Finally, the authors are most indebted to 'the residents of
"Eastridge," "Valley's End", and "Cimpville", because it is through
them that the authors and the project staff gained the insights
necessary to produce this evaluation study.

.4

Robert IV. Miller
Beryl A. Johnson
Will. Smith
Frederick. A. Zeller

lorgantown, West VArginia
May 1971
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.CHAPTER PNE

Background, Aims,- And Methods Of The Project --
. . .

:IntiOductiOn
. . ..' .

,

One a the major chatacteristics. of the attention focused on .

poverty in the United States in the early 1960's was the gieatet
einphasi; given to urban . rather than rural problems. It is not ,

1

,seirpising that urbai:i`poverty was the chief conclern. Although the
existence of serious povetkin rural regions such as Appalachia was ,

------,:. recognized,' the cris4 . proportions of urban problems, aisociated- .. ..
-

especially .with the poverty 'of. the black ghetto, posed a gieate-r-.--7-T----
threat to the staljihty-of society. It seems logical, there!' , at at .
the- time, the' tkrust of emerging federal anti-pover irograms (such
ski those authorized undeCthe Economic is rtunity Act Of 1964)-
was directed loward. eradicating pove in urban areas.1

\* . Yet, even, though the desi and emphasis of federal piOgrams .

\ ..neeke -primarily prban nature, the.' incklence of poverty ,was
\. propOrtionately hi in rural areas. The Presideni's Commission on

Rtifal Pover sescribed the condition in the following,wly:'
It may surprise most Americans to kncitt that there is*

more .kverty 'in rural America, proportionately, than in
our cities.' In metropolitan areas, ooe person in .eight is .

-,,poor, and in the suburbs the ratio is One in 15. But in rural
areag One of every four is poor. All the rural poor do not

. ' live On farifis ...... most live in sMall towns awl' villages. s.
Only One in four of these rural families lives on a farin.2

'4.114ereaver, 'the prograMs which were not urban in .focus dealt
inadequately with rural . poverty, in large :.part, !"because
comparatively little -was known abeui the- nature and .specific
problems of the rural poor including how. best to relate to 'them .

-- within iiprograin context. This problem was particulany. severe in
large rural regions such -as Appalachia, wifich have a long. histury of
unemployment and poverty in addition to culturaf characteristics.

which ate apparefitly.. somewhat different from those of the.- larger
society.3 . \

. ... , . .
.

. . .

_
I5fle.16; exaniPI, Pete4 Maori; and Martin Rein,. Dilemmas of SoCiu? Rreforrn (New

York: Atherton Press. 1967). *or ar. analyst.: of the concerns which led et7ecially to tbe
community action component of the 'Economic Opportupity Act of 1964.* ,...--.

.2United States 'Natiohal Advisory Corfunission on aural Poverty. The Fedi* Left.
BehindA Report (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Otf1ce.1967).32. a.

.
. .

.4. 3For an, analysis of this see Thomas R. Ford., ad. The puthern Appalachkin RigiOn
(Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1962). . . .. .

14
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It was against this backdrop of need 'for the development of
means- tcl assist the rural disadvantaged that in 1964 Wesgt Virginia
University's Abpalachian Center began a limg-term effort to test

ways ot apiSlying university extension programs to the 'problems, of.
4he people 'of: three low-income rural West Virgionia hollow
communities, The intent was to learn 'more about people living in
low-income, rtiral, nonfarm communities, 'as well as to test anti-

' potty. programs conducted by an ageney not specifically created to
administer suCh programs.

. Maior respoltsibility for the project was lodged' 'within the
!

program struc I the. Cooperative .Extension Servke of West
Virginia University. TliSerie, which functions as an integral part.
of the UniversitY's Appalachian srreceived special sumiort for
its .effort fronihe Vpderal .Ex tension Ser'k of the V.S. Department..
of Agviculture. .

The' pfohlem of-rural poverty ,constituted a special-chidlenge ,to .

Cooperative EXtension;The success..of Extension in thelping-to-rafse
the quality alai.' prOducti'ity of life in pural 'America is

,documented and widely recognized.dUnder its ur9brella of;federal '
state art.& local etiolieration,. Extenion had. etteeeively eniployed a I

special blend of' problem-oriented 'researeh and informal adutt,
education to solve,. a %videI,ange of practical problems associated
primarily. with 'agricultural production, .but als o. including the

' development of the human potential of rural areas. ,Yet, despite the
success .of Extension, rural poverty 'has remained a problem that

, ,resists qolntion. The rural nonfartn and marginal farm populations In
paiticular continue to experience econbmic and cultufal deprivation,
notWithstanding the,increased prosperity associated with farming.

. Could Cooperative Extension more effectively utilize its network
of county officei and prolossional adult edmicators in an attack On
rural poverty? The potential seemed great for Extension to be
effective in sdch a thrust.
' The Extension organization is comprised of a professional staff of

considera.ble size, .mosf of which is physically located In field offices
in tlie counties of' every state., \lost of these counties throughout the
country, and especially '. in a, region such as Appalachia, are
predominantly rural, 'and many. have poverty problems. The itaff has-
4 The project was first conceived by a conimittee appointed by Dr. Ernest J. Nesius,

Vice President of West Virginia University and head of the University's Appalachian
IL Center at the time. The committee included Dr. Richard Slavin, of the Appalachian

Center, and Miss Gertrude Humphreys and Mr. C. P. Dorsey. State extension leaders of
home economics and youth programs respectively. The project proposal itself was
prepared by Dr. Slavin and Mr. Bruce John, a West Virginia University rural sociologist.

5Marion Clawstm, Policy Directions for U.S. Agriculture, (Baltimore; The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1968), PP. 163, 205.

tr/
.2 .
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for the most part a 'rural orientation, is trained to work with rural
people on subject matter ,of rural concern, and is intimately familiar
with the soc61, econoMic,..and physical characteristics of. the counties
whieh are its responsibility. In addition, the organization can call
upon the research 'and conceptual skills of its uniVersity7based staff
and pOssesses the potential Of incorporating into its efforts the broad
range of knowledge which exists; Within the total university.

.To a great extent:the challenge to Extension was to focus its
nrogram efforts upon.a new client group. An observation madeby
feveral of the West yirginia University project staff was that proVious
to the time the project was undertaken, Extension in West Virginia

.; was reaching only tbe 'middle- and upper-chT communities in mdst
counties. Thus, with the .possible exception 'of 4-11 clubs,,which
feached some low-income youth through- association with the public
schools, low-income communities were amiarently not represented in
varioni Extesion activities.

Failure to include the poor in Extension programs represents, in
part, the generalized isolation of low-income groups, from the
mairistram of society. 'The task of Extension was to in6orporate into
its 'pr graming more specific and effective effort's to include rural
low-1 onie groups, and to turn its'considerable potential for.voblem
solvin ! to the assistance of such groups..

The Aims of the Project

Sited siMply, the aim .of the West Virginia .Special. Needs
Projec 6 wa's to learn more iibout how to work effectively with
low-inCome, rural, nonfarm groups. It was intended that in pursuing
this aim4 innovathe techniques for, work with such groops would' be
develord and tested, thus geneiating a baSes--of knowledge and
methods which would help support More gencsal and effective efforts
by Este sion to eliminate the ills associated with- rural poverty. In
the words of one of the individuals rehionsible for the overall
guidance of the project, it amounted to an .educational research
Ooject.' Ottier.staff members re ealed a similar underStanding.of the

Aims of the project by referring to it .as a "test situation for

The aim or the project was based on recognition that rural, low-
income people tend to be isolated in smeral respects. TheY are often
isolated geographically and lack access to effective modes of
transportation.1They are isolated from opportunity for economic self-

6As'explsined in the Preface, the project was supported in part bY a "special needs"
grant from the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Hereafter..the project wilt sometimes bereferred to as the Special Needs project.

7.1aek E. *eller, Yesterilay's People (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 196E).

4



sufficiency and perhaps even from Other people with -solid ties to
jObs and imamePThe'y are isolated culturally and often have limited'

. access to groups, agencies, and institutions which influence 'local,
events!) They may be isolated psycholokically, laeking the hope and

.. self-confidence necessary.to overcome some of the barriers they faceP
Thus, the aim- was tb develop Extension programs which would

help rural low-incomf people acquire the Skills; knowledge, attitudes,
__and-emotional -resources necessary to break out of isolation and

hopefully, in.he king run, to rise from poverty."
in pursuing these aims,. the project incorporated an approach

comhi ng new methods and 'program emphases with the established
West frirginia Univ ersity Extension program and personnel. At the
same Iime, the project was designed to accominodate, considerable
flexibility. It was anticipated that ability to ; modify the project as it
was being conducted might be needed, inasmuch as comparatively
little was known about the types .of problems that might be
encountered in working with low-income families.in their comniunity
settings."

project focused originally 'on three areas of activity: Youth ,

development; home improvement; and increases in the families'
income. As, will be described later, the focus on family income did

, 'not materialize fully during the course of the:project.
The development of programming thrusts centered on the family.

as a unit-,constituted a subsidiary goal of the'projtct. It Was'felt that
if the-family unit could be fully engaged, the strength of the family
itself could be increased and, in turn,; positive influe9ces on
individual development of./amily members !could be generated. The
emphasis on the family recognized the j limitations 'involved
working to assist the disadVantaged throug concentration on spepia
age, sex, or interest groups when, in f t, interdependency and
mutual influence among people are s lient factors in human
development. Thus, the hope was that through the family the total
community could be reached, thereby .creating a broad climate ih

twhich opportunities for personal growth might be maximized..

Robert W.. Miller and Frederick A. Zeller, Social Psychological Factors Associated
with Responses, to Re g. Institute for Labor Studies, Research Series No. 2, West
Virginia University., Mo n, September 1967.
9Weller, op. cit.

10Miller and Zeller, op cit.
11 According to some write'', general societal forces were already operating in this
direction. See, for example, John Phcitiadli, Change fin the Rural Soidhern Appekwhian
Community (Morgantown: West Virginia University Zulletin, Serie' SF, No. 9-10, 1968).
At the time this volume was written, however,' it wm clear that such 'forces were not
strong enough to contribute significantly to soluticui of the problems at which the
Nsecial Needs Pro1net was directed. -

2TIde is not to my thit there was not a fairly extensive literature on the subject or; for
thst matter, considerable undocumented experience derived from program efforts in-
tended to arise the disadvantaged. The point is that those who designed the project's
basic approach may not have been fully aware of , that literature or confident enotna in
its general applicability to their plans.
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It is important to streskj,kat the .pecial Needs Project was based:. :

'on the belief that education was an iMportant potential means for
breaking the cycie of ineffectuality and dependency which seemed to
characterize many of the rural' disadvantaged. An assumption wai -
that the problems of the poor stemMed in part from a. faulty life
style associated with a lack of knowledge and. experience. It was..
believed that these life styles could be modified by, exposure to
appropriately itructured educational experiences. Thuk improvement.
in the economic Welt** of the poor would first reciUire changes- in
lieople and communities. Improvement in income would have to be .
achieved over time, rather than througkibortzipageprogramAglOrts.

To be ture; iMplicit within the aims of tht project Wai a clear
intent to develop-the means to raise the level of economic welfare of
the ural poor. However, the 'success of programs wai not to be
judged solely by an economic criterion. It was felt that Extension
could be of important assistance if it could develop a waY to help
improve a variety of life conditions of rural ijsadvantaged people,
possibly including health: housing, cultural exPbriences, tbe lever of
services available, and others.-

44'7.
The Protect Staff

The staff of the project represented personnel from all levels of -:.
Extension activity in the State. The overall direction of the Special
Needs. Project was thenresponsibdity.-of one .of the Appalachian
Ce ter's Area Directors. Shortly after the project was funded, two
E fision agents were appointed to the area office to work fu'll time :
on fie project. Somewhat later, after the communities to be included
in the pilot project were : selected, the Extension agents
agric tural, home demonstration, and 4-H in the counties in which
the co munities were located assumed projeOt responsibilities in
addition to their normal work loads. Additionally, state-level-
Extension leaders and their Maffsitrovided .assistance to the project
in their various fields of competence.

13In order to provide area-level administrative and Program services to the county
offices, the West Virgil. University Coommtive Extension Service maintains ris area
officer, each with its own director and several arselevel specialists. Since the program
was plarund from the outset for communities all located within' one of the areas, and
sines the diswelor of that wee em bwohred in dre design of the project, It was thought
that he wm Ike most logical choioe to serve as the project's director,

14Some were 2:tendon Service staff members and Others were not. The Appalachian
Center b a coneogdated university Extension organization made up of Cooperative
Ester:Mon sad a number of other Exteasion and research pregame including the
following: Weaponry aad Labor Studies; Social and Behavioral besearch Program;
alining End Industrial Extension; Legal Extension; Susinem Extendon. In addition, the -
Maff of the Andaehian Center worked cooperatively with a number of other colleges .

and divisions of Wed Virginia University In the conduct of this project. .

5
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_ The Federal .Extension* Service provided liaison personnel, who
worked throughout the five-year period with the West Virginia
University Extension staff taking part in the project.

. v

Selection.of the Test Conuninnties

ApliroxiMately sixty communities in 'five southern West Virginia
counties were suiveyed in search of appropriate settings for the
project.15A principal criterion guiding the search was that the
communities ultimately selected for inclusion in the project would be -

ones without previous experience with Extension aoivities..lnasmuch
as West Virginia had awery active Extension prograniover the years,
this meant that the target Communities would have to be among the
more isolated of the state's coMmunities, located farther.back in the'
"hrillows" and on the mountain ridges.

County Extension agents prOvided the area agent with Maps,
directions, and guided tours when possible. In total, thirty-fiye days
and. 4,000. miles in travel were spent surveying communiti6 which
might be included in *project. Many of these communitiei Were
accessible only .by muddy dirt:roads or roads in creek beds, .and
soMetimes there were no roads ae all.. One observation made by the
area agent was that the farther one traveled off the paved highways,
the more disadvantaged the people beeame.

I lowever, even in areas Which appeared to be disadvantaged '
(generally characterized by the area agent as those with "appalling"
housing), one feature which became evident wal that families with
middle-clasS incomes often lived next door to lower-income families,
thus niakirig ,it difficult to find-communities consisting of only the.
disadvantaged: Since it had been planned to work with communities
in which Most residents were disadvantaged, thiS faCtor made the
community ielection process more difficult. In addition,. since the
project plan included work viith youth, low-income communites with
children- were sought as opposed to communities in which out-
migration of, the younger generation had occurred,: leaving behind
only middle-aged and aging adults.

The final selection of the communities to be 'included in the
project votas made after the number of potential communities was
reduced . to fifteen. Three criteria were employed, in choosing the

'communities:

(1) Number of test communities to be included in the project L7
it was felt that the project staff could ,not handle more, than three
'communities, and yet three different types of communities would

_ .

15 The survey wa,s carried out by one of the two ,aiCa extension agents assignid le the
project. ... ) ,..
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lend diversity that could help decide whether various techniques
could be applicable and workable under different sets of.
circumstances;

(2) Distance front ilea headquarters it was thought advisable
to kee p. driving distance to each of the three communities to a
maximum-of-on& hOui, since the area staff, including the project
director, would be commuting from headquarters and, in addition, it
was., anticipated that theie wOuld be out-of-town visitors to the
project who uould have a limited athount of travel time;

(3) 1..-!tykrus lick of contact with, Extension it was thought to
be desirable to work with cominunities repiesentative of Appalachian
hollow comMunities with little previous contact with Extension in
order to determine the degree to which Extension could respond to
unmet needs and clientele characteristically different from those
typically seryed. -

As ii turned out, two of the communities selected had not had
any Extension activities prior to the beginning of the project, and the
third had had only a 4-Il group headed by a teacher in the local
elementary school. Only one community was choien per county,so
titat,each of the three county staffs Could conkentrate its efforts in
one area. This_approach was employed to distribute the experience
of working with low-income families among larger group of
Extension agents than would have been possible had the project
been limited to communities in one county.

The three communities selected foi the project were Eastridge,
rural ridge community of thirty-eight families, Valley's End, a..
degdend hollow community of thirty-five families loeated
immediately outside the city ot the area headquarters, and
Z.impville, a sprawling community typical of many former coal

ining towns in AppalachiarRoundaries had to be established in
Campville limiting the area embraced by the project to eighty-seven
families, since the entire community, which stretched for miles,
included hundreds of families. The area chosen was that nearest to
the pub& -ekmentary school located in the coMmunity..Henceforth
in this_agport, the teem Campville refers only to that area.

Detailed descriptions of -the three Communities are provided in
Chapter Two.

The Methodology and Content of the Profrct

The specific elements of the methodologY and program
approacht4 that comprised the West Virginia project during its initial
stages were developed at a series of meetings held between May and



August of 1964. Participants iu these meetings included
representatives of the Federal Extension-Service and .both camptis
and field-based staff of the West Virginia COoperative Extension
Service. The plans which emerged centered on an initial program
thrust in the area Of early Childhood education. It was decided that
.the early Childhood education program should serve not only to
provide srowth promOting experiences for childrep, but also as a
means to engage parents, and especially mothers, in program
activities. In addition, it. was decided that a survey oi all families in
the three tist communities should come prior, to the launching of any
program activities.

The survey *was to provide information about the' communities
and their residents' that could be used for subsequent program
planning. The information collected was also intended to serve as
baseline data for descriptions of the project and subsequent efforts.at
evaluation. The questionnaire used in the inrveywks designed by
Federal Extension Service repreientatives and University Extension
personnel. It wail pretested in communities similar:to those chosen for
the projectrThe *entire county Extension staff in each of the three
counties participated in administering the questionnaire.

Essentially, the survey collected information. from the residents
concerning their education, occupationi. and sources of income,
mental and physical disabilitiei, housing, water supplies, appliances.
in their homes, and.attitudes toward their communities. Also, ratings
were made by the interviewers on the interior , and teTterior
appearance and condition .of the homes and the cleanliness and
clothing of the residents. Tjais information was necessary to
determine the extent of deprivation in the pommunities, the types of
programs which conceivably could be attempted, and what, if any,
leadership existed within the communities through which the project
staff could begin their efforts. The survey also included questions
pertaining to the early childhood education ° program, Under
consideration as the initial undertaking of the projed.

The personal contacts made with each family : in the three
communities in the course of administering the survey were helpful
to the project staff for several different reasons. The information
obtained from the community residents was considered to be.
important in itself. But, in addition, the home visits also serVed, the
purpose of inoducing the Extension agents to the communities and
provided them with opportunities to talk with the residents and view
their liking conditions first hand: Moreover, residents gained thg
opportunity to find out why Extension agents .were in their
conununities. Of approximately 150 households contacted, difficulty
in obtaining necessary information was encountered in only one case.

17 See Appendix A tor the interview schedule.
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As the project progressed, reliance on home visits and personal
contacts emerged as a central element of project- methodology.
Several purposes were served by maintaining contact with families in
this way.

4
First, the home proyided a non-tgreatening setting in which

rapport between projeci staff and Community residents could be
firmly established. Also, home ,visits were the only effective means of
communicating with the familiei concerning the various programs.
For example, it was learned that* posted or mailed notices of
meetings and events were. not effective .in stimulating attendance, .
and notice of such meetings made by home visit more than six days
in advance was likely to be ineffective as well. Thus, personal visits ,

to every household shortly betbre an activity was scheduled were
marjdatory for maxiinum participation.
I Another purpose served by home visits was that they provided.a
context for informal problem-solying education. Through personal
contact wiih the families, an opportunity was gained to help. fathily
members with problems ranging from home repair' to relationships
with public helping agencies. Not all staff members were equally
effective in such a role, noi were ill families eqUally responsive.
However, the staff reporteil that ,home visits generally" became longer
ase the project progressed and community residents gained more
confidence in the agents. Moreover, the families generally "seemed to
enjoy the visits:',

The extent .to which the staff came to rely on persohal contacts
through home visits as a program method was consistent with the
basic project philosophy and design. Home viiits represented an
approach which stsessed that problems of the rural disadvantaged
could be alleviated through educational programs centered on 'the
family. Moreover, personal contact in the home was consisteht with,
the one-to-one educational techniques which had proved so successful
for Extension in past efforts, to improve the quality of life for
American farm families. .

In addition, a patient, personalized, home:centered approach to
work with the' disadvantaged .was logical in view of existing
infiltmation concerning the anticipated problems In working with
disadvantaged people in general; and the' isolated, rural pdor of
Appalachia, in particular. Appalachians especially have been pictured,
correctly or incorrectly, as independent, withdrawn and somewhat
suspicio9 of . strangers, family Oriented, and lacking in the
aggressiveness necessary to seek out and cope with relationships to
programs or agencies that could be of assistance to themMn the
Opinion of the project staff, home visits were important because the .

people did approximate these characteristics.

1111For example, lee Weller, op. cit.



For example, hi, the opinion, of one University-based staff
member who spent a coisiderable amount of time morking. on the
project in its early stages, attempting to initiate a program with low-
income people was more tiMe consuming than it would have been
with middle-income groups. As.sheput it:

It took mulch iOnger than anyone thotight. One of the
main differences with working with low-income people
versus middle-income people was that it was more difficult
to gain the confidenee of the peopte, tO establish some
rapport with them. There were so many negative
influences, negative feelings that the 'people had to

, overcome. They diad been , taken advantage of so much in .

the past that the agents who came in had to do a lot of
reassuring before she people would. acceputhem and really
believe that they didn't haVe some ulterior moive. It took
time, a' lot of time, tO reassure_them that we *eren't trying
to get something from them.

Although there is no way of evaluating the ultimate impact of
the home visits IA an educational strategy in its own right, there
obviously was a potential in this applOach to provide lo4P-jncome
people *ith some of the inforntation and self-confidence. netOry tO
bridge - the gap of knowledge and . psychological readi 6s that
seemed to stand in the way of taking the action necessary to solve
some of their problems.

It is easier to judge the value that the visits had in facilitating
citizen participation in the four major prograbi, thrusts Which .
developed over the course of the total project. The judgment of the
project staff and the evaluation team is that the 'visits were
instrumental In building necessary levels of citizen support for these
programs. In this regard, the home visits could be considered the
basic element of project methodology,for without them it is doubtful
if !he major jbograni components of the project could have achieved
even modest success. (The role of hOme visits in each of the specific
program components Of the' project will be touched upon in
subsequent chapters.)

As his been indicated, four major programming efforts evolved
during the courseof the project: early childhood education, health
education, recreation and youth activities, and community
developmentrThe early childhood education program wai by design
the first program to begin-after the initial 'Community household
survey which included an assessment, of the opinions of communiti
residents concerning the establishment of an early childhood



educition program. An overwhelniinkly positive retponse from' the
communities gave impetus to +the program, which was begun in the
late, fall and early winter of 1964. -The decision td begin- formal

programming with an .effort in early childhood education was based
in part on the assumption that there would indeied be support for a
program which promised to aid the growth of children. As
experience proved, such a program cpuld thus serve as an entree to
the cooperation which would be needed in the Icominunity to
establith additional programi.

The early chillhood education prOgrairi wis designed to provide
learning experiences ler both children and their mothers. The major
aim was ro narrow the "cultural gap" between the diiadvantaged

r child and-ithe mainstream of society by providing the.children with
, the types )of periences most middle-class preschoolers hive as a

minter of Course. .

The health education program began in 1965 with a
comprehensive,health Survey conducted in all three test communities.
Crowing in part out of the success achieved in providing necessary
innocidatiorkst for the children participating in 'the early...childhood
education 'program, in part out of reeognition of serious health
problems in the comintinitiee and in part out of the interest of two
staff members .of 4he West 'Virginia University* Medical Center, the
health, program included, in addition to the survey, free
comprehensive medical examinations, for all community residents
willing to take them,' follow-up consultation and referral, and
specially designed health education classes. As in the development of
the ,early childhoOd education program, home visits. and
aganizational efforts ,Of the project staff were instrumental in
initiating the program and carrying it through to completioni

A third program thrust in recreation for youth was also begun
during the summer of 1965. Since -summer camping programs and
organized recreation had been for many years a vital part of
Extenkion's-4-11 program, an effort was made to extend the potential
benefits of these programs to the disadvantaged youth of the three

, hollow communities included in the pilot project. Furthermore, there
was some feeling that the wOrk with preschool children, which by
that time had been successfully organized, should be eipanded to
include children of all ages.

The purpose of the 'summer recreatiOn program, Which included
a weekly recreation Jay throughout the summer and a community
day camp at the end of the summer was to satisfy. the need for
recreational activity among children from six to sixteen, while, at the
same time stimulating the development of good health habits and
skills of teamwork and Interpersonal relations.

From mid-1964 -to 1907. the home visits and the continuing
administration of the special programs in early. childhood ...ducation,
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designed had ceased operations in all three
nd of 1966. The health education and recreation
hrough 1967 and 1968. . .

-An additional prOgram effdrt was begun in 1967. At that time,
the staff, considered it important 'to initiate an attempt to develop .the

" community leadership necessary to extend community' improvement
actiOies beyond the life of the project. Although .the potential need
for a Community development progaam and the possibility of testing
community development approadhes had been recognized, from the
beitinning of the-project, it was not until 1967 that priorities in the
asiignment of available staff resources permitted the establishment of
such a program. The aiin of the program was to Orkiiiize the
residents of two of the communities around self-directed efforts to
study and asseis various community profilems, and then to create
linkages to agencies in the wider community. With capabilities of
assisting in problem solution.

Thus, in the couise of its development/the project offered a
diversitykgf, programs for residents of the three diiadvantaged
communfties. The programs were directed fundamentally. toward,
providing. reiidents with the knowledge and experience necessary to
actieve imprm>ed levels of education and health, and to a lesser
extent towatd inriproveinent in the delivery of certain services from
existing agencies in-the broader community. All programs were based
in part on a fOundation of positive relatirships between residents
and projlet staff, establiShed through home visits. .

The Purpose and Method of the Evaluation Study

The purposes of the present study are:
1(1) to describe the major cOmponents of the West Virginia pi o

project;
() to evaluate the project's program structures and proceises,

and its staff organization and administration;
(3) to evaluate the outcome of the project as compared to its

goals.
Since the primary goal of the project was .to learn how

Cooperatiye Extension might work more effectively with the rural
disadvantaged, its stmess must.be measured in part by the extent to
which the project generated knowledge of potential usefulness to the
design of future projects. In itddition, however, its success 'must be
weighed against the intent of the pioject to .initiate changes in the
behavior of the disadvantaged leading to improvements in the quality'
of their lilies.

22



. , Moieover, there are other questions to be examined, The project
constituted an intervention into the Social equilibrium Which existed
in the test communities:What WaS the extent of ,the resdhing
disturbance in social relationships,' if any, and what qualitative,
Perhiqls unanticipated, changes occurred?in addition, what changes
occuriett within the Appalachian Center, which found itself working
With new clients' and using techniques different from those
customarily used?

Answers can be provided more easily to certain of these
questions than to ,otheri since the available data dO not relate equally'
well to all pertinent questions. Much of the data upon' which this
report is based were obta0ed after the coinpletion of the project.
Even though much of this informati was compiled .by the t
staff during the coUrse f the roject, and wasp int ded fo
evaluation purPoses, it was not reco ed in respon needs of a
systeinatic eValuation plan and is segue lacking in ceitain
respects as a basis for evaluation.

Among the documents providing the data for this study are
annual staff reports, reports of .special Meetings, correspondence,
specist! program repOrts, survey data collected from community
residents at the Outset of the project, data from the health surveyP
and 'publications of staff,members prepared during the project.P

The evaluation study generated additional data. Prior to the end
Of the prOject, the staff completed questionnaires that;, provided
information, abotit every' emily participating in the projectEach
comMunity was described in profiles prepared by the county agents
in response to a secondiquestionnairein addition, the evaluathn
staff conducted and tape recorded interviews.with 'very prOject staff
member during the winter and early !spring *of 1969-70.24The
evaluation staff also made on-site visits to the test communities at the
time the present evaluation snidy was launched duiing the latter
portion of the fifth year of the project.

The data were adequate for assessing certain'short-run outcomei of
the project and helped to support judgments about potential long-run
outcomes as well. It was possible, for example, to establish that the .

:project resuhed in certain types of new experiences for community
residents, and levels of participation in.these activities can be cited.
Furthernaore, the data permit description of the delivery of new

22iise Appendix it for text of the questionnaire used.
& 2For example, au Thomas E. W fo r. Act! (Morgantown: West Virginia
'UaivssNty , 65, No. Al 111611), n
' 2fte 14101thdln C for copy the questionnaire that wu used.*

.44238th hIPPhglx 0 for copy of the questionnaire that wail used.
124ise Appendix L tor a copy of the interview schedule that was used..



'services ,tO the communities. Before .and after data were (lied
wherever possible to establish such ontcOmes. Long-run outtOnies in
the form of specific 'attitudinal changes in community residents, Or
changes in .life 'style or .econrimic welfare were more difficult to,
document. Judgment on such outcome's has been reserved where data -

are lacking. '
:Data from interviews with the project staff were relied upon

heavily in analyiing project processes and structures. It was possible,
through these data, to identify numerous problem areas: in. project
design and administration; in direct work with the residents, in their
honies; and in the special progrartis. In addition; the interviews
provided information on certain events and circUmstances assoeiated
with the project' which was of considerable use.in reaching judgments
on outcomes.
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.:!prvblems encountered, and specific apparent outcomes, comprises a
substantial portion of the present study.

Several unantieipated consequences,-of the ?roject can also. be
classified as achievements. Perhaps the most impertant of these is that
the preschbol program came to serve-an impoitAnt role as a. pilot for':
the establishment of the Headstart progiam in West Virginia.
Another unanticipated outcome wai . that the health education
program which .was begun in the' communities came in time to be
organized and conducted in many other isolated lOcalee in the State.

However, perhaps the most important findings of the evaluation
itudy were not those that centered on the degree of sticcess'achieved
irt,improving the welfare of the people, but rather those concerned
with problems encountered in working with the diiadvantaged
residents of the cOmmunities, and the shortcomings in project
administration and design. Identification of such problems and
shortcomings was a prime aim of the project since it- was hoped.that
greater knowledge of. problem areas would . constitute a basis for
impiovement in the efceetiveness- of future'work . with 4ow-incOme
'rural groups.. , .

Chief among the difficulties whicti arese in working With the
people was the amount of time and attention it was necessary to give
to personal contacts with the families and one-to-one recruitment of
program patticipants.qo gain acceptance for' the various programs
and encourage the family members to participate fully in them
required building a solid, trusting relationship which would support
effective cbmmunications and cooperation between staff members
and families.

The choice of initial program thrusts seemed to facilitate the
engagement oethe people in -program activities during early s ges
of the project and seemed a particularly crucial element of pr ect
design. However, it was also found that participation in% progr
was hard to sustain. The importanee of designing programs to deliver
fairly Continuous, concrete satisfactions to stimulate participation thus
emerged, not 'unexpectedly, as an important factor in- wotking with
the rural poor.

Status relationships among residents of the communities and the- --
influence of existing community institutions such as the church and
the dominant political party was 'found to be important to program
success, especially in twO of the three communities. Effective work in
the communities thti's required knowledge of community structures
and- influences and modification of program approachei when
necessary in oreer to adapt tvhe unique characteristics .of each
commtinity..

Finally, among key lessons learned about working in low-income
, .

communities, the importance of sensitivity to the resident's rights of
privacy and ,needs for pride and self-esteem is especially prominent.

,
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When 'publicity or research activities associated with programs are
n6t controlled to protect the rights and sensibilities of residents Of
low-incothe communities (as unfOrtunately was the case with certain
types of publicity concerning the. West 'Virginia project) the result
can be harmful to cooperation and in the extreme can destroy any
working relationship with a community.

In addithin to its focus on knowledge generated by the project
concerning problems in establishing and maintaining working
relationships with low-income groups, the evaluation also stresses
certain apparent sl:orscomings in project design and administration.
Chief aMong these was a lack of follow-through on, programs. For a
number of possible reasons. (discussed in Chapter Seven), the
programs begun in the communities ,were -not sustained with vigor
throughout the projeCt and none survived past the end of the project
funding period. The administration of the project can fairly be
faulted for this result which could have led to frustrated expeoations
eib the part of community residents

The lick of program ollow-through Was compounded by the
absence 'of a well-developed conceptual scheme which could Note
guidgv the over-all thrust of the project and helped to cumulate the
wor hile effects of the separate project components. In the
absence of concelitual' guidelines there seemed to have been a
tendency foe; the' goals and methods of the project to be associated
with the interests and experiences, of the staff members rather than
with the requirernt ts of a rational project strategy.

Other faults in project design and administration brought out in
the ev.aluation are: the absence:'of completely adequate pr6ject
leidership; insufficient attention to inlervice staff training; the
failure to include a systematic evaluation effort as part of the project
from its beginning;- and budgetary restrictions which created
unnecessary Problems for the staff. '

In addition,, certain projcct staff members working in the
communities qparently experienced conflict between_the demands
Of their pro; nt job 'role and the time required to perf&ifiregular
duties in their counties. Others experienced conflict between their
personal. needs and preferences and the requirements of working
with rural poor.

. Laktly, it is a conclusion of the.eyaluation study that the project's
strategy for assiSting the rural.disadvantaged-was lacking :Seriously in
attention to their economic problems. The .improvements which the
Oroiect, is designed, might have generated in the peonomic welfare
Of the people were problematic 'and possible only in the very long
run. Work for change within the economic sphere would have been.
difficult ind the staff was not, Well prepared to pnrsue it. Yet, the'
econornic problems of the people were pressing; and in. the opinion
of the evaluators more could have,been done within the framework

L
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of the pioject to help alleviate those problems. This, Would have
required more attention to Work with agencies, institutions: and
influential persons to initiate chanties in the social and economic,
environinent which confronted the' people, leading tO greater
opportunity for their economic self-sufficiency.

Such -work might have included attempts to effect changes in the
attitudes of those who could have been of assistance to the
disadvantaged but were not, changes in the extent to which programs
of separate agencies were integrated, and changes to facilitate
referral and acceptance of the disadvantaged into job 'training

. .
ptograms.

These findings, together with a fuil 'description of what was done
in the project, why jt was done, and the nature of the conditions
encountered' in the communities are elaborated in the following
pages.

roy.it
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CHAPTER TWO

A Social And Economic Profile Of
The Thiee Communities \

This chapter is primarily concerned with a description of the
communities and the presentation of certain basic data useful for
assessing the nature and effectivehess of .the project's component
programs analyzed in subsequent chapters of this report. This
chapter touches on the following aspects of the three communities:

(1) ,Their topography, including linkages and
relationships with each other and with other communities,
and other physical characteristics. Consideration is given
to possible effects on the communities of isolation and
semi-isolation from the main currents of social and
economic life. ,

-

(2) Comparisons bcced upon primary interview data
developed from surveys conducted in 1964, 1966 and 1968
by the Special Needs Project staff, physicians and other
medical personnel from the West Virginia University
KlicAical Center, and staff from the Social and Behavioral
Remarch Program, the Appalachian Center, West Virginia
University. When available, secondary source data are also
used. The major purpose of this analysis is to point up the
social and eci?nomic conditions of the three study
communities relative to the parent counties, other adjacent
or contiguous counties, and the State at large. Principal.
emphasis-is placed on the following variables: poPulation
trends, age distribution, sex and marital status, education,
emplOyment, unemployment, labor force participation,
income and wages.

(3) Some conclusions on the existence of community as
sociologically defined. _ -

:;

The communities are located in three different counties in
southwestern West Virginia,' each within approximately an hour's
drive of two of the State's largest urban centers. The three corn-
Munities are quite small, with only the largest appearing on the
'latest official:map of West Virginia.
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a

The Community of Camprille

Campville is the largest of the three commUnities included in this %

project. Based on data 'collected by the Social and Behavioral
Research Program, the popuIation.of this community jn 1968 was
slightly more than 400 people living in sixty-three households1(see
Table 1).

This is one of the two predominantly hollow communities
included in the project. A creek runs the full length of the hollow,
often flooding the homes of residents Several small dirt roads branch
off.a narrow, paved road which extends the full length of the main

\Ian), "of these imp% ed roads whivh branch off into what
might* called "sub-hollows" are impassable Several nionths of the._
year, contributing to the isolation of a substantial proportion of the .
population.

. With but few *exceptions, . private and public services are /
.substandard dr-nonexistent. iirtamprille, llowever, there is a rather
modern elementary . school in the comniunitywithade_quate
recreational space for play attivities. This schod!, is said to
local point of the 'community. Largely because of the *effortg of .the.
Campville . Community Problems Study ,Croup an action'''.
organization forMed as a result of recommendations by the Special

eeds Project staff school bus Service is available to almost all the
children in the hollows who attend this school as well as to older
students who attend high school twelve.Iniles from Campville.

There are, two very small general. or country, stores in the
community which are poorly stocked and tend to be relatively high
priced. TO a considerable extent 'only those without other alternatives
shop in them. The nearest adequate.shoppiag facilities are in a town
a ut tWelve miles from'Campville. There is no Public transportation,
a d when taxi service is available at all it is prohibitively ert*nsive.

car pool is used by a small number of people employed in the
./..nearby.. urban center. Wiih the excePtion of the elementary

school, playground, there are no recreational facilities avAlable within
the community.

In summary, Campville might best be described as a hollow-
'creek community of .poor roads, substandard housing, and inadequate
or nonexiitent public and private services. It is a former mining
ComMunity where coal once was king, but since the early 19:30's only
abandoned and worked oat . mines 'and fully-Ipaded ,coal trains
moving through the community have linked coal to its , Past: It is

refers only to that portion of the area deeignited as Campville by the project
staff for study Purposes. The population of the community loosely defined as Campville
by the people residing in the area is much larger. As a matter of fact, !MOW defining the
comlnuaity's boundaries for the purposes of the project was a matter of some concern to
the staff when the projec t. was started.
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representative of hundreds of other similar communities which are
widely scattered 'and virtually hidden in the deep, well-foliaged
hollows of Appalachia.-

The Community of Eastridge

Eastridget the smallest of the three communities, is best de-
scribed, as a ridge community. A small low-grade road, paved since .

the project began, extends a short distance into .the community, and
an assortment of poorly maintained, near-impassable dirt and gravel
roads run to homes scattered over the hillsides, The main road bisects
the community and runs to the river which passes nearby. The
summer homes and camps of several upper- anemiddle-income
city residents located near this river provide sharp contrast to

the homes of the other residents in the area.
Eastridge is perhaps the most disadvantaged of the three

communities. It is virtually without ptiblic or private services. There
4 is no public transportation and travel by personal car is difficult over

roads often near-impassable, especially during the Winter months and
early. spring. There are two sm*general stores located one to two
miles from Eastridge which are used frequently. by, the residents of
the community. More a'dequate shopping facilities are available in
the county seat about eight miles away. Some of the people
infrequently travel to the city to shop.

The children inAlte community attend an elementary school
about two miles away and the older stitdents attend high school in
the county seat. There is a recreational area in the .coimpunity
established ai part of the pilot project, and some organized
I nreational activity occurs.

,In summary, Eastridge is a very poot, tiny, isolated ridge
comniunity largely dominated by fundamentalist church beliefs. _

farming, dirt roads (or muddy Ones, . depending on the
season), dug wells, dug privies, rundown 'haising and lack of
entertainritent characterize life here.

Little or. nothing breaks the dreary routine for'adults or
icy igorates the younger members of the community.
4

The Community of Valley's End

Valley's End isi small, dead-end hollow community with well-
defined boundaries 'nlike the Other tWo communities in this preject,-
there is bUt a single unpaved road which runs into the hollow and
deadends there. A imall creek crosses this road several times, often
making it difficult to travel by car.

As might be expected, public and private services are poor or
nonexistent. there is no public transportation (bus service), and taxi
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a

service is prohibitively expensive and/or unreliable, as is
transportation by a neighbor's private automobile which might
cost as much as five dollars for a trip to a local store. There are no
car pools except for one formed by a small group of women whO
worleas domestics in a nearby city. '44

All students attend school; in the county seit abov nine miles
from Valley's End. Until the project'began, students were required to
walk apkoximatqly one mile to the mouth of the hollow to catch the
school bus. Subsequently, the roads were impiaed aO Mat the school
bus could come into the hollow to pick up the children near their
homes.

There is not even a small grocery story in this community.
However-, ample' shopping facilities are available about three 'miles
away in a city of 20,000. This community is located in a very narrow
hollow, and there is little, space available nearby for outdoor
recreational. activities. No adequate or safe building is available for
indoor recreational and entertainment ictivitier.

0 Valley's End ir a dead-end community olgenerally dilapidated
housing. Although closer to urban centers, it is probably more

Asolated than the other two communities, although it issan isolation
related to the attitudes of the community residents regarding
community development and outside assistance rather than to
distance.

Locational Characteristics of the Communities A Summary

The communities, included in this project are not .extremoly
isolated from popolation centers when compafed to 1.9any other small
hollow and ridge communities in Appalachia and in West Virginia.
Each war no more. than fifty Miles from hubs of gmployment and
service activities in two.of West Virginia's largest cities. Nevertheless,
the problems related to isolation of these three communitiei are real.

With respect to transportation, most of the residents of these
small hollow communities use personal cars, pay their neighbors for
transporting them, or use taxi services. Bus service is either non-. existent or inefficient in terms of the needs of the people in the areas.

Geographical remoteness is a most serious obstacle to devising a
strategy for community development which encompasses both social
and economic dimensions. However, when the transportation system
is nonexistent or poor the problems related to isolation are severely
compounded.

'3Z
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Portfolios Trends
.

. .

Ille communities included in the project have had considerable
population loss. According to data obtained from personal interviews

.conducted in the deee commune*. by the University's Appalachian
Center in 1984 and 1968, population 'in the three communities
decreased substantially between the survey dates.

The decline in the population in the period 1964 to 1988 was
quite severe relative to population changes in West Virginia and in
most of the counties in the State, and produced varied results. Two
changes stand . out Most clearly: (1) The decline in the total
population of the communities, and (2) The effects of this population
4oss on the age and sex :fractures of the population. -

When the. West, Virginia pilot project was begun in 1964, the
combined total population of the three communities was 580, with
the largest community (Campville) having a population of 261 -and
the smallest (Vapey's End) having 452. By 1968, the total population
of the three communities had-declined by 22.6 percent (136 people),
with Eastridge experiencing the largest decrease (38 percent) and
Valley's End the smallest (8.6 percent). As a result of. the decline in
population in each of the three communities during the 1964-1968
time period, Eastridge became the smallest of the study communities

. (see Table 1).
That there ha; boon substantial frmigration of persons from the

three project 'communities is not ve surprising since there has been
a relatively steady decline in West VI ginia's population over the last
decades. With a 7.2 percent loss 'of population in the period 1950-
1980, West Virginia was one of only three states with a net
population loss during the decade of the fifties! Data from the 1970
U.. S. Census of Population indicate 'that the Stite hist an additional
6.2 percent of, its population during the sixties with only ten counties
experiencing net increases in population! It is interesting to note that
the project community with the smallest population loss in the period

. 1964-1968 was located in one of the ten counties in. the State
aperiencing a net increase in population during the decade of the
sixties.

aU.$. Depsehnent of Commerce. Statietical Abstract of the United States (Washington:
U.S. Govibusent Printing Office, 19511). Tables 13 and 14. pp. 14-15.

8The Dominion-News, (U.S. Rumen et Census News Seismal Morpatown, West
Virginia, June 111. 1570, IL 4-A.

.
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Sex and Age Structure of the Population

In analyzing the changing sex and . age structures of the
population in the dwee communities (relative to national and state
norms), four features stand out most prominently: (1)' the ratio of
males to females, (2) the. percentage of the Population five years of
age and under, (3) the percentage of the population sixty-five years
of age .and older, and (4) the median or average age of, the
population.

Ratio of Males to Fetnaks In the Population
.. .

'No data on the ratio of males and females in the population are
available for West Virginia or for representative 'counties of the State.
However, data for the UnitedStates indicate that the, ritio,changed
from 49.1 percent Male and 50.9 percent female in 1984 to 48.8
percent male and 51.2 percent female in 1988. In other words, there
hss been continued growth in the representation of women in the
United States population.

Just the opposite trend seems to be developing in the West
Virginia project -vommunities. Whereas . in 1984 there' were
proportionally' more females than males in each of the three
Communities, by 1988 there was a Marked reversal so that the ratio
favored males. The Most dramatic shift took place in the community
of Eastridge, where the ratio changed from 48.2 percent male and
51.8 percent female in 1984 to 53.0 percent male and '47.0 percent
female in 1998 (see Table 2). Both the .emigration of large numbers of
people from these communities (many of whom were young women)
apd the decline of the fertility rate in these and other rural West

_Virginia communities were probably two factors which contribuied to
this reversal. .

Percent Distribution of the PoPulation Five Years of Age iind Under

The proportion of the population five years of age and under in
the project communities was inordinately high in 1984, being about
twice that for the nations fOr West Virginia, and for many of the
counties in West Virginia4 More significant than the community-

.

4The properties of the population el the United States five years of age and under was 10.9
perces. in 1994 and 9.2 percent is Mt The proportioe of West Virginia's population under
five years of age feN from 9.9 permit I. 1901 to 9.4 perces, I. ISM. See US. Department of
Commerce. Bureau if the Comm. Current Population Reports. Series P.25, No. 333. March 39,
1911. Series P.25; No. 419, Fehresery 17. Mk and the US. Department of Commerce,
iletioliad Atwood of Om United Same, 11911(p. 25), mid IWO (p. IP. No comparable_data are
evadable for the counties ler the poen 1154 and 19911. However. la 11915 tE4 percent of the'
population under fice years el age mood from 7.7 perces* is Pulsing County to 12.1 percent
in McDowell County. See Lessard M..Siser, lrobecilene of the lopolasion of wee Virginia
Counties bp Age and Sex bp 'Five Year PeSori, 1095-111115, Office of Research and
Development, West Virginia University, 19118.
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noncommunity differentials, however, was the precipflouo drop in the
representation of this age group in the population Of the ihree
communities. In two of the three communities (Campville excepted)
the decrease was more than 50 percent, with the reduction being the -
greater in Valley's End where the proportion of, the population five
years of age and under fell.from 20.9 percent in 1964 to 883 percent
in 1968 (see Table 3). 2

4
Percent of the Pop ulation Sixty-five Years of Age ant) Older

The proportions of the poplation five years'.6f .agei'-and.. under
and sixty-five years of age and over are important:for (evert! reasons:
Perhaps most importantly, these are the fwo largest dependency
groups in onr population. Neither group is a productive segment of
society while both are substaniial consumers of goods and services.

In 1964 and 1968 the proportion of the population olthe three
communities aged.sixty-five and over was low, relative to national
aild state norms. With the exception of CampvilleAslightly more than
5 percent of the population of the Spedat Needs communities vlere
sixty-five years of age and over in-. 1964.6,Although th*re was an
increase in the percent of the population sixty-five years and over in
two of three communities in 1968 (see Tableit3), the proportion of the
population in this age group remained sutostantially below national
and state norms.6

Median Aie of the Population

, While the -population of the United 'States has been growing
younger, that of the project communitie% has been growing older. In
1984 the Median age of the population in.,*; two of the,, three
communities was about 25 yearm comjiared to' 28.3 years for, the.'

NT.

51 n 1964. 9,3 percent of the populatton of the United SOW- tes Were aged sinty.Rve and over.
while 9.9 percent of West Virginia's populeton fell into this age group. 1.73. Delsartment of
Commerce, Sietistket Abstract of Ohe United State*, 1917. p. 25, and U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Current Pomdslion Reporte, Series F.25. No. 333. March 30. 111W No erpmperable data are
available for West Virginia counties I. 1964 or 111N. However, data for 1965 indicate that the
percent of Me population aged nitpfive years and over ranged from I to l2 percent, Sie
Leonard M. Siam. Pro/adieu of she repulsNon of West Virginis Counties by Age mud Ssx bp
Five yew Period., 1185-1163, Office of Research and Development. West Virginia Univertity..

61n 11I96 the inspection of the 'optimism liatk-five years of age and over wai 9.6 ipercent''°:
sad 10.6 perceat for the United Stales sad West Virginia respectively. Percentages derived
from US:Department of Commerce. Sistielical Abstract of the Urged Stoles, (11119). Tilde N,
p. 25. Stole figures from U.S. Deportment of Commerce, CorreW Population RIM& inries F-
25, No. 416. February 17. 1919. 1 .

1
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tinited Statet.'By 1968, however, the median age of the ulation in
all three had-surpassed that of the population of the U States:7

Outmigrsition seems to have had a .rather pronounced impact on
the age structure cif the population of Eastridge. The population of
this community aged 16 years and, over'gre from 59.4 percent in
1964 to 89 percent in 1968. At the same ti *the average age of the
population increased from 25.1 years in 1 to 32 years in 1968.
Perhaps- related to the rather shirp rise in the average age of the
population in the Eastridge community was the noticeable decline in
the Percent of the pcipulation.16 years of age ind under and *le
decline in the average size of the family in this community

Educational Attainment

The educational level of those'who reside in the Moll remote
hollow COmmunities of- West Virginia is very low relative to die
average level for the United States. Under the most iileaLfanditions,
there are foimidable obstacles to providing .quality education for th'e
poor..These problems are compounded where the remoteness of the
communities makes it difficult to develop ari.efficient delivery system.
'Available data indicate that while the level of education in West
Virginia has iMproved in terms of median school years completed by
persons 25 rars and order, moving from 8.8 years in 1960 to 10.0

. years in 1968, the educational gap may have widened. In 1960 West
Virginia fell only 1.8 years below the natkinal norm for median
school years completed for personi 25 years and older. By 1968,
however, this gaP:may have widened to 2,1 years! -

Data derived from household interviews conducted by the pilot
prdiect staff in 1%4 and 1986 point up quite clearly ihe nature of the
educational barrier which acts to thwart or retard progressive social
and efconomic programs -in the rural, nonfarm areas of the State.
Although the data for the three communities are not strictly
comparable with state and national norms cited Above, they are more
detailed and more revealing.

7The malion op Of the U.S.. population was VI ysan I. 19011. compared to XS years for
Cainpville. 31.5 wan fee Lastridp and NI years far Valley's Zed. See U.S. Departawat of
Cesserce. fissolled Absirect el Moe UMW Saw, (11011). Table 2, p. 10. Data for tits
namweities were developed hew bousebeid surveys osailected la ib. cososaveinis I. 191111hy
West virpaia thiverstly's Appaiwidawataisr.

elhe percent of the pipalatita ie gawk* amnia years el ap sad Nada iodised front
401 percent is len se 311 owes* la MS. At We same Uwe die averap Ow of the
beessitells le i. wear ashy fell hew 43 to 41. (sse Table 1). Data derived fn. surveys of
Ws war mita. ia 11111 by die Omar ef.Wast WORN University.

school yeen apaldeted ler W. 's was equivalent le the avers..
This lower osaellinioa is ite draft ponentape inursastrie mediae

Mediae wheal yews cenaphesd by renew IS years sod elder is die UMW Sines isereessi
1.1 yaws fres la Ss 111111(10.11 yeen is 11.1 won). Asserniag Wader isereasei ler West
%Wait As miss wheel yews complsiell by pens= 13 years sad slier weak, ir sheet
10.11years is 1111

2
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For example, in 1964 approxiinately 33 percent of *the residents, of
the Valley's 'End comniunity. nineteen years of:age and over had -
seven yeah; of .eauCation 9r less., The'connnunities of Campville imid .

Eastridge had even 'larger proportions of 'their populations in this age
group with seven years o'f education Or: less' (43.9 percent and 441

, percent respectively) (see Table' 4):
Relative to:national .norms, one .Would expect tp find few high

school and post-high .school graduates in-these smali,".rural nonfann
communities..Hloliever, the.proportiqn 'of ihe.populations of the three ."
communities. nineteen years 'of' ige and over ,with twelve years of
education 'or: more appears /pike ,for these .remote, h011ow
commUnities. Only a little more than 16 percent of .the residents in'
this age group-in Wu of. the. .three .commtinities -(Campville and . ,

Eastridge) and only 13 Perfent in.One of them (Valley'S End) .hkd .

twelve years or More education when the initial interviews were
Condueted in the coMMunittes in .1964 (ste Table 4). A more detailed
analysis of the educati(tn .of the .population.of the. three,conimunities
in 1980 indicates thatin two of the-three communities More than 60
pereent of the adult population had less_than nine years- of eduCation
and 8 'percent bad three years of education or less.")

. .

. In terms of aétpal years& school mpleted, there was poSidve
change for the State of West Veloginia in 11-M1964-1968 period. 'The,
educational levels ui the ihree communities, however, remained static
or changed Johly slightly during, this time. For example, the average
number Ofichool years completed for the population (excluding pie.
school age children) of the. !Attridge community was 84 years in

. both 1964 and 1968; Campville, 7.0 *years in.,196$ and 7.7 years in
1968; Valley'S End, 6.7 years in 1964 and 7.1 years in 1968...If one
considers.only the adult population not now in schoolthecharige..in'
the.educational attainment of the population _ip the conimunities in
the 1964-1968 time.period is somewhat more encouraging, except for
Eastridge, where the situation wOrtened(see Table 5). - ..

One can'readily see at thiF point, that there are educational
deficiencies -atnimg- the poptiktions of the smalr hollow Communities .

of Appalachia. Such deficiencies presunnably4 constitute, effectire
barriers to change, and thus erpound the prOblems of Woting with. ;
this segment of our pnpulation.. These deficiencies 'alio pose some
important. questions about the future of ttvse. and.- other similar
coMmunities th thii region.

"

o'

0' '3?

' 7s .

, . .

1

t.

.

10%, Fzeest W. Chick, Marilyn- A. jarvis-Eckset, sad Roger e. Flora, "iiealth Fofiles of
Three fikollows I. West Vira." The West Verghsielitacet leensal, IMay..19/11), Table p..
15. The special article he hand °is isedieal .servey of the dine prefect conannusities
conducted by the West Virginia thraisiyie/ Medicil Center in 1961. The results of this survey
and tbe coensamity health program are eumniend I. detail I. Chapter Four of this report.;

I ;
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Measuted 'by almost every isccepted.standard, West Virginia is a
pair state Although one must .guard against simplistic analyses of
this complex* Problem, it would be safe to conclude that much of the
poverty among West Virginia families is directly related to a dearth
of employment opportunities, hard-core unemployment, and low rates
of labor force participation, especially for women , (particularly
married ones).

During the, decade of the sixties, only the more populous,
progressive and industrialized counties in the State experienced
growth in employment opportunities near the national average.
Employment opportunities in the smaller, remote rural counties
remained for the most part little changed and in some cases even
diminished during this period.

Official unemployment rates in the United States, excessively
high during the first half-decade of the 1960's and above 'full
employment levels (as defined by more liberal economists) during the
last half of the decade, were still quite low compared to
unemployment rates prevailing in West Virginia's Counties at that

' time. Almost without exception the unemployment rates.in each of
the counties was two to four times the national averages during the
years 1980-1968. During this time almost every county in West
Virginia was classified as an economically distressed area by the
U.S. Departments Of Commerce and Labor."

The effects are evident and far-reaching in the general attitudes
of the people and in their dechtions to search elsewhere for job
oppOrtunities. The large emigratiob of West Virginians to other states
is, of course, symptomatic of the employment problems which plague
the State and dampen the enthusiasm of its young and better-
educated people.

0 Although the problems of unemployment in West Virginia do not
seem as serious. now as during the early ,. sixties, the official
unemployment rates are still subsiantially above the national average
in several counties of the StatgFurthermore, there are those who

Employment

11 Wises the Area Redevelopment Act wapdby Congress in May 1961. fifty-one oi
Wmt Vfaginials fifty-five counties were as depressed anal with substantial
sid/or persistent ummployment. Tbie is -noted in Gerald 0. Somme (ed.), Retreiniul the --
Unemployed (Madison: Univemity of Wiecomil: new 10611). 1. 30. Tab book is
peleamily cosearned with probiems of unemployment sod "empower retraining in West
Virginia in lb* suety 1940X.

11West Virgil:la's official unemployment ratX fell from about 12 percent in 1960 to 6.4
percent in 1960. la sevegal mystbeen Vest Virginia counties in 1960, the rates ci
weemployment exceeded MI percent. By 1066 Obese extremely bigb rates bad been
reduced by 40 to 40 pereent. West Virginia Employment Trends. July 1969. and
Statistical Handbook R8 Series 106 (Volumes I, 3. 4). 106. 410 and 114. Vest Virginia
Department oi Zmployment SOCUlity, Cluslsolon. Vest

-
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have recently questioned the validity of the official unemployment
' rates and, after carrying out pilot studies in selected -coUnties7 feel

that the official rate understates thesactual rate by 50 to 60 percene3
Be that as it may, available eyidence indicates /that the problems of
unemploym. ent and underemployment impact, more heavily. on the
predominantly rural nonfarm counties of Appalachia. For nUmerous
reasons, low wage rates and low rates of labor force panicipation (for
both sexes, but especially for women) aie also .most likelY to be,
concentrated in these rural nonfarm counties. The relationship
between poverty and the low levels of labor force particiPatiOn of the
population has been noted by manpoWer researchers well acquainted
with the problems of the Appalachian Region.

Since .the pilot project comMunities were located_ in three
predominantly rural nonfarm West Virginia counties;"' one -would
assume that the low income levels of the people are closely related to
the factors discussed in the preceding paragraphs.

The data presented in Tables 6 and 7 would seem to support the
validity of this issumption.in these communities, as in many similar
rural communities of .West Virginia with little growth potential, most
of the poor are those who are working full time for low wagepat
unskilled jobs, The problem is further compounded by the absence pf
a second family worker and excessive and longierm unemployment
(see Tables 6 and 7):

For example, in 1964 at least 51 percent of the adult member!' of
hOuseholds in all three communities were employed fullstithe (fifiy w
fifty-two weeks), and in one of the communities (Eastridge) 67.6
percent of the adult members of households were employed full. time.
Severe underemployment (part-time and seasonal uneMployment) was
most problematic in Valley's End with 27 percent of the adult
members/ of households being employed from one i.to twenty-four,
weeks (iee Table 6). Our data show that without exception the adult '
members. of the communities-were more successful in obtaining full-
time employmefat in 1968. Although somewhat, less severe, the
problem of underemployment was still serious in the three prOject
cOMmunities.14

In summary, analysis of the data compiled from household
/ surveys conducted in each of the three communities in 1964 and 1968

indicates that the residents of the communities are largely semi-
skilled qr unskilled, working a relatively ..short work week for

...

130.. State Pkn: the repOrt of West Virginia's Cooperative Area Manpower PlannIng
System Committee tot fatal vellt 1111111, pp. 114. The data presented there ate based oft
surveys conducted by West Virginia's Department of Employment Security in Clarks-
ton.
141gows thin 10 percent of the employed labor forth of Cannalle la wthalad to
pert-tins or seasonal work. Seasonal and Pethiinto arnido_yraral vm vornannaijosn
thmilleant in the communities of testsida and. Valley's 'nag. (MMa cosigned warn
household surveys of the three communities by the Appalachian Center at West Virginia
University.)
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comparatively low wages. These problems are further compounded
by the low rates of participation in the labor force and the absence
from the households of a second wage earner who could supplement
family income.

Income,particularli per capita income, is one of the most
important variables in the standard of living index. In fact, income is -
often the only factor considered in the determination of the percent
of the population that is poor. Measured by income and/or a batter*
of other 'criteria, most of the households in the project communities
fall into the poverty category.

In 1984 two of the three communities had average houSehold
incomes of about $2800. Household income in the third community
(Campville) was nearly b200 less (see Table 8). With 87 percent of its
hOuseholds having annual incomes below $3000, Eastridge was
perhaps the. most impoverished of the three communities, followed by
Campvilk (59 percent) and Valley's Ena (49 percent) (see Table 9).

Poverty is a complex phenomenon and one must guard against
oversimplification in 'studying the problems of the poor. However, it
seems safe to conélude that one of the principal.reasons families are
poor (excluding for the moment age, disability, and unemployment) is
because the head of the household or some other adult membei of
the household is unable to obtain a job '6at l income elastic in
Other words, a job where income expands with the expansion of the
economy. Consequently, large numbers of the weorking poor remain
poor (and even grow poorer relative to the general population)
because they are stuck in dead-end, low, paying jobs where wage

doincreases selm occnr, Mule inflation tikes an increasingly large
share of their already meager take home pay. .

This would seem to be the case in the three communities. During
the Years 1984-1988, a period of general econoMic prosperity and
rapidly expanding incomes in the United States, there was little
change in the economic conditions of the communities. With over 52
percent of the hooseholds_in the'three communities Wring incomes
below $3000 in 19861(t appeared certain that the benefits of a rich
and prosperous nation had MN "trickled down" to these and other
similar communities in Appalachia.

Finally, it is important to note that although wages and salaries
remain the predominant source!' of income for the communities (and,

1,111. Math. Anth-Eckert, Flom "Haft Pr011os " op. cit., Tato S. v. la. .
Volley's fa4 was timt only sowwwwity the Swag Naas !Moth with olognesat
Nowt.' le household bwootso fa 10114-111111. to ten ammo apauth Wont It 116
commoity was 114100 wmpwrod S. MOO is 10114. Ow data Mitt wog otheototo
'nal clomp. but tith Sothis Is sot bwoodolost with ova oath camshaft's. about Ow
twoutunitito. ,
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indeed, the nation), 'tidal security benefits, pensions, and welfare
payments are playing increasingly important roles in the economic
and social lives of the people in these and other communities of the
United States (see Table 10).

Existence of Community in the Three Areas

Throughout this report Campville, Eastridge, and Valley's End
are referred to as "communities." However, as will be shown in the
chapters which follow, many of Ithe project activities explicitly or
implicitly were designed to help the people in the areas 'function,
perhaps for the first tin* on a "community" basis. In other words,
although the people iA the three ,areas resided' close tokether
physsically, they apparently lacked the other characteristics of
"conununity" in the sociological sense of that term which typically is
defined as:

A community is an inclusive group with two chief
characteristics: (1) within it the individual can have most
of the experiences and conduct most of the activities that
aie important to. him; (2) it is bound together by a shared
sense olbelonging and by the feeling among its members
that the groUp defines for them their distinctive identity.
Theoretically, the member of a community lives his whole .
life within it; he feels a sense of kinship With others who
belong to it; ond he accepts the 'community much 'as he
accepts his own name and family membershiP1'

At the beginning of the project, according to the project staff,
the- families in the three areas were isolated not only from the outside
world but also from each other.

In all probability, the eictent of group: attachment described by
the term "community" is based in part on the extent of economic
interdependence. In other words, the acceptance of norms which
closely regulate behavior and produce lasting relationihips and
deeply felt responsibilities, eitn be the result of economic rewards to
be had from such acceptance. Moreover, individual and family
economic returns can be an interdependent part of a system which
determines a "community's" economic &turns, in which case the
individual's and faMily's economic rewards vary in proportion to the
total community'X.,.. economic rewards. Thus, the people in a
community may be bound togethei by economic self-interest, the
realization and maintenance of which force axial interaction and
facilitate community action.

"Leosiend liroOln and Philip Selenick, Sociology, Third Ration (New York: Harperand
How, 1111111), P. 31.

19 .39
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Clearly, as shown above in this"chapier; the people of Eastridge, 1-7
Campy' lk and Valley's End do not' share econdmic interdePendence

s to the degree which usually is attained in the typical limit!! rural
Community in. the United States. Such econoMic interdependence as
is found is exploitative in nature, such as in the cases of the'general
stores or transportation arrangements, hardly the type of
interdependence which'would be productive /community solidarity.
Indeed, the oppositc result el:mid be expected.

Rased on thi:, reasoning, it would apPear that one of the
alternative. straiegies upon . which the project's community
deVelopment activities could have been based would have been,that
of efforts to create economic iliterdependence: Instead, as will be
described, projecrroniponentswhiCh emphasizedthe construction
'community" tended to give insufficient vecognition to the economic

1 basis upon which communities may be built. Admittedly, such a
strategy:would have been mist difficult to carry out, given the limited
dollar resources available .to the project staff.

avm
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CHAPiERTHREi

The Early Childhood Eduatiooh. Prograni.

Introduction
. 5

Research has demonstrated that the earliest yearxof childhood
from the ages of two through five are the molt important in a

child's physical and mental deyelopment? Moreover, it is known that
to maximize development early childhood education programs are
Superior to remedill assistance provided later in a person's life?
Despite these .facts, a number, of states with concentrations of low-

.income.rural families, including West Virginia, do not have statewide
public kindergartemeeven though ii.1900 'report by the Bureau of the
Census cmitained the information that.almost 50 percent more rural
Win and nonfarm eight-year-iilds,.were scholastically .retarded thin
their urban counterparte . 1. . .

Not only does West Virginia lack a st4tewide kindergarten
program, it has comparatively few private programs:The U.S. Office
of Edtication.reported that in 1986-67 .only one county' school system
in the State offered a kindergarten program5 Needless to say, none of
the three communities selected for participationln the pilot ,project .

had one.
Thus, after much discussion as to how the projeet should begin

to function in the communitiei, it Was decided to begin' with'an early
childhood education prograM for three- to five-year-olds offered in

, :

1See, for example, Benjamin S. Bloom, Allison Davis, and Robert Hers, Compensatory
Education for Cultural Deprivation (Chicago: Departnient of Education. University of
Chicago, 1965). . S"

t
. .

. 2Sorban dasey, "Early Childhood Education: A Priority Need," Appalachlii, II
(November, 19611), p. 19. , .
3As this publication wos being prepared for printing, it measure was passed by the Wmt

WSW, Legislature and signed into law Int the governor providing for a statewide,
program of early childhood educetion for children of Ave years of ale to take effect bY
the school year 1972-73. The counties may also establish early childhood education
ProiRams for children under age five if they desire to do so.
-4Education

Advisory Committee, Appalachian Regional Commission, "Early Child-
hood Education for Appalachia," (Washington, D.C.: Appalachian Regional Commission,
n.d), mimeo, p. 9.
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"experience centers.".According to thow who designed the progrim,
\ the term,7experience center" was used to diiTerentitte this program
* children from low-income families from traditional kindergarten
prOgrams. The needs of 'the low-income children were expected to be
soineWhat different from those.of children from the average middle-
class hotly, and consequently the purposes of .the program wereto .be
different: The: expected Unique needs Of the youth in the tett
Communities ale illustrated by James Ogletree's description 'of many
disadvantaged Appalachian' children:

Comparatfvely, many if not most of 'the young in
Appalachia have been physically an& sychologrdly
ipolated from.the type of normal educatiOn l and cultur#I

' opportunities available to most of our children. Not Only
are their: communities cultUrally deprived; but also the

, hOmei of many of these froungitep are devoid. of. even
thale things typically associated. with the Ambiican
hotneY

b . .

The' early childhood edueation program was to.be designed sO as
to provide the children .of the communities with opportunkies to
learn soine of the skilla which middle;class children learn as a matter
of Course. speCifically, the. intent was to provide the experiences
which would better prepare the children for' handling.thl intellectual
and emotional requirements of , first grade learnipg- tasks.
FurthennOre, WI/as hoped 'that the experience centers would 'serve.
is a bridge for the children between the security of the lime and tho
new and perhaPs strange surroundings of the pUblic schbel
classroom.. .

In the past, entering the first grade had been Many of die low-.
income children's first venture out f the protective orbit of then.. .

homes; 'As one county agent 'Who had lived for years in Appalachia
-and had taught in the public sChoels put it:

Among the disadvantaged of Appalachia the child is
almost neve, iemirited from his mother.. FrOm the time he
is born to the time he goet to school, wherever inommy
goes he goes, and the more isolated the people are and the

I

6 Both pniversity Extenaion and Feddkal Extension Stiff were included in the dis-
cussions. interestingly, the early childhood educatio9 .program was designed and in
operation be?ore the Headstart program, and although there were difference* in the'
approaches,used in the experience eentefs and Headstart. some people have referred 'to
the experience center activities as "Headstart Before Headstart."

7,Iames R. Ogletree.'Appalachion Schdois A Casi at Consistency. Ex nsion Reader
Siam, No. 179 (Morgantown. West Virginia: Appalachiin Center. West Virginia Univer-
WY, 1868). P. b. , 0
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more disadvantage& they are, the more the child is
isolated. Because if you go further and further up a hollow
it costs less and less to own land or rent a place, and out
n the ridge the same thing applies.So the more isolated .
they are the more apt you are to have the mother and N;

child extremely close. Then suddenly you take this type of '
youngster, put him in.the first grade and bus him off to a
consolidated school. Ile is put in a strange room_with_a
strange. grown-up and-a-lot-0" s rfFiTige children. And he is

- terrified.
,

The preschool experiences were intended lo provide the children
with the self-assurance which would conic with . participation in a
formal group; and with the personal habits and interpersonal skills
which first grade teachers tend to expect in their, pupils. In part,
these 'aims were directed at helping the children acquire the
appropriate traits that could ease their acceptance into schools whieh
presumably reflected a mkkdle-class value system.'

The potential -value of a program that could facilitate the
adjustment of the children of the test communities to the public
s'ch9ols of the area wai demonstrated convincingly by information
collected concerning the intelligence of the children. This information
was generated by a program of intelligence testing administered in
conjunction with the opening of the experience centers by a clinical
psychologist -and a team, of graduate students from West Virginia

. University's Department of Psychology.
A total of thirty-six children from the three communities was

tested, ,representing approximately 65 percent of all the eligible
three- to five-year-olds.8The results indicated that the children as a
group fell Well within the normal range of intelligence. For example,
in Cimpville, of sixteen children tested, three were considered

.."superior," two "V.right," one was "average or better," live were
"average," two were "loW average," and one "borderline to slow." Thus.
the.low levels of:educational attainment in the eximmunities could not
easily be explained by referenCe to any lack of potential to learn
among the children. Rather, (be problem must have'resided in the
children's adjustment to the schools or. the schools' acceptance of the
children, or both.

Th'e early childhood education program was designed- with the
expectation that the regillai bounty Extension staff would organize
the.eenters. The teaching itself was to be done by a female member
of each county staff who would be provided with training, a
curriculum, and instructional materials. In only one county did the

80f those eligible children who were not tested. some were not enrolled in the early
childhood education program and others were not available for testing because of illness.
ransportation problems, or refusal of mother.
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staff member chosen for the teaching role have previous teacIttng
experience. From this it is clear that the centers were not intended to
serie as6substitutes for a formal kindergarten but rather, as they were
quite accurately described, as centers for the acquisition of new
experience. The ,long-run hope MIS to Organize the parents and
:involve them in the operation of the centers in order that they might
become community-run enterprises; from which the Extension
Service could for the Most part ultimately withdraw.

Establishing the Early Childhood Education Program

The establishment of experience centers for the young children
of the communities seemed to the project staff to be not only a vital
program thrust` but also a natural way, to begin .the activities of the
project.. All of the communities had, a number of preschool age
children, and it was hypothesized that adults would more readily
respimd to opportunities for their children than for themselves? In
addition, the initial survey conducted in the three areas revealed a
high degree of Edult support for preschool activityAully 90 percent of
the families indicated an interest in these activities; and 71 percent
indicated their willingness to assist in the conduct of an early
childhood education pmgram. ,

During home visits, the proposed experience centers were
described in terms analogous to a popular morning kindergarten-type
television program. In two communities the people reacted
enthusiastically: In the third community,' however, the attitudof the -
residents might better be described as one of quiet acceptance.
Later, when the.activities actually began at the experience center in

. the third ,cornmunity, the residents expressed pleased surprise. The
project staff explained this in terms-Of the timing (Attie presentation
of the proposal. The first two communities *ere approached earlier
in the year, whereas the third community was approached in the
autumn near election time. It is believed that the third community's
residents initially thought that the experience center was just one

9 In retrospect there are still other logkal reasoes for having begun the project with an early
childhood educatioa program. The adults could hive recognized programs aimed at them as
both opportunides and thrests to their modal positions in the communities. with the former
cancelling the latter. Preschool childrea, hOwever, have more amOrplsous social position and,
thus could be erscourapd by weds to vapertheat. leased, as will be shown below, even
'parents could be drawn imp esperimeet:tion whoa such was preseated in terms of the
children's seeds for new opptwtunities. Furthermore, it appears that begionieg the project with
preschool youth activity was won allhetivo than would have heft stoning with older
children. For mu*, daring a different regime designed for older children in the
Madonna area (Artiste for Appalachian Tenth) it leek the stoff's community workers oae year
to establish rapped is the commusides before they were able to pewee active programs which
drew response. Apparently became of the amoral appeal of the early childhood educailon
program la the three communities, reaps nth from de commuoity resideats was evident within
several mamba of the project's date of funding.
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more political promise made by local' politicians. Skepticism of this,
type can be quite strorig among certain of the poor of Appalachia
who tend to be controlled by, and to some extent dependent upon,
the political power structures of their counties. If the explanation is
coirect, it may suggest that the disadvantaged might have difficulty ,

'in identifying genuine opportunity. .

Following the administration of the benchmark questionnaire
and the accompanying home visits described in Chapter One, the
first challenge. to be met was finding appropriate physical facilities
within the communities to house the experience centers.

Through the efforts of the county agents, churches were located ,

in" Eisiridge and Campville and their Sunday. School rooms were F.
made available for use as experience centers. In both situations the
leaders of the churches had to be convinced, that the early childhood
education program would not be "of a worldly nature." When they
were assured that the program would benefit the children -of the
community and would not be "worldly," they consepted to the use of
their facilities.

However, probleths were later encountered in the day-to-day
operations of the centers when various situations arose that the
church leaders considered worldly, such, as playing a phonograph for
the children, uging a sewing machine when they mothers wanted to
assemble stuffed animals, and allowing singing-dancing genies. In
both of these communities the churches eventually had to be given'
up as experience centers because of these problems.

In Valley's End, there were no -public facilities suitable for a
center. One of the area agents and the county agent made visits to
some of the families during which they learned that there were three
vacant homes in die community. When these were visited, it was
found that two of these structures , were unsuitable. The third,

.however, owned by a woman who had 'once lived in the,community,
could be used if some repairs and alterations were made.

After the . project was explained to the owner, she readily
,consented to allow the staffS to. use the house and the adjacent
twenty-bight acrt farm for any project programs. As it turned out,
this facility proved to be the mcit ideal of the facilitjes used for the
early childhooa education pfogram. It existed as a community center
for Valley's End throughout the time that the project was active in
that community, serving/as a neutral ground free of the controversy
which the use cf churches had provoked in the other communities.

While vfforfs were being made to locate physical facilities, a
committee representing various disciplines of khe University
evaluated the needs of the early childhood education program:
Representatives from Education, Home Economics, the School of
Medicine, Recreation,. and WVU Extension Specialists identified a
number of areas deserving immediate attention, such as equipping
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the centers,
innoculations

for the children,
training

of leaders,
and

the need for and use of volunteer
workers.

The committee
'also

prepared
a curriculum

which guided
the . activity

in the centers

during the first weeks
of the program,evekthough

laid the project

staff found it desirable,
to develop

a curriculum
based ow, the

circumstances
they encountered

in ti-Y-4r
work.

The innoculations
were of vital concern,

because
most of the

children
had not previously

received
the:necessary

shots. Through

efforts
of the county Extension

staffs the full cooperation
of the three

county
health departments

was obtaMed.
Twc of them agreed

to

provide
the innoculations

at clinics in the communities,
*Vhile

the

residents
of the third community

were to betreated
in the county

health' department
office using transportation

furnished
by the

Extension
-agents.

Home visits werethen Made to each family having

preschool
-age children'

to explain
the arrangements

which had been

made, along with the need for them.
All of the children

in the early

childhood
education

program
were given the necessary

innoculations

ag well as 'any needed
vitamins

and additional
health care.

The agents.
who were to work in the early childhood

education

program
felt that training

sessions
conducted

by a kindergarten

teacher would be helpful to them. Therefore,
Visits were made by the

agents, to
two private kindergartens

taughtbyeirtified
teachers,

anct

one of the teachers
betame

the trainer,
for' the agents..

The

conferences
between

the teacher
adt1 the agents were reported

to be

helpful
in many ways, including

the determination
of, which types of

equipment
would

need to be acquired
and which could be

improvised.

Involvement
of the Mothers

The early childhood
education

program
began with tiaining

sessions
for-the

mothers.
A few days prior to the first scheduled

session
for the-children,

the mothers
were asked to attend a meeting

atthe expetience
center in order to learn more about the program.

When the meetings
were held, the mothers

were
given a fairly

detailed
explanation

of the value of learning
experiences

in the early

years ofchildhood.
The principal

speaker
during the meetings

was

the kindergarten
teacher

who earlierhad worked with the agents.

The twelve
women

attending
the first session

held inEastridge,

were accompanied
by their childrea,

even though
the children

had

not been specifically
invited.

(This tendency
persisted

throughout
the

project
the childrea

always.
aecompanied

their mothers
to

meetings.
They were never

left at home or
with a neighbor.)

The

staff responded
by organizing

a play period for the ten children
in

attendance,
Ale the coUnty

4-11 agent and the trainer4orke4
with

the mothers.
Indeed,

the play period itself apperas
to have been

4

r
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a valuable experience in terms of learning more about the
children's characteristics. The staff Member who supervised the
period described this initial experience with , the children in the
folloWing war .9

Shock is probably the best way to describe the feeling
I had when I realized that the children, had never played
togethei as a group. Some of them would not talk; others
just looked and" watched. I'm sure I was the first person
from outside of the community that had ever ,played with
these children . ...Practically the entire time was spent
tiying to get the idea across that we had to take turns
I had a stori,book which was not a popular item. The
children had not been rekd to; therefore they did not want
to be read to.. . . I never took the children out of sight
(window) or completely out of earshot because (1) the
mothers did not know me and (2) I wanted the children to
know their mothers were close by."

As the training session br the mothers moved to the' other
communities, changes were made in the prrentation ta the mothers
in order to obtain more participation, The trainer sat informally with
the group in the later sessions' instead of standing as she had during
the first session. Whether or not this was the reason, she received
better response; Later it was found that' this type of meeting was a
new experience forrn these mothers. Even so, the women in all three
areas were interested enough to ask questions and, according to the
project staff, as the preschool program progressed it became evident
that the training sessions for tbe mothers had been valuable.

.The early childhood education prograM was designed to include
the mothers as well as the children in what could be called 'a "dual
laboratory- situation. Three reasons for including the mothers as an
integral part of the sessions at the experience center were given; "(1)
they would become aware of the changes and progress of their own
children; (2) they would learn to help manage the center; and (3) they
would acquire skills that are of value bath to them and their,
community." 11

From, the first day of the. ,program thef were given
. responsibilities for taking care of thewchildren's toilet time,
handwashing, and snacks. However, it was found that demonstration

101' Annual Narrative Report: May 13. 1864 dm:MO December 31. 1944. (Morgantown. Welt
Virginia: Appalachian Center. West Virginis Wave/relay. 1885), mimeo.. pp. 10-11.

11 Cooperative Eatension Serfice. Appellation Grater. West Virginia Uaiversity. "Report of
Firm Year s Activities si the Filet Fooled with Low Secio-Ecoemnic Families I. Kanawha Area
(Suial Noa.Form Families).- (Morgantown. Wen Virginia: Appalachian Caster. West virgiaia
University. 1565). miamo.. p. 34.
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and repetition of instructions were often necessary during the early
days of the experience centers. As time went on, more respoOsibilities
were given until certain Of the mothers were able to assume sortie of
the actual teaching responsibilities.

Originally it had been planned that the mothers would receive
instruction in basic homemaking skills while the childran were
engaged in their educational activities. However, the jiroject staff
found that training of a more elementary nature would be 'necessary
before homemaking skills could be considered. Some of ,the mothers
had rather limited attention spans, others could not read, and some
had hever, used such tools as scissors or needles. Because of the.
existence of these characteristics, the "dual laboratory" was a needed
device. By having the mothers' preset* when one of the agents taught
the children, the mothers were.able to learn certain basic conventions
of interpersonal yelations, personal health habits, and nutrition. Thus,
the women were given the opportunity to acquire much new
knowledge without ever having to admit in front of the agents and
their, children that they did not know these skills. Through this
approach to instruction, potential threats to the self-esteem of the
mothers were minimized:

Efforts were_mide to make the mothers feel that the centers
could not opeyate without them. By the end of the fifth Week most oe\t.
the mothersload gained enough confidence to tell or read # story,
sing 012-Play with the children, and supervise a work-play period.
Hmyever, they were .still reluctant to assume the responigoility. of

*rvising without the Extension agent present.

Program Scheduling.and Attendane

, In all three communities, the early childhood education program .
consisted of three sessions of twO.hours duration each pet week. In
both Campville and Eastridge the experience centers operated four
months of the year, while in Valley's. End the center was open
throughout the duration of the regular public school year. Attendance
ranged from an average of fifteen to twenty.children per session in
Campville, with sometimes as many asthirty in attendance there, to
an average of eight to ten children per session in Eastridge and
Valley's End. On the average, the number of children who were in
attendance at 'these sessions comprised approximately 70 percent of
the total number of three- 16 five-year-olds in the three communities.
Although not all mothers attended the sessions, a majority attended,
on an occasional basis during the first months of the program.
Subsequently, approximately five to ten mothers were involved on a
regular basis in helping or teaching capacities in each of the three
centers.



Obtaining Pipipment

The experience centers began to operate initially with a.
minimum of equipment. Since man}C of the community residents had
asked what they could contribute, lists of items found in the homes

4, such as plastic bottles, bean bags, and scraps of wood to be used as
blocks Were assembled. Some small pieces of equipment

which could not be provided by the communities, such as scissors,
paper, and crayons, were supplied by Ihe Appalachian Center Area
Office.

The large equipment needed fin' the experience centers, such as
tables, stools, easels, and toys, was made by the men of the
communities at workshops organized by the project Staff. Home visits
were made by Male agents to the men and older boys to enlist their
assistance. Lumber for the equipment was ,donated by local
merchants, . and ' some .materials were provided by community
residents. The workshops served the triple purpose of providing the
centers with necessary equipment, involving the men of the
communities in the Special Needs Project, and teaching the men to
use various power tools that many of them hadn't used before. In
addition, the men becaine better acquainted with ',the Extension
agenis involved in the project. According to the project staff, this was
.the first time . that most of the men had worked together' on a
community project and, apparently, they .were . very proud of their
finished products.

Classroom Activities and Curriculum

AThe lessons for the children were modified over time in order to
thatch them with the children's achievement levels. Thus, the first
lessons included the concepts of time ("now it is time to do . : .") of
sharing, of taking turns, and of listening. Later, in Campville, which
had the largest daily attendance, the mothers suggested that the
children be divided into two age groups because the women noticed
that the interests of the older children were different from thole of
the younger. One 'of the mother; assumed the responsibility for
teaching.the children who were three and four years of age so that
the Extension agent could work with-the- five- and six-yen-old
childrenFillus, the' agent- was able to assist these older children in
reading and number readiness so that they would be, better prepared
for the first grade.

416
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The basic curriculum which finally evolved stressed the
children's ' self-expression and individual growth.. Included .amciii-g
other things . were experience with group activities, verbal
comprehension and expression, self-expressive play, courtesy and
manners, health and safety, concepts of time, sharing and taking
turns, listening, and appreciation of music. The children were
Ocouraged to relate-stories, to play in vinous -interest centers" (e.g.
music center, nature ,center, playhouse . center, book center, art
center), and to experiment with different types of art worlc.

As the early childhood education program'progressed through
the first year; the project staff concluded .that the existing educational
materials designed for tiie with children of tills age were not
adequate for teaching the children and mothers in the three
communities. Therefore a manual was prepared that attempted to
relate the children's learning experiences to the local culturesrThe
manual, based on' concepts that Extension personnel had learned in
working With low-income communities, as.well .as on concepts from
the more successful conventional. classroom materials, apparently 'was
a more effective teaching tool than what had been available
previously.

Evaluation and Discussion of. the Early Childhood Education
Program

In addition to its contribution to the development of the children
who participated, the early childhood education 'program was used
by the project staff to enter into and become established in the
communities. It, rather than some other program, was used for this
purpose because of the belief that it would' provide a strong incentive
for the adults to participate in the project out of concern for. their
children's future. To..all appearances, the home visits and later the
children's and their parents' activities .in, and 'on behalf of, the
experience centers served ihat purpose rather well, thus making
possible other program activities dikussed in the next several
chapters.

Information obtained from thE project 'staff leads to the
conclusion that the children made noticeable gains in a number of
different areas as a result of their participation in the experience
centers. One of the first concepts to which . the children were
intrOduced was that there is a certain time for certain activities, and
the mothers reported that alter their children had been exposed to
this concept in the early childhood education progrim they could use

13ee Appendix F fee dhotrative lessees takes fro, thy mutual prepared la part of the
Special Needs Pre Oct.



it successfully at home. Many of the preschoolers were also observ ed
practicing in the centers, in their homes, and elsewhere, the social
conventions they had been taught.

The agents felt that all the children gained noise through the
program. During the first sessions at the experience centers it was
noted that the children lacked confidence anei seented dependent on

°their mothers, which could have been due 0 their previous lack of
encounter with such situations. By the end of the first school' year, it
was reported that even the most timid children had adjusted to the
early childhood education 'experience and were enjoying playing
together. These children had also advanced in their ability to
contribute to conversation and to relate ideas from stories that they
had been told. They were also more inquisitive. Imagination and
creativ ity, characteristics not highly des-eloped at the start of the
program, were displayed in their work and play periods.

All agents stated that the children learned to wash their hands
before meals and after toilet time and, in general, improved their.
personal health habits. The mothers as well as the children gained
much from the sessions devoted to learning about germs.

The mothers who participated in the early childhood education
program seemed to benefit in a number of ways. When asked to
comment on changes noticed in the mothers through cons ersation
with them, one agent stated that the mothers were now able to
"make intelligent, informed remarks on children, schooling,, and
related areas." Another stated that the mothers "are more aware that
the everyday play activities of the preschool child are really learning
experiences." It was also felt that many of the women gained new
dignity and self-confidence, perhaps from the experience of relating
to a woman of professional Status. The latter observation may best be
interpreted in the light of the status of women in the communities. In
general, wives were subservient to husbands, and many were
apparently not free to make their own decisions about their
participation in programs 'outside the home. Thus, self-confidence
was perhaps in need of imprOvement.

In one community, the,early childhood education experience for
the mothers carried over into two homes in the form of increased
school attendance on the part 'nf older children in the families.

The agenis discussed the daily lessons with .the mothers so that
the learning experience for the children could be carried over to the'
homes. The link between the experience center and the home was
.critical to the 'program. It has been found,;for example, that a
significant problem "in educating children from deprived homes is the
lack of continuity of educational experiences in the home and the
school714111 the test communities, the limited skills of the mothers.

1441nited States National Advitory Coarismies se Sorel Promy, Ow People Loft &Awl, A
Report (Woliestow. D.C.: U.S. Goverment Mean Office. INT), p. 44.
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which were described. earlier, 'were a potentially serious limiting.
influence oh their children's development. . .:

As a result of the mothers' own narrow experience due to their
social.. economic,, and geographical isolation, they were, poorly
equipped without additional learning: to reinforce in the home 'the.
skills the children had tentatively acquired in the eimerience centers.

'Since the mothers themselves did nht possess the verbal; skillr_the
habitS of cleanliness, and the knowledge of social conVentions which
the children were being taukht, they could not hive pravided models
for their.children to emulate. , . .

To generalize, it is almost certain that the same sitnation prevails .

in most isolated, disadvantaged homes. Thus, children. from 'these
,

homes cannot be expected to learn the basic skills and attitudes...
which would .enable .them to adapt 'ahd Compete in the public .;,
schools, Programs that aim to assist children th succeed in school,
be only partially effective if their influence is contratlicted 'in the',
home. The inclusion of the Mothers in the opeialion of the experience..
Center (which, it may be 'recalled. antedated ' the e. Head'start.
priigram) was sollndly conceived, and a positiVe achievemeqt.

Teachers in two of the' public schools serving the cknniunities
told atension agents working with preschoolers that' the ,eliildrtio
'who had attended the experience centers prior to entering,pubiie
school were superior' to their other first:graders in both .poise ..nd
performance. . ,

For example, all of In initial group .of twelve graduates from the
Campville experience center were subsequently set apart as "superior
learners" by their first grade teacher. Howe% er, a very real problem
became apparent after the children who had participated in the early
childhood education program 1;gan attending the area public
schools. This probleM was diieussed in. The People Left Behind in
relation to the Headstart program, but it is just as applicable to the %
experience center program:

The major problem with Operation I leadstart an&
many other preschool programs . .. is that they operate in
large Nrt outside of the mainstream' of 4he education'
system. When the Children leave these programs,:
however, they go into 'Ian elemental y schOol system that 4

does not Provide for continuous deVelopment. In many
r9r51 areai, they go frhin the highly 'progressi%e learning
environment of a Headstart program [or an experience
center] to one that is traditional' and.restricted in terms of
the development of the individual child."

15
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It is questionable whether the schools, in these areas were
capable of carrying on the necessary continuotil effdri required to
further the progress begun in the experience centers'. According to
one authority, "To be truly effective in helping the disadvantaged_ ,
child become an achiever, preschool programs designed to overcome
the long-term effects of deprivation in the home must be followed by

'continuing efforts in later grades." "However,when, the estimated
current expenditures pei enrolled pupil were calculated for.the three
county sthool Systems in which the three test communities are

-located for the 1969-70 school year, Ahe counties ranke'd forty-nine
($455), fifty-four ($415), and fifty-five ($4011) among West Virginia's
fifty-five counties. (The average expenditure in West Virginia is
$527)!7Nor does it appear that .tlie situation will improve greatly
unless tOarge amobnt of federal arid/or state aid is made available
to these communities, Since they rank fifty-three, fifty.four, and fifty-
fiye in personal income per pupil enrolled in elementary and
secondary schools in 1969-70?8Thus,the effect of the.early childhood
educational experience on these children may be practically negated
during their ensuing school years unless adequate funds are provided
for progressive programs in the public schools. .

The attitudes and preconceived expectations of Certain public
schoolteachers concerning tht learning abilities of lowAncome .
children may also tend to counteract the positive influences of an
early childhood education program. In one "instance, for .example, a
child from Eastridge who had been judged. by the project staff to be
well prepared for the first grade was not promoted to the second
grade, because, in the worOs of his teacher, he was "too immature
emotionally." Upon inquiry, a project staff member was told by the
teacher, "Well, kids on the ridge have always stayed.two years in my
first giade..The ;taff member commented as follows:

I don't know whether it is an acIiievement or not to
get a phild ieady and . then have something like that
happen. The child is a \potential .dropout already. Ile
probably will not go to school beyond age sixteen, if be
goes that long. And it is not only the child who is hurt.
The onlY way to reach the lather of that child was through
his children. We even gXt hiit to attend the PTA and
become interested in keeping his kids in school. And then
this type of situation occurs and we are wt way back.

ltiCancy, op. cit., p. 18. .

17NVest Vitginia Education Association, Research Division. Rankings of the Counties. 1970
ICharieston, West Virginia: West Virginia Education Association, 1970), p. 38.

ia p. 29.
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In the light of such circumstances it, seems an inescapable conclusion
that.no matter how well designed or effective, the ultimate success.of
an early childhood education program will be limited by barriers
which exist within the structure of the public schools.

In retrospect, conformity to middle-class expectations seems to
have been stressed in the experience centers. Judging by the situation
described above, the project staff cannot be tanked for advc, iting
adherence to middle-class standards when_ the teachers employed in
these county school systems will often judge a child, consciously
or unconsciously, on the basis of wbether he adheres to such forms of
address as "Yes, Ma'am" and uses "please" and "thank you." it is
recognized that-these standards are foreign to the culture of the low-
income children. Although it could be argued that the experience
centers should MA have imposed these Values on the children,
apparently they need to be taught middle-class forms if they are to
have a chance ofsucceeding under present school conditions.

.A number of problems hampered the operations of the
experience centers. Many people were interested in seeing this
Unique project in operation, and thus the community experience
centers had numerous visitors during their daily routines. The large
number of visitors disrupted established classroom routines and lade
adjustments difficult. Visitors could have been beneficial if fewer in
number, as they would have taught the children and women to adjust

_to new people from outside the community. It is recommended that
in future programs of this nature the number of visitors be limited,
and that before entering the communities all receive some instruction
concerning the special problems faced'by low-income families.

All of the agents involved with the experience centers mentioned
lack of transportation for the participants as a problem. Some of the
mothers and children had to walk from 'one-half to one mile to reach
the centers. In some seasons they faced rain and mud; in cold
weather they faced not only the snow but also the additional problem
of lack of adequate clothing. Some of the children wore lightweight
coats all winter while others had only canvas shoes and no boots.

When transportatiOn was provided, attendance at the centers
showed a marked increase. Moreover, even if the mothers .couldn't
attend because of younar children at home, they sent their three-to-
five-year-olds when transportation was arranged for them. IloWever,
it ,was not always possible to provide this, for all the children and
mothers who wished to attend the centers.

. A related problem was. that the community residents were not
covervd by any insurance while riding in a state-owned automobile
or the Jeep purchased for use in the project. The agents found that
the only solution_to this situation was to use their private automobiles
and cover themselves with large amounts of liability insurance.
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The project deliberately had been set up to use a minimum of
funds in operating the centers in order to provide other low-income
communities in the State a d elsewhere with a model of what could
be* accomplished jiseWown .tommunities. However, this may haye
been a princip eakness of the early childhood eaucation program.
Some of the professional staff members stated that they felt that more
funds could have been used for such supplies as books, crayons, and
scissori.

One agent felt that it would have been helpful to have enough qf
these supplies io that the children could borrow them from the
center. She had suggested to the 'children that they take an additional
picture home to color, and they told her that they dial hive
anything at home with which to color pictures'. Often the agents took
their own money to purchase what they thought was needed. When
they did make out a xequisition form for necessarritims, they
frequently,found that by the time they received the supplies thei no
longer had any.need for them.

Limited resources alsolnade it necessary to use physical facilities
which weren't ideal and, thus, the prograth demonstrated ihe need
for utilizing. (in the future) "neutral ground" experience centers. In
one community, which had more than one church,there was some
question among the residents concerning 'the propriety of enteting' a
church other than one's own for any type of activity. In another
community, which had only one church, the residents were firmly_
divided into groups of members and non-members, and using the
church slowed work with the non-members. In addition, there was
the problem of' church leaders being displeased with experience
center 'activities ich sidered too "worldly."

The major pro em experienced in the early childhood education
program was the ,inability of the women of the communities to
continue to operate the experience centers without the presence of an
Extension agent. The early childhood education program wat headed
by the agents working with the communities during most of 1965.
During the latter part of that' year, VISTA workers were introduced'
into Eastridge and Valley's End, and in these two communities they
gradually took over the teaching at the experience centers. The 4-H
agent continued the work in Campville.

By the end of 1966 all of the experience centers had ceased to,
operite. In Campville, _The church which had been used during the
first yak of isctivities was no longer available for the'project because
the church leaders considered many of the experience center's
activities too "worldly.'.'. When another church located immediately
outside of the test area offered the Use of its facilities, the agents
visited the homes and conducted training sessions .for the mothers. It
was explained to the mothers that the'agent .yho had worked closely
with the early childhood education program would no longer, be able



to devote as much time to the experience center, and the mothers
W'ould hav_,e to assume this responsibility if the progrim Was to

Ilcontinue. -owever, after about two weeks of operation some
discipline problems arose, and the mothers deciaed that they needed
sinneone in authority (the EXtension agentj in- attendance each day.
They concluded that they could not continue the program without
this supp9rt. .

In. Valley's End, relatively few mothers assisted with - the
program by 1966, although they 'did send their children, particularly

'if transportation was provided. While this was 'problematic in itself,
another factor in the community leadlg to cessation of the early
childhood 'education program Was a lack of staff continuity because
of many changes in personnel among the people responsible for the .

expetience center..One Extension agent returned to school, one new
agent had been hired, and two different sets of VISTA wbrkers had
been in the community.. .

Eastridge's program during the first half of 1966 was quite
successful. The VISTA workers assigned -to that community took -
complete charge of the activities at the experience center and'
reeeived excellent cooperation from a group 'of mothgrs. According to
the project staff, the VISTA workers we're personable and
enthusiastic, And with their2involvement in the early Childhood
education program the Exterksion agent was able to withdraw. The
VISTAs made many home- gvisits in addition to supplying s.

transportation for thei children and mothers. The project staff felt that .

the male VISTA worker made a significant contribution through his
invelvement in the experience center activities, inannuch as a
pureber ofibe children had_hadiittle,experience_at_home_of_having
an adult male read, to them and play with then% Unfortunately, the
VISTA workers leplie community in June.

In the fall of 1986,.after the residents' inquired about when the
experience center would again be opened, the agents attempted td
place the responsibility for the early, childhood education program on
the mothers. One particularly interested woman, the Sunday School
teacher of the 'preschoolers in the comniunity church, 'agreed to .
arrange a meeting with the mothers, provided .that the Extension3
agent was present. The women attending the meeting expressed their
support for the, program, and divided the various experience center
iesponsibilities among themselves.

, .
Dining the first week of the experience center sessions the agent r

and the mothers made plans for the days that the agent would not be
abie to be with them. By the end of the foUrth week, the decision
was made to close the center. Attendance was sporadic among the
children,and only two of the mothers were fulfilling their obligations
with an.y regolarity. These twO Were quite discouraged about the "
situation.

ill
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In assessing the reasons for the failure of the experience cnters
to continue to pperate, one possible explanation is that, contrary to
the belief of the Extension personnel, .the mothers .vere not yet at the
point:where they could or would assume the neces§ary arneunt of
responsibility for the total operation of the centers..Apparently, as
long as a figure of authority one of the agents or VISTA workers

was present, the mothers were able to shoulder some of the
responsibility. But When this support was withdrawn, they were
unable to function in that role.

li is possible that part or.the, problem. was that working in the
centers was the first experience fin these women in working together
as a more-or-less formal groupPAlso, because working in a group
situation Was new to them, they lacked experierice with the patterns
of leadership assumption and delegation of responsibilities that
middle-class persons automatically expect in group activities. The
women.might have resented any Assumption of leadership activity on
the part . of one mother as an attempt to "take over- the early
.childhood 'education program.

Another factor which might have contributed to the cessation of
the ,program is that perhaps the parents of the children attending the
experience centers did not have its much respect fpr a member of
their own community acting as the "teacher" in the progi-am as they
htd 1,9r--.the professional staff 'that %came from outside of their
comMunity: This could have accounted for some of the sporadic
'attendance after the mothers began to operate the centers.

AlthouUli there were problems Associated with the operation of
the experience, centers, the interviews conducted _with the staff
members who participated in the Special Needs Project indicated
that almost all of them felt that the, early, childhood education
program Was One of the most important achievements of the project.

. '

19FiX a discussion c,f the Appalachian Highlandees value of individualism (as opposed to
, group ctivity). see Bruce John, Appalachia Problems and Solutions, Extension Reader

Series, No. 93 (Morgantown. West Virginia: Appalachian Center, West Virginia University,
n.d.). pp. 3.4. . -
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CHAPTER FOUR

The 'Health Program

-

Introduction

In spite of impressive growth in expenditures for health servicd
and employment of health care manpoweein recent years, there is a
national crisis in the health and medical services industry in the
United States. Medical services are both extremely expensive and
largely unavailable to certain'parts of the nation and certain socio-
economic groups. To those fortunate enough to afford adequate
medical cirei the, hours spent in the waiting rooms 'of doctors and in,
hospitals are exhausting, discouraging, and perhaps unhealthy as
well. To those who cannot afford medical cafe there seem to be two
viible alternatiyes: a national low cost, or free, health care system
similar to the federally supported Medicaid program available to
welfare recipients in some states; and preventive medical programs.

Most of .the major social and economic problems of
contemporary society impact most heavily on the central cities and
the isolated rural or rural nonfarm-eommunities. Health care is no
exception. ilowever, the nature of the health care problems does
differ somewhat. In the central Cities and the crowded urban areas
the problem is reflective Of one of the diseases of' akie cities too
many, people 'pressing too heavily on available services. Health
service facilities and personnel are literally smothered by the crush of
people seeking medical care. The problem is primarily (though not
entirely) one-of availability, not of accessibility. For the poor in the

2.'-brdriil areas, however, the problem of adequate health care more often
is one of availability and accessiblility.

In rural areas- (egiecially the rural nonfarm, hollow and ridge
communities-reAppalachia, which includes all ,of West Virginia),
inferior health services are directly, related to the lack of- investment
in health care programs. and the' inability (or unwillingness) to
develop an_effective, workable delivery system for medical services.
Consequently, in the rural nonfarm areas, both those with the ability
to purchase health care and poor residents who cannot afford
medical assistance are often in similar situations. For the poor in the

I Richard Auster. Irving Levensw. and Deborah Sarachek. "The Production of Health. Ad
Exploratory Study". Journal of Burnam Resources, IV (Fall.1969). p.412.

2 Ronald Anderson and Odin W. Anderson, A Decali; of Health Services: Social Survey
Trends in Um* and Expenditures (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1967). p.3.
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rural nonfarm hollow communities, of West Virginia, health care is
oftel both a luxury and a financial burden when it is accessible and
available. .

There are a number Of reasons why it is very important to look
further at the spe4ial problems 'of providing health and medical
services to rural nonfarm areas (especially to their low-incorne
populations).

First, there are special- and unique problems in developing a
system of ,health care that will adequately meet the needs of this
segment of our population ,in both the short and the long run.
Second, the 'crush of population on the already overcrowded urban
areas ne,,essitates a consideration of the benefits and Costs' of
stabilizing the population in rural areas. Third, there will always be a
large number of persons residing in _rural and rural nonfarm areas
(even if more consolidation and regionalization policies 'are
incerpOrated into cOmmunity development strategies), anti the health
and-welfare of the nation demands that they receive adequ'ate health'
services. Fourth, it is economically, 'socially, politically and
technically possible, and since health ranks'high on car list of natural
priorities, it is also desirable.

It was out of consideration of the need both for better health care
in the three communities and better understanding of approaches
which might contribute to improved levels of health in rural areas
that a health and medical services program Was included in the West
Virginia pilot project. This chapter_describes and evaluates the health
program.

Background of the Health Program

Although the possibility of including a health Program, perhaps
in the form of free medical exams for the residents of the three
communities, was considered. during initial planning stages of the
West Virginia project, it was not until the project had been underway
for approximately a year that specific effortsswere begun to develop
a program in health. Perhaps the major influence which .lead to the
actual "take off" of the health care program was the ,interest and
support of the West Virginia University Medical Center.

Staff of the University's Medical Center had been interested in
the health problems and conditions of rural Appalachian hollow
communities for some time. In fact, some of them had attempted to
carry out a project to determine the health and medical problens of
the rural poor in West Virginia prior to contacting the Director, of the
Special Needs Project. This effort was productive of little, success
because of lack of -community interest and participation:Being aware
of the.project, in June 1965, while long-range project 'plans were still

,(.
:-
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being developed, one of them met with the project's director and
staff members to discuss how the two projects might complement
eachAother.

Essentially the Medical Center staff Wanted to attempt ae7
program which included: a health survey in all, three communities
carried out by medical -.students; comprehensive physical
examinations of the communities residents performed by a team of
faculty and medical; dental, nursing, and medical technology
students; follow-up consultations and refei4als; and a comparative
Analysis of health survey and physical ilsimination data and
interpretation and publication of the findings.. Since the ultimate
purpose of the program was the development of more effective
health services for the rural poor, the decision was made to
incojrporate the Medical Center's plan into the Special Needs Project.

The WVU Medical Cenier Health Survey
a

There were three imPortant reasims for conducting a medical
survey. First, there was little information available on the health
status of rural Appalachian people, especially those in hollow and
ridge Communities. Second; the survey woUld enable physicians,
dentists, nurses and paramedical groups to familiarize.themselves with
social and ecOnomic conditions which might be associated with health
problems of the region: Third, the data compiled froth the health
survey would provide the basis both for planning the specific health
program in the three communities and for future planning of similar
programs by the University's Medical Center and other
oiganiiations.

Piior to the initiation of the WVU Medical Center health survey,
the 'project staff contacted families in the three study communities in
orcWr to explain the nature of the survey and to urge:their fullest

4poperation in the effort. In addition, families were urged to have
every member participate in the program of free physical
examinations, which were to be conducted shoiiiy after the
completion ,of the health survey. Staff from the WVU Medical Center
alsoloured the communities and were introduced to strategic families
prior to beginning the survey. ,

The house-to-house medical survey was conducted by two senior
medical students using a formal-Interview schedule (questionnaire)
prepared by WVU Medical Center staff.3 Appioximately ten days'

were spent in each community interviewing an adult member Of each.
household (usually the mother). Several types of information were

- 3The items contained in the schedule.are in Appendix B.

71- .
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collected, including data on family origin,, residential histories,
sanilation, illness and imniunization histories, medical .services
utilization histories, and methods of payment tor medical care.

That projeet staff members from the Appalachian Center were'',
successful in preparing the 'retidents of the communities for the
health survey (and the physical examinations which followed) is
.attested by the 100 percent participation of the families in the survey
in the three communities.4

Comprehensive Physical Examinations of Community Residents

While the health ourvey was a useful technique for learning more
about the healthconditions and problems in the communities, the data
it generated, by theniselves, were cOnsidered inadequate and
unreliable without verification through iel'o-up examinations.
Accordingly, provision was yule to conduct phYlical examinations.
Moreover, the decision was made to conduct than-in the three
communities even though available facilities were considerably less
than ideal. There were three reasons for this.

. First, it was thought that, the people would be more likely Ao
take part in the' examinations if they. were 'done in the friendly,
familiar home envirOnment. 'Second, it was believed' that the residents
would be encouraged to participate if they had a hand in planning
and conducting the examinations to the extent which .would 'be,
necessgry if they provided the facilities. Finally, the Medical Center
staff was of the opinion that it would benefit from becoming better
acquainted with the people in the context of their home enviionmene

Although the Cesidents of the communities weren't as receptive
to this phase of the West Virginia Medical Center' activity as to the
less threatening and less personally demanding personal aiaterv iew,
307 of 516 (00.2 percenr) people volunteered to be examinea7

4The significance of the project staff's acWity in preparing the people of the communities
for the Medical Center study should . not be overlooked. Ai Indicated, prior efforts by the
!Medical Center to cirry out this type of project I. other rural West Virginia communities had
encountered difficulties. One of the reports prepared by several Medical Center staff members
acknowledged jhe importance of the grass roots work done by the project staff as follows: "It is
important to emphasize that survey of this nature probebt could not have been as successful
without the Support of the community and the participating agencies. As result of the rapport
established by the Extension agents within the community. all households answered the
cjuestionnaire and 95 of 158 people (in one of the communities) participated in the physical and
laboratory examinations. All follow-up was dependent on local and state agencies and private
physicians." In Dr. Marilyn Jarvis-Eckert and Dr. Ernest W. Chick, et al; "Health in a Semi-.
Isolated West Virginia Community." Archives of Environments/ *WA Volume 13 (October,
1988), p. 428.

5 See Marilyn A. Jarvis-Eckert, M.D., and Sarah E. Archer. M.P.N., "Health Classes on
Wheels-. !Nursing Outlook (April, 1988), p. 53.

6 This percentage varied from community to community. In,one of tbe three communities
ltri.6 percent of the people in the commtinity volunteered for the examination. In another 63.2
percent and 'in the third only 52.3 percent participated.in the physical examination' program.
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Conducting the health study of the residents of the communities
required extensive cooperation and coordination, and in addition
was expensive and time consuming. Even though,there was a dearth
of facilities including housing, water, transportation, plumbing,
sewage disposal, etc. the physical examinations were, conducted
utilizing resources and material available within the communities.
This required the residents' participation ranging from providing
housing (two three-room churches and a four-roan community center
were used as examination centers), chairs, and tables to digging
privies and hauling water to the examination 'centers. While this
probably committed the residents to the project, it also required :a
great deal of staff time and effort. \*.

The medical program was expensive for numerous reasons. First,
the professional learn from the WVU Medical Center was rather
large. Approximately fifteen staff people from the Medical Center
spent three 'to five days in each of the three communities conducting
the examinations? Second, the examinations were comprehensive,
covering such areas , as height, weight, vision testing, dental
examination, hemocrit, white cell count and differential, urinalysis,
and stool examinations for parasites, tuberculin and histoplasmin skin
tests \Electrocardiograms and pap sinears were also taken from a
selected group of the population in the three communities. Third, the
lack of adequate facilities pparently reduced the productivity of the
medical team. Fourth, since all medical, dental and laboratory
instruments ,were transported from the Medical Center in
Morgantown to the hollows, several hundred miles away, additional
expense was incurred. Finally, condueting the physical examinations
in the communities probably necessitated a larger professional staff
than would have been necessary had the examinations been done at a
hospital or doctor's office,8

Follow-up Consuliations and Referrals
-

When analysis of the survey, physical examination, follow-up
consultation and, laboratory data was completed, referrals were
carried out in each of the three communities. A member of the
examining team personally met with an adult member of each
household to explain the results of the examinations. No attempt was

?According to a report by the West Virginia University Medical.Center, the Medicodental
team which conducted the physical examinations in each of the communities consisted of "two
physicians. one dentist, and one nurse from the faculty of the University Medical Center, two
or three medical students, nee or two dental students; one dental hygiene student, two or three
wirsing students, two or three medical technology students. and one microbiology gradulte
student." Dr. Ernest W. Chick and Dr. Marilyn Jarvis-Eckert, et al, "Health Profiles in Three
Hollows in West Virginia," The West Virginia Medical Jostens:, volume 115 (May. 1919). P.3._

The cost of each physical examination exceeded $100.
8
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made to give a definite diagnosis of each resident's illness, but instead
those who had unusual findings were urged to see their local
physicirs. A report of all unusual findings was sent to the phisician
selected by the individual together with n cover letter explaining the
nature and purpose of the survey and stating that this person had
been advised to see him for further study.

Most of those referred to local physicians. are' known to have
gone to them for follow-up treatment. A special effort was made to
secure further Medical treatment for those who were suspected of ,
having tuberculosis, cancer, or, heart.disease. Both the health survey
and physical examinations were designed as screening mechanisms
rather than means of definitive diagnosis. No treatment was offered

' by the examining physicians from the West Virginia University
Medical Center.

Highlights of the Findings of the Health Survey and Physical
Esaminations9

The Medical Center interview surv ey of all the households in the
three communities found sanitary facilities to be grossly inadequate.
Seven of the 136 households had no toilet facilities, 13 had a privy
and 79 dug privies (many 'of which Were apparently improperly.
constructed). Only 36 households had septie tanks. To obtain drinking
water, 11 of the households relied on a spring or a cistein (again,
proper' conitruction and protective measures were not uniformly
observed), 28 relied on a dug well iwith some question of proper
protection of the well) and 78 households had drilled wells.

Using the survey data on deliveries of new babies as a measure
of community health care utilization, the Medical Center analysis
found a rather dramatic shift from home to hospital delivery. In
comparing the decades 1946-1955 and 1956-1965, in the earlier

9 No attempt ie made within this chapter to do an inilepth analysis of the gas from the
health survey and Onkel examination& Several faculty members of the West Virginia
University Medical Center and others have dose exteneive analyses of this data in several
articles published Asa 196d. See for ezample. Marilyn A. Jarvis-Eckert. M.D..
"Screening in Rural letting," The West Virginia Medical Journal, Volume 62 (Febru-
ary. 1944). pp. 4745; Marilyn A. Jarva-Eckert. M.D. and Ernest W. Chick. M.D.. et al,
"Health in -flemiAsolated West Virginia C011111111Mity. Archives of Environmental
Health, Volum* 12 (October. 1556). pp. 432429; Joseph J. Schwabe. M.D.. Ernest W.
Chick. M.D.. and Marilyn A. Janielletkett. M.D.. "A Unique Learning Experience:
Coamunity Health in Rural Area," West Virginia Medical Journal, Volume 62
(January. 1967). pp. 6-11; Roger E. Non. Plr.D.; Marilyn A. Janis-Eckert. M.D.. and
Ernest: W. Chick. M.D.. "Health Facility Utilization by People Living in West %Mink%
Hollows," The West Virginia Medical Journal, Volume 63 (September. 1967). pp.
316-319; Marilyn A. Java-Haat. M.D.. Mary /Wien and Jane Dowin.,"Health Leartial
in Appalachia". Ille American Journal of Nursing, Volume 67 (November. 1967) and
West Virginia tlaversity Extension Reader Series No. 174; Sarah E. Archer. M.P.N. and

.f.- Medlar A. iarvia4ekert. M.D.. "Health Clauses on Wheels" Nursing Outlook (Ape%
19611). pp. $244; Ernest W. Chick. 111.D.. Marilyn A. Juvis-ickert, M.D.. and Roger E.
Flom Ph.D.. "Heath Profiles of Three Hollows in West Virginia." Special Article from
The West Virginia Medical Journal, Volume 65 (May. 1989), pp. 145-152.
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decade thirty-one of the eighty-seven liVe babies were delivered in
the home, eight with the assistance of a madwife. In the decade 1956-
1965, only one Of the eighty .new live babies was delivered in the

borne and only one with a midwife in attendance. .
However, it was also found that the people in the study

, communities failed to follow good health Practices. The families were
lax in getting and maintaining (through periodic booster shots)
immunizations. The relatively low rate I utilization of physician,
dental, and nursing services together with overnight use of hospitals
and clinics was an additional indicator of laxity in the utilization
of preventive medical services.

In analyzing thedata frown the medi al histories of each person
in, She three communities, disease patter s were found to be quite
similar. Not unexpectedly, because of he inadequate' water and
sewage systems and sanitation practiced parasitic infestation was
found to be a common occurrence, and frphoid fever and hepatitis
(two other diseases related to poor and Iunsafe water supplies) had - .

been experienbed in each community. itt wide variety of acute and
chronic diseases was reported in the house-to-house survey, with
hemorrhoids' and chronic nervous trouble the most common
complaints,1 follonved by arthritis, rheumatism and high blood
premure (6 percent of the populationd in the three communities
indicated in the interview schedule chat they had high blood
pressure). Acute and chronic respiratory conditions were discovered
to be quite common. ,

As noted above, 307 of 516 persons living in the communities
volunteered to receive a physical exaMination. All age grouw and
sexes wert represented, with females cnmprising 57 percent of the
total gr6u . Aside from widespread Mid serious dental problems
which werè the most common abnormality found (with the so-called
DMF ratg approaching 20.0 per person in one community), certain .

other 'inte esting disease patterns aniong the communities were
discovered during examinations. FOr example, two of the
communities had five times, the heart 'disease found in the third
community.. Several' thyroid abnormalities were found in these two
communities. No thyroid abnormalities were roiealed in the third.
Eight times as many adolescents, in one of the three cinnmunities
were found to have acne as in the other two.

Personal Interviews versus Physical Examination in Community
Health Research and Programming

On a priori grounds, it is obvious that for definitive diagnosis of
'pew wonal health conditions there is no substitute for physical
extdminations. Therefore, it was no surprise to the reearch team from

IODecayed . missing; filled teeth.
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the Medical -Center to find rather wide discre ancies between the
supposed and the actual/ health statuses of ple residing in the
three communities.

Tim data presented in Table I indicate wide discrepancies
between supposed (survey) and actual (physical examination) health
problems. Thus, efforts to determine community health problem's and
programs to resolve these problems must be based upon inedical
histories and comPrehensive examinations .conducted by qualified
professional medical personnel. However, ag noted above, this is very
expensive since it requires a good deal of local cooperation and
coordination as well as the use and movethent of a relatively large
number of highly, qualified medical staff. In addition, the movemeni

..of a good deal of expensive equipment is required.

46

Importance of Follow-up

Although all the activities of the Medical Center were important
factors in the effort that had as its primary goal the iinprovement of
the lives of low-income rural people, following tip the initial
interview survey and the physical examinations with personal -

constiltations and referrals was perhaps the one action which
cemented the' relationship between the community and the outside
tielping service agencies. .

`The fact that physicians from a °prestigious organization like the
Medical Center took the time to personally discuss the results of the
interview survey and the examinations with each peison made an
iniportant contribution to the overall success of the total project. In
addition to discussing medical findings with a member of each
household where one or more -persons had been examined, the
consulting physician sent positive findings of examinations to
specified family physicians. Subsequent inquiry determined that most
of the" persons advised to see their physician did so. With but one
exception, all suspected cancer patients, at the urgent request of the .

Medical Center, had ,received or were under treatment. ,Additional
diagnostic tests were run.on those persons suspected of having other
diseases. Most suspected cases proved negative. For example, forty-
one of forty-six persons withpositive tuberculin skin tests were X-
rayed, and no active lesions were demonstrated."

Another impdrtant follow-up service performed by the WVU
Medical Center was the distribution of ',the findings of their
investigations to the staff 'of the pilot project and to others working

11 ChkkcJarvii-Eckeipolg Flora, "Health 'Profiles ....,'.' op. cit, p. O.
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direedy with the poor in these disadvantaged hollow communities.
The results of the survey and physical examinations were reported to
be very helpful., in 'planning workable and meaningful programs,
especially health propams, for these and other similar .low-ineome
hollow communities?.z

COmmunitp Heilth Classes and the Heahh Talkabouti Program
, .

After ti.e completion of the Medical Center research, the
residents of the communities expressed an interest in health
education programs providing basic knowledge. about health
practices and home nursing care. In response to this request, a search

-of available material was made to find instructional aids that could
be used to teach the basic tenets of good health care. However, most
of the material was found to be oriented to middle-class edueational
attainment levels. Consequently, the project staff. with the assistance
of representatives from the American Red Cross and staff of the
University's Medical Center, developed a series of teaching aids
which were related to the'nevds and abilities of the people.

Two factors were taken into consideration in planning an,
developing the home nursing classes (Or heilth talkabouts). First, it
was thought that they would have to be informal and that the subject
matter would have to be simple am,j direct. It was thought that the
subject Matter would have to both 'rate .many*visual aids.and
be suited to the needs, abilities and requests of the people in the
communities. Second,.it Was believed that'.it would be necessary to
have:an experienced professional nurse as the instructor for the
health classes. There were no doctors available for work of that

/ .nature.
In the absence of a doctor, only a nurse had the potential io

provide sound medical advice, recognizing serious health problems,
making referrals to medical service agencies and organizations (both
public and privatei.e.; _Vocational Re)labilitition, American Cancer
Association, Public Welfare Department, hospitals and clinics,
physicians), and acting as liaison between the communities ,and the
outside helping service organizations and Agencies. Fortunately, the
two nurses. from the American Red Crois who had assisted in the
Medical Center study were available as volunteers to develop and
instruct the health classes.

The staff hoped that dims members would emerge as leaders as
the talkabouts progressed, and that these indigenous leaders, once
they had Qcompleted the series of health classes, would be able to
conduct later ,sessions of classes with only occasional back-up support
from the nurse. .

IV See Footnote 9 for the relevant list of publications by WVU Medical Center stafF `aUd
students.
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Most home nursing courses started with discussions and
demonstrations of proper hpnd washing practices and procedures,
followed by-classes dealing with home, safety and sanitatiOn. Nest,
the importance of good dental care was 'stressed. Subsequent iessions
dealt with home care of the chronically ill and cancer detection . and
treatment. .

la addition to the purpose of transmitting information dirtctly
related to health praitices of the residents, the' health "talkabouts
emphasized, community involvement In the decision-making process
which affected disease prevention and treatment. Thus, the classes
were not "pre-structured." The instructors merely guided the
discussions. The decisimi as to the subject to be considered during
the nezt discussion largely was made by the residents attending the
meetings. The instructors routinely asked, ."What do you want to tilk
about the next time we meet?" From this practice developed the
method of teaching as well as the name talkabouts

A prime characteristic of' the health talkabouts was their
simplicity and their accent on4 instructor demonstration and class
involvement through demonstration and. the-construction of articles'
used good home nursing practices. In each class an effort was
made to begin with the most basic health practices and procedures
and to involve the class in each phase of thf course as it moyed from

' the most familiar to the least familiar subject matter.
It was discovered that the residente interest span was quite

short, so this Was a consideration built:into the program. In order to
capture and hold the interest of the people in the classes (held
biweekly for 'about a two hour period for several months in each.
community), the-following methodology was used in developing and
teaching the health talkabouts classes: (1) the ascertainment of the
factual basis for the information used in the health discussions; (2)
instructor demonstration of health care procedures; (3) reciprocal
demonstrations of these procedures and practices by members of the
class; (4).frequent utilization of simple visual aids; (5) ample time
allotted for question and answer pericid; (6) comPlete and simple .,

summary of each lesson and discussion by the instructor; (7)
distribution of. take-home leaflets coVering health problems and
procedures to each class member; (8) each lesson was a complete
'entity; and (9) ample tiMe was set aside to determine anappropriate
and interesting topic for the next class meeting

"Several illustrative health taikabouts are presented in Appendix G.

14 Mary 'V. Pullen. Clime. Ewing and Marilyn A.Jarvis-Eckert, Talkabouts:
Heads Educe** for the Dteodoesteted, Appalachian Center, West Virginia University and
the United States Department of Agriculture (Morgantown. 1909) "Materials and' Methods," p. .

9.
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According to the project staffincluding the instructor of the
health classes, the major objective of the health classes were:. (1) to
prOvide a physical and intellectual environment in which an
educational experience could take place; (2) to prOvide accurate
health information to the communities; and (3) to facilitate increased
social interaction so that patticipants in the classes might be in a
better position to obtain help when needed in the futare after the
ctasses were over.

The project staff reported thaij(1 quickly became appareni that.
the success or failure of the classes Was unusUally dependent upon
the nature of the instruction. The instructor had to be very observant
and sensitive ' to the needs anit, capabilities of individual class !
members. Each discussiOn was carefully e3aluated using the:
following criteria:

,

(1) Was the literature presented and discussed meaningful?
(2) Was the topic inteiesting?
(3) Was the presentation 'at a simple enough level, yet factual

and interesting?
(4) Could class members complete the article or do a return

demonstration?
(5) During home visitations was there evidence of carry-over

into ihe homes?
(8) Were potential leaders identified among the participants of

the classes?
It was found that th% - women selecied to be leaders for

subsequent sessions of the health classes could not assume leadership
roles. If other members of the class asked the indigenous leader a
question she could not handle, she often reverted to her folk
remedies instead of admitting .that it would be necessary :for her to'
consult the nurse to answer the question correctly. The nurse thus
continued to teach all of the classes. She 'did find, however, that the
leaders identified in classes were of great assistance in informing her
of health problems among the residents.

Finally, it was found that person to person contact through
meetings and home visitations was absolutely essential to the
successful operation of the program. Frequent visits with the families
in the communities to discuss the importance of attending health
classes as well as other things of interest provided the necessary
motivation to participate in the health and other community
programs conducted by the staff of the project.

Evaluation and Discussion of the Health Program

Quality health care for the poor ahd for those who, often by
choice, are distantly removed from large, medium and even small
population centers might well have to await new developments in the
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health care systeM, (including new legigation, new medical
discoveries1 and attitudinal .changes amdng members of the
profesSion), in transportation, in. economic and social development
planning, and even changes in the 'attitudes of the people being
served. In the king run, all things ate possible, but the long run is the
future and even the distant future. What can be done' to improve the
daily lié s bihe people by making them and their children healthier
and happier no ?

The health \program, which was 'one compcinent of the West
Virginia pilot.project, illustrates one approacti, albeit a partial one, to
solution of the health problems of the disadvantaged*ving in remote
hollow and ridge communities.

ln evaluating the community health program, the paramount :"--`,.,
consideration must be, of Course, the impact of the program on the ,
people,in the community. Were attitudes about what constitutes good .:
health practices changed, and was knowledge, gained and :translated .!

into daily practices among the parents and their childrer0 'Were they
better equipped to clçal with daily (routine) and emergency health
problems in the comMunity? Were the.attittides 'and behavior of the .
medical professionals changed in wayS 'Which might be expected to
result in more concern abOut devising ways to better serve the health
needs -of rural, disadvantaged "families It is possible to Suggest
preliminary and tentative atswers for these and related questions.'

The overall excellent response of the communities to the several ..
facets of the health program is an indicItion of at least partial -
success. After some encouragement, the people appeafed to sbe quite .

eager to learn the fundamentals of good health :practices and
procedures. The staff and faculty front the West Virginia University .

Medical Centelwho initiated the program were welcomed by the
comniunities, and the people participated rather extensively in the

.. medical 'survey and physical exathinations carried out by the
Q't _

Nledical Center. . ..
The initial° survey and physical examinations had an timportaut"

impact on the comniunities. For the first time reliable data were
\ available on the health conditions and problems of residents of the

three communities. With the institution of follow-up and refeiral
activities bY the WVU Medical Center, the people were made aware
of their health problems and urged to seek medical treatthient.
Related w this, the ,data about the three communities :also served to'

.approitimate the health conditions and problems existing in- other
West Vitginia rural, nonfarm, tiollow communie.es. "

Another important consequence'of the health program (especially
the involvement, of the Medical Center) apPears to have been
imProvement in the attitudes toward professional medical personnel



among the people in these communities15As a re tilt of the close
contact and consultations with medical personnel from the WVU
Medical Center, the residents of the pilot comMunities reportedly
were better able to discuss their health problems with their personal
or family physicians. Visits to the doctor are said to have become less
traumatic, since the residents - acquired a somewhat better
understanding of the nature of health problems and treatment
needed. In addition, they probably have become better able to
convey their health and medical problems and needs to doctors.

I-19wev er,.it.is very difficult to measure the full impact of the
.health program on the pilot communities. Little significant 'primary
data are available. Moreover, the data that are available were not
collected for this purpose. For, the most part, one ii`as to rely on the
observations of those who were intithately involved in the program
and/or use data Which are onlY indirectly indicative of the success or
failure of the program. Nevertheless, there are some data which show
-that the health program had a significant impact on the community.
including important positive effects for the people.

One statistic available for measuring the impact of the health
program is attendance at health classes. During the period 1965-1968,
aNnit-313 adults and 80 youths attended these classes. This is about
90 percent of the adults and 50 percent of the youths in these
communitiee

Additional evidence of the impact of the heaith program is the
known direct action which was taken in conjunction with the health
classes. Among the most important resultant action was referral of
families to medical service agencies for treatment, immunization of
preschool children, pap clinics, prenatal clinici and the dpvelopment
of indigenous leaders who were more likely to function effectively in
health'emergencies. '

An indidition of acceptance of the'Program is that many of those
attending the health classes conducted in Eastridge, Camiiville and
Valley's End were from outside these communities. Several of these
people actively sought the etablishmentFhia1ih classes in their
communities. This tends to suggest that health programs for the rural
areas of West Virginia could be expeeted to generate positive
response among rural residents. 1_

.
L. _

15. It is interesting to note that Many of the men within the communities reportedlY
would not have altowed their wives to receive the physical exanination had Md female
physician been present to eonduct ft. According to one staff member. "Success or failure
depends on the key ingredient of a female physician for esathination of the female
patients." The physiciab partitipating in the project was the first female physician mod
of the residents had ever met. .

16For purposes of this analysis, adults were defined as persons twenty-one years of age
I.. ,or older and youths as bVeen six and twenty-one years of age.
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More meaningful thaii mere attendance during the health classes
is the extent of retention and application of new factual health
knowledge. To determine the impact and effect of the health
program on the :attitudes and daily health practices of the people,
four nursing students and an initruceor from the WVU Medical
Center conducted house-to-house interviews in the three pilot
communities over a three-day period in May, 1987. Using a formal
interview, schedule, all the adult women originally in the population.
still 'residing in the communities were asked Whether or not they
attended the health.. discussions as well as questions related to their
health practices. Ninety-four of 102 women who were contacted were
interviewed.,

As shown in Table 2, those who attended the health discussions
were more knowledgeable of the basic teriets of good health care.
With respect to all the health practices inquired about, those who
attended 'the .health classes were more. likely to, -be more
knowledgeable than the group of residents who did not attend these
classes. Thus, it would appear, that, at least in the short run, new and
valuable health knoWledge was gained and retained by those residing

_

in the pilot communities.
Although no empirical data are available on health practices and

the application of new health knowledge, one can logically assume
that those who at least know what constitutes good health care are
more likeW to practice it than thOse who rely entirely on home
remedies and old wives' tales. Moreover, changes in attitudes may be
more likely through practicing the accepted and proper -methods of
goed health. The data suggen that a fairly large number of the
people ,who reside in the remote rural areas welcome new health
knowledge, The major obstatle would appear to be a health' delivery
system to disseminate good health care information. Important
ingredients in this delivery system are trained, empathetic manpower
and additional money.

'The West Virginia pilot project could have served to. provide .the
experience awl motivation necessary to support continuing efforts by
University ;rid Medical Center professionals to extend the resources
of West Virginia University in support of a concentrated attack on
rural health problerhs. Although the long-run impact of the project on
the University cannot be assessed at this time, it would appear that in
the short run there was only minimal influence.

Health education classes were extended to other portions of the
State, mid Medical Center personnel who were involved in the projeri
gained new insights into health problems of rural West Virginia. For
the most part, however, the personnel who continued to work on
rural health problems after .the project were those, who had been
interested in such problems btfore the project.
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Thus, it is not possible to establish that the trend toward large- .

scale involvement of Medical Center faculty and students in the
design of new strategies for providing health services for the rural
-poor extended appreciably beyond the life of the pioject's health
program. Although there are special programs within the Medical
Center concerned/with the design of rural health delivery systems,
the promise established during the project of Extension staff and
Medical Center staff working together jointly to deliver health care
piograms apparently has not materialized.

Conclusions

The single most important accomplishment of the health
, program was the delivery of health educational services t6 the

predominantly disadvantaged population in the three test
communities.

The role of the staff of the Appalachian Center was significant
and critical to sUch success ai was achieved by the health program.
.At least one staff member did substantial work in developing
materials used in the health talkabouts. FurtherMore, it is doubtful
that the health program could have been initiated in the three study
Communities without the effective field work of the Appalachian
Center county staff. .

. The high degree of success in conducting the personal interviews
in the communities and the subsequent physical examinations was
directly related to the home visits made by the Appalachian Center

'staff responsible for the project. Even more significant were their_
efforts in following up the referrals of those persons who needed
medical care.

To be successful on a wider long-run basis, a program of the type
tested in the pilot project would require the dedicated involvement of
substantial numbers of medical personnel. Considering the number
and calibcp of medical personnel associated with the Special Needs
Project, the amount of time they spent working With the project, and
the transportation of both personnel and necessary equipment from
the Medical tenter to the communities, it is appareni that the health
program involved great expense. The question thus arises of how
realistic or generalizable such an appioach mjght be for future
projects of, this,nature. With the constantly increasing competition for
the available resources of most medical centers; it is problematical
whether such a program Could be extended without considerable
modification.
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Recreation programs fOr the disadvantaged traditionally have
been designed for the benefit of urban youth. For many years civic
groups provided fmancial resources to enable poor urban children to
attend summer camps outside of the city, and summer recreation
programs were often provided at established recreation facilities
within urban areas.

However, prograMs of this type were not extended to rural
disadvantiged youth, It was too often assumed that traditional 4-H
programs took care of their recreational needs, and, if rural
disadvantaged children happened to be bypassed, it was thought that
they stM had the advantages a open spaces and fresh air which, it
was assumed, would compensate for the lack of any organized effort..

However, Extension's clientele in the counties in which the three
communities were located traditionally have included the middle-
class residents, not the disadvantaged. The 4-H summer camping
experiences -were economically out of reach of the rural
disadvantaged youth. Because it was felt that an organized recreation
program for youth would not only provide the young residents of tiv
three communities with organized summer activities but would alg
indirectly introduce the children to social 'skills and good health
habits, the staff of the West Virginia pilot project decided to include
recreation as part of their overall progriin and to 'test whether this
wis an effective method for Extension' to employ in working with the
disadvantaged. .

Since it is quite possible that the young peeple of these
communities will eventually work, and perhaPs reside, in middle-
class situations, it was felt that ainy exposure to' m ddle-class social
skills they might receive would 'be useful to them in the future.
Proper health habits were also stressed beeduse itiad been found
during the first year of the project that many of the residents had
limited experience ana knowledge in this area. By including health as
an integral part of the summer program, it was hoped that the
importance of the common health habits would be to instilled that
the children would carry them over to their; home and school life.

# .

CHAPTER FIVE :
'

The Recreation Program
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Esiablishing the Recreation Progra

The summer recreation progln was first organized in thik
summer of 1985. During the Ørevious year, rapport, had been

'established between the Extension agents and the residents of the
three cOmmunities, and early childhood education programs hid
been held in all of the three communities. Thus, the communities
-seemed to be ready for the introduction of this new program.

A recreation specialist was provided by the Appalachian Center
during each of the four summers that the recreation program was
held (1985-1988). A physical education teacher headed the program
for the first two summers, a secondary teacher with professional Girl
Scout experience the third summer, and a male university student the
fourth summer.

When each of the recreation program leaders began their work
in the communities, their first activity .was.to introduce themselves
and the summer recreation program to the residents through home
visits. They were accompanied. by Extension agents working in the
communities who were familiar to the residents. As in other activities
of the project, the home visiti appear to have been of great
importance in enlisting the,cooperation of the adults in assisting with
the program and permitting their children to participate.

This was particularly evident during one summer program when
the specialist was unable to make -home visits in one of the
communities due to the large amount of time they required. She later
observed, "The neglect of this step proved to be a handicap later in
the summer; it also verified the importance of making home visits a
very necessary beginning. -

The rural tesidents had access to open spaces, but with no
facilities or equipment it was difficult for them to organize any
recreational activities. The, Appalachian Center provided game
equipment, and the agents assisted , the communities' residents in
clearing off proposed recreation limas and in locating such
equipment as metal pipes for volleyball courts and pipes and
screening for softball backstops. Empty wooden wire spools became
work tables when embedded in the ground. Eastridge had no
sheltered area (Valley's End had its community hOuse and Campville
was permitted to use its public school), so a large tent was borrowed
from a local funeral home for shelter from the sun. One of the
Eastridge families Offered its garage as a meeting place on rainy
days. However, it should be noted that a. greater degree of
organization in the recreation, program was achieved in the

1.Merie Nesias."Itserestien awl Day camp Program," I. Amami Narrative Avert: 187,
by.Muy. V. Mem sad llama IE. Woodall. (Imitate. West Virginiu West Virgieia University,
Appalachia. Custer. Me). mimeo, p.18.
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communities with permanent shelters? By expecting the residents to
assume the responsibility of preparing and, caring for the recreation
areas, the playgrounds became "theirs" an integral part of their
communities.

While 'there was the possibility that the Appalachian Center
could have used well-equipped playfields outside the communities
for recreation rather than developing new fields within them, it was
foUnd that the people responded better to the recreation programs
held within their own communities. In iddition to the possibility that
pride was engendered in the local facilities, there ...as no
transportation problem, and the parents of the, participating children
were free to observe the activities and to offer their assistance. .

Content of the Recreation Program

The summer recreation program consi'sted of two distinct parts:
one weekly recreation day in each community for approximately
seven weeks, and community day camps held at the end of each
summer?

The recreation day provided the children with conventional
recreation activities combined with instruction about health habits
T.nd iocial skills. Each week the recreation specialist, together with'
members of the couvy staff, led a program that included crafts,
singing, games,' and iports such as softball, badminton, archery,
volleyball, horseshoes, and basketball.

According to one of the ciecreation specialists, the children
!'seemed especially interested in activities that included extensive
actton and tangible results. Secondly, it was noted that their response
was better to a 'program that evolved into a progressively more
varied one."4

The specialist also stressed the- importance of games in the
program:

... sports were, included . throughout the summer.
However, basic activities such as relay.games and clean-up
games and get-acquainted games were very important in

2Marie Nesius. ItecrestIon Progratete for the Disidoestesed, (Institute, West Virginia: West
Virginia University, Appalachian Center. 19011). mimeo, p.23.

These were the principal activities of the summer recreation program duriag Its four year
existence. Also included I. the 12117 summer program were a one day trip to the state capital
and children's planetarium in Charkstoa for the claildrea of Eastridge and resonation of

"'Spoon River Anthology" by u Charlestoa summer theater group at the conumaity center in
Valley s End. Both events were popular within the respective commmities. However. their
impact as a part of the total sumatr-recrestion program is of margisal significance, and thus
they are not included as section of.this chapter.

.
4 Nesius, Recreation Progreso, forilett Dtteelowelecitt op. rit.. p. 11.
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the initial stages to (1) develop a sense of teamwork, (2) to
see what kind, of interaciiim existed between the children,
(3) to simply ,get to know them, and (4) to see if the
children were physically cipable

A number of agents assiiting, with the recreation program and
the specialists noted that the children had not previously developed
"team . spirit," or a sense of teamwork. Until the recreation program
was established, the favorite game for the children 01 the three
communities during the summer was lining up and throwing rocks at'
a tree. This was an/individual activity. requiring no cooperation.
Apparently as a result of never having Participated in team sports,
they teacted negatively to the teamwork concept.

When they becxme tired of a tearti sport, which was often .when
their team was losing, they would simply leave the game and walk
off the field. This may have been due in part to the short attention
spans of the children (activities were planned for periods of no longer
than forty-five minutes to allow for assumed`limited spans of'interest)
and their reluctance to participate in games and sports according to
established rules. As one area agent observed:

Some of ',them would quit in the middle of a
basketball game or walk or run with the ball instead of-
dribbling. The); saw no point in continuing with a game if
they thought of something they might enjoy more, and
often condoned the !freaking of. rules by saying "what
difference does it make anyhow whether or not you
bounce the basketball:as long as you get to the baSket and
make the shot." 6

This agent was concetned about how this attitude might affect
the children in later years. He ventured the statement -.that
"willingness to leave a ball game for some other !spur of the moment'
activity is not so far removed from walking off a job in order to go
hunting or fishing." 7, .

This particular problem was dealrwith in a number of ways. The
teams were made as even as possible by placing good players on'
both sides. Sometimes staff members would participate on the weaker
team, or they would work with tbe less proficient to improve their

51bid; p. 12.

gnomes E. Woodall. Narrative 'Summary. (Institute, West glrirginia: Wed Virginia
University. Aplialschian Center, July. 19116). typewritten, I). 3. .

71bid, p. 3.
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ability. Although these tactics did not always work, in the main there
did seem to be gradual improvement among the children in this
respect.

The sessions devoted to teaching crafts provided the cbildren
with the activities producing the "tangible results" they seemed to
need. Specific crafts were chosen by the -staff on the basis of their
interest, novelty, usefpliess, and low coats Some of the articles
produced by the participants were trash baskets fashioned from ice
cream bins, boxes made from ice cream sticks, paper mache jewelry,
and first aid kits devised from empty cigar bOxes or lcitchen match
boxes. An effort was made to instill greater appreciation of natural
beauty in the young people through the use of such natural materials
as weeds, beans, rice, nuts, and grasses in creating mosaics and
collages.

The-sports and crifts, snacks, clean-ups, and opening and closing
activities wece organized into a schedule devised by the recreation
specialists. However, since the children were not used to a structured .
system of. this type, the schedule was made as flexible as jiossible.
Middle-class children are members of families that naturally allocate
certain periods of time to various activities. However, rural
Appalachian families seem to have.a limited sense of such scheduling
of activities. .

In his book, Yesterday's People; Jack Weller employs Herbert
Gans' concepts of "xoutine seeker" and "action seeker" to contrast
the middle-class citizen and themountaineerhle explains -that while
the middle-class citizen seeks routine for the satisfaction it brings in

. reaching toward and achieving his goals, the mountaineer tends to be
an action seeker and has the opposite response:

The routines are only endbred: the satisfactions of Me,
are found in action those intermittent times of thrills,
challenge, and excitement . He does not wish to commit

..'himself in advance to a routine meeting beCause something
of an action nature, which he would greatly prefer, may

. come up at the last minute ..10.

Although these traits were recognized by the, people planning the
recreation programs, it was decided to. introduce the children to a

Nesius, Recreation Programs for the Disadvantaged..0P. cit., P. 13.
9 Jack E.,Weller. Yesterday's Peopli. Kentucky PaPerbIcks (Lexington: University of

Kentucky Press. 1965). pp. 4043. Weller acknowledges his indebtedness to Herbert .1.
Gans whb 'originated the concepts of "action seeking" and "routine seeking". See
Herbert J. Gans, The Urban Villagers (New York: Frhe Press of Glencoe, 1962), PP.
28-31.

1011ik11. pp. 41-42.



comparatively simple' program structured to prepare them for the .
routines they would probably encounter in school and in future jobs.

In order to enlist the children's cooperation and to make them
feel that they had a part in planning their 'activities, the proposed ,
schedule was discussed in.advance with the children: Also, changes
were sogietkmes made in this schedule. Both out* of necessity and to
keep enthusiasm high, surprise activities were planned for days when
inclement Weather occurred or for when interest waned.

The program was also as flexible as the number of volunteers on
hand to lead various interest ,groups in their different activities.
Throughout the four summers of the program, the adult cOmmunity
residents assisted the itaff members both on the playground .and in
providing snacks for the children. This' community participation was ,

thought to be necessary for diveriification of activities on the
playground and for developing a sense of community involvement in
the project. t.

Teenage volunteers from a nearby city who provided additional44
asgistance during the last three summers apparently served two
purposes: (1) they were exposed to rural poverty, mit as observers but
as worker's, and (2) the youth of the holloWs were exposed to middle-
class youth within the non-threatening atmosphere of their own
communities." ,

It was found that vblunteers in this age group, had to be chosen
carefully, both in respect to the affect they .had Upon the community-
residents and how the experience was apt to affect them. As one
agent stated, "Some teenagers aren't ready for the.'shock yet."' 2One
ôi the recreation specialists reached the following conclusion about
se ecting volunteers:

.
,

Volunteers can be either the backbone of the program
or tile straw that breaks the program. Aside from their
qualifications they should be chosen with great care in
regards 'to enthusiasm, reliability, and genuine interest.13

Although .the recreation, program had _originally been intended
for older children and teenagers, many ititIlig children also iittended
the playground days, with a resulting age range' of four to eighteen
years, When available facilities and sufficient assistance perrilitted,
the varying age groups Participated in activities geared to their

-

11 bury V. Pullen, Narrative Sturanaey. (Institute, West Virginia,: Wed Virginia I./nivel'
ratty. Appalachian Center, 1966), typewritten, p. 3.

12nid.:p. 1.

13Neslus, Recreation irograms for the Moodt-lan fated. op. cit., p. 26.
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different interests. However, ;when these conditions did not exist,
problems resulted, especially with the older youth.

:In these cases, athletic' programs were held exclusively for this
age group during the afternoons of the recreation days so that
younger children would not he endangered by flying balls and other
hazards. Another solution to this problem, although not used in the
program, would have been to plan special evening programs for the

:older children.
,. Precise figures on attendance at weekly recreation days are not
7available. However, the best estimates are Wat in all three
communities. a majority of the eligible children attended on at least a
se:ni-regulir basis. In Campville, for example., almost 100. percent of
,tFe children had been involved by the end of the first year.

The 'day camps held for five dnys in the'.communities at the end
of each summer were designed to provide the children with camping
experiences that wmild further instill social skills' and good health
habits. Children from disadvantaged 'communities seldom have the
oliportunity to attend summer camps. Even when the cost is low
enough that it might be afforded, "most of the children from (the'
test) areas seem to be too shy to venture out of their own

'environment."14 .

This may be related to the strong._ emotionral dependence
typically found' within these familiesPjack Weller, in Yesterday's

states,."I have seen parents who seemed unconcerned about
their children's training refuse to let the child 14 away from home for
even a night."15Thus,it was hoped by having the camp in a local,
familiar setting and holding it only during the ,day, that the children
would. be able to enjoy the-,benefiti of a camping experience in a
non-threatening environment. In many respects, the,day camps were
extensions of the-recreation days held in the communities, with the
,exception that classes were held in addition to opft sessions and
sports activities. The classes included gahd-grooming, cooking, Red

. Cross home nursing, conServation, and mothers' aid. Outside igencies
aria firms provided personnel to teach these courses. For example;
the gas and electric companies sent home economists to teach
cooking classes.

Community meetings held through the summer provided . the
setting for planning the day camps. Adult residents assisted with the
camps, each summer, leariiihr-crafts themselves at sessions held

14Ciene Dial, et. A, Annual Narrative Report: 1965, (Institute, West Virginia: West
Virginia University, Appalachian Center, 1966), mimeo, p. 19.
15Weller, Yestenipy's People, op. cit., p. 59.

P. 60.
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before day camp and then teaching the children at capp. Two of the
communities decided to provide lunch for the children attending
camp, and women in the communities loaded the committees
responsible for ubtaining both food and assistance. The committees
were composed of lother community residents with the home
demonstration agent in one county and the 4-H agent in another
county acting as advisors.

In addition to the programs held during the day, evening
activities rwere planned during day camp sessions so that entire
family participation would be achieved. Marshmajlow and frankfurter
roasts at the camp grounds provided settings for the children to
display their singing abilit% and the pi-oducts of crafts which were
parts of their daytime activity..

The evenings usually en4ed with everyone sitting around the
campfire and singing. these evening activitieg seemed tot foster the
sense of community spirit which appeared to be developing within
the three communities. The participation of family units was a unique
development in these communities since, traditionally, there is little'
shared recreation among tural Appalachian families."

The enrollment of children in the day camps is an. indication of
their popularity. Although enrollment figures are available only for

- the day camps held in the first two years, they give some idea of the
enthusiasm generated:

"Valley's End Eastridge Caa;pville

Begtnning-End Beginning-End

1965 28 38 No Camp 27 60

1966 44 37 - 122

The figures represent a 1966 enrplfment of approicimately 75 percent
of Valley's. End's four :. to eighteen-year-olds: and 60 .percent of
Eastridge's young people of this age range. In Campyille, the 1966

17Ibid., p. 59.
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enrollment sumassed the number of four- to-eighteen-year-olds in the
community, 'indicating that the popularity of the program was
attracting participants from outside community boundaries. From
available information, it Inlay be dedUced that the enrollment
remained high the third summer, but fell the last summer of the-
program:

°Nlot all of the communities 'had pilot project-sponsored
recreatiOn programs each summer. In 1967 and 1968, the third 'and
foUrth years of the recreation program, Campville, the largest of the
three communities, did not participate in the projecei recreation
program because its county sponsored a recreation program in that
community as part of a county-Wide program Of summer recreation.
The staff of the pilot project did not want to duplicate cotinty efforts.
Also, no program 'Was held in Valley's End during the final summer .
because of the development of the community problems discussed
below.

Problems Which Hindered. the Recreation Program

Although the recreation program ran smoothly throughout most
of its duration, there were problems associated with it which became
apparent as the project progressed. One of the more visible, Which
also affected other project activities, was that problem situations
between families within the communities directly affected their
chkldren's participatiGn in the recreation program;

-

The children of the mountain people march when the
family drums begin to beat. At one point, two of the
families pulled their children' out of .tfie program in one .
community to keep them from associating with each othe.r.18

The a ents tended to remove themselVes froth inter-family'
disagree nts. However, in cases where a family may have "lost
face" withi the community, and -they were not participating in
activities.; the gent often found -means for them to "gain face"
without it being'Ipparent thathe was involved.:

During the thi4 summer recreation program, through no' fault of
the project staff, Ai favorable publicity concerning Valley's End*

,appeared in local med, However,. when thg project was blamed for
the publicity; and harsh 'feeling§ toward the staff developed, day
camp participation was affected, Some of the parents encouraged
their children to picket the day eamp,site during the camp session. It

4
a

18Nesius, Recreation Programs for the Disadvantaged, op. cit.. pp. 23-24.
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wara difficult time for these children as they were missing the
activities they had enjoyed in previous years,.-and they were also
ridiculed by the other Children.

The Immediate inblem associated...with the iitcketing chilaren
was solved -when some of the community adults, who realized what
the picketing children were experiencing, spoke with the, parents
involved. However, as will be described in a subsequent chapter,
problems catieclby tasteless publicity remained stumbling blocks for
the entire project. As a result, the recrelition program was not held in
Valley's End the following summer.

A problem which could haye been-quite serious, bcj,ueto sheer
luck was .minimal, 4vas the lack of Insurance, for the chi) on
recreition days.. Project funds providea no money foi any insur ce,
although local-civic groups sionated enough' money for day ca
coverage. If any serious aceidents had occurred, the entire projec,
could have been jeopardized through law suits and loss of relations

. with the communities. It is difficult to understand this lack of proper
coverage, as at the time'the recreation dayl yere operating-insurance

'rates were low (five cents per child per day.)1!
. As it was, when minor apeidents did occur, the.costs of tiextment

were covered by personal resources of the recreation specialists and
Extension agents. This, however, was an unfair burden to place upon
them is individuals. Some suggested that the children each pay the
cost of the insurance, but, as one of the agents stated, "Sure, you can
bring a nickel if you've .got a nickel."rObviously some children

' would have. Eeen excluded if such a practice had been instituted. .

The same principle applied to the day camps. Two or the
communities Itliose which served lunch) decided tO charge the
children ten cents per day to help defray, the cost of the food and
supplies. Those. children who couldn't afford -to day this fee still
attended the camps. In some cases, otheri in the community or the
agenti'paid for these children. However, in one recorded case, it was
decided at the community meeting to assign camp chores to those
children unable to pay. This practice should be subject to question in
any program, but in a project designed tb assist the disadvantaged it
seems.Mexcusable that'this type of discrimination against the poorest
families was allowed to take place. No fees should have been
collected if it was not positively known that every family could afford
to spend the mo&y without causing hardship.

r*

19Nesius, Recreation Progranu for the Dit;duantegeti, op. ci-t p. 24.

i°Inierview on file at the Office of Research and Del;elopment.
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The pioblems encountered in the fouilh aiid final `glarnmer .

recreation program point, up the hitortance of 4 well-trained and
dedicated staff. in comparison to the previous summers, the specialist

, hired, to conduct the final year's program did not seem to'be as well
organized. As a result, few plans' seemed to-be made before Cor <hiring
the summer, and/the program conseqnently seemed .to lack direction.
In fact, according to one of the, agents, the success achieved>that
summer wai due primarily to the county agents. and a high
school volunteer in her third ytar of assisting with the program.21

However, it must be noted that it seems there was a gneraI
slackening of enthusiasm among the staff of the pilot project nd a
lessening of project activity during the last year of the projecf. Few
new. or Innovative acfivities were introduced, during ihe fi year-,
With only eastridge participating in the:summer recreatioirj.ogram,
and relatively little other project activity in progress, it' was perhaps
not surprising that the program qperated4 at a level below- that of
previous summers.

Evaluation of the RecneatOn'Progr rn

The suinmer recreation p grams an da camps were actually
traditional Extension 4-H pr rams modifi tb. fit the needs of this
projept..Perhaps because tWey were dealing wi a familiar program,. .
the Extension agenii who assisted the recreatian specialists appear to
have felt more comfortable in this role compared to those they were
asked to, assume in some other .programs . included in the Special'
Needs Project.

Aliso, the specialists hid each summer were able to devote full
time to- this one program.while in' olher programs included in the
project, the county agents were always torn Aetween the project
responsibilities, and/ their other Extosion activities. Thus': as
cbmpared to the other programs, the situation among the staff

.
working on the recreation program was conducive to a smoothly
running operationirom an administrative-standpoint, which held true

'with the exceptio'n of the final.summer program. As one countp agent
'hated:

We were giving their chilirert (some of the adults,
too) a 'happy, rich, and meaningful series of experiences,
and we were very successful with whatwe were doing.

. The children and many adults got a chance to know us on
a Very personal basis, and they seemed to have a genuine
liking for us.22

21 Mary V. Pullen.,-*Annual Narr'atie Report: January 1968 through June 6, 1969,
(Institute, West Virginia: West Virginia University, Appalachian Center, 1969),minteo, p..
6. ,

22Eopia, e al., nnual Narrative Report: 1965, oP. cit., p. 19.
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. If one assumed that the goals of tbe summer program were to
Provide wholesome recPeition; ihe learning ot social skills, 'and the
instilling of good health habits, as stated iii all reports concerning the
recreation program,. it could be said that, the recreation program did
indeed succeed. Ipprovement in §ocial skills and health 'habits 'was
observed by el of the staff members associat?d with 'the program,

..and if the response of the children was any itieication, the recreation
itself was appealing to them. . %... / _ e . .

However, if the evaluation of the success of the program is based ,
upon the goal of the total, project; which wis td develop innovatide
techniques which could be used by ,Extension working with' low-
income. rural nonfarm families, then it is less apparent that this
program did achieve its goal. . , ..

Although the techniques used in organizing the programs may
have been new; as were tle phygical settings for the programs and, r
the inclusion of family oriented activities, the basic thrust of the'
program waS not new for Extension. As stated abo:,e, the program
tended to be a traditi 1. t-H program. This, of course, does not
imply that the 'Program ailed to pTduce important benefits. It may

e have been a positive in uence on the development, of the young
people who participated. .. . .
. However, as was true of the preschool,program, the long-range

.;,..iinpact on impioving the 54ality of the,young People's liyes cannot
be determined. On' the other hand, .that the program succeeded in'
.addink a new ell ntele group is a, focps 'for Extension's work with -'
kouth is perhaps portant in its own:right . '

.
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CHAPTIN_SIX

The Community Development Program

Introduction

garly in the 1930's;-/ difficulties encountered in solving the
problem of poverty in the United States led some policy makers to
conclude that public and private agencies and institutions were not
responsive enough to the needs of the poo0 Indeed, it Was believed
that the programs of such agencies wer,e not Only failing, to helpthe
poor but in some cases were perhape.everr making their lot worse. '

Tbus, it was determined that if the plight of the'disach;antaged
was to be alleviated, new ways were needed to coordinate and direct
all che 'nstitutional resources of communities in more.effective attadis
both oi the-problems of disadvantaged people and the circumgances
which helped to create the problems.

Tbe most widely known specific program developed .to facilitate
a conimunity approach to the elimination of poverty wai* the
CommUnity Action Program of the federal Office' of Economic
Opportunity. By 1965 the community action concept was exerting
considerable influence in the cicSign of community based antipoverty
programs.

Reduced' to Is fundamentals, community action aimed to
"concert 'the resour es of a community in a democratic, coherent
attack upon the prob ms of the poin."2by creating community wide
organizational structu es which would 'include representatives of
importaht .communiq institutions and groups, and by encouraging
the poor to make their ii:eeds kmwn through specific, demands for
improvements in the . services they receixed. In additibb, the
approach sometimes was, sUpplemented by attem-Pts to product Eqi
group action local results. :v ich otherwise generally would be.
produced by indivichial iction. .

For example, whereas attrach e maintenance of homes and other
property genetally is the'responsibi Ay of the individual, community
action might endeavor to utilize the cètnmunity "clean-up" as an end
in itself or as an organizing device With a relatively obvious link'
between\ activity and benefit. Presumably; the close linkage..between
group acitivity and , benefit would be a demonstration of the

NO.

4

ti

IPeter Muria :ad Martin sal. Mimeos ef Social llefeim, (New Ytitic: Atherton:Pram;
19.7). p. 37. . .

2Ibid., p. I. 00
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superiority of collective efforts for community betterment which
should stimulate collecjive political efforts for problem solutions more

. . distantly removed.
From the beginning of the West Virginia pilot project certain

,statf members recognized the potential value of assisting residents a
the 'test communities to organize in order to work together towaid
the solution of community problems. However, it would not be
correct to Jebel the programs which were envisioned as community
action programs. . .

Even though certain elements of the commanity action approach
were ultimatey incorporated into the programi,.which 'evolyed over

, the -course of the project, it seems more precise to use the term
vcommunity development" to characterize them. The pilot project
approach did not attenipt to create a new fOrmal organizatiOn of
comniunity agencies and, did. not sttess organization of. citizens for
political action. It did emphasize the organization and motivation ot
citizens to identify and better understand their problems and to
collaborate td solve them with their own resources, as Well. as With
the assistance of appropriate agencies. from tile broader community.
The role of the

tipr
'ect staff.was to assist in community organization

and the creaon o ew linkages from the communities to agencies
which posseised neede resources.

Thus, the philosophy of the community development program
was 'consistent with the undergirding philosophy of the total project:
the residents of the test communities were tobe, helped through
orgahifiliOn and the provision of heeded information and skills to
more fully develop ' the potentials of their communities and \
themselves. Clearly, the major emphdsis on the Community develop-
ment, program was still focused,on the necessity of change within the
residents of the test communities, with lesser emphasis-on- working
directly' with agencies of the broude( community to heighten their.,
awareness of the needs-of the residents. ,

.

The need for a community deVelopment approach, which was
felt early in the project, was basecron: (1) the obvious lack in the test

. comMunities bf eVen the most fundamental of serviees luch ai roads,
waiter, and. ianitaiion; (2) the problems poied by the geographical .
apd,sotiological isolation of the communities; (3) the absehce of any,
serious attempts by public agehcies to extend their services beyond
customary limits; (4) the lilac 'of knowledge, 'influence, and
aggressiveness among the citizens of the communities, which would
Mice been necessary to obtain even a fair share of services avaflablei ,
and-(5) the lack of leadership' in the communities.
.

Initial attempts arcommunity development began informally .in
Valley's End with the beginning of the early childhood education
program and the opening of the-experience center in late 1964 and
early 1965. As a result of the home' visits and a community-wide
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meeting, the Men of the ,.community were involved., in activities
designed to -upgrade. the physical Facilities of the experience, center.
Progress was thadq- in ,providing a water system for the., center, a
porch was, added, and general' repair work undertaken.

At the same time, other communrty projects were accom'plished,
including clean up and repair of the comniunit)/ road, construction of
a small bridge, .attajnment of school bus service within the
coMmunity, constructiod of a playfield, and planning for the
community day camp. :In addition, the commt nity cyntintked
attempts, with help from the county agent, to obt in natural gas

k service.
Outside public agencies were also, contacted in 1965 in search' of

assistance ,for Valley's End's, community projects. The...Board of
Edufation gave assistance in ,the form-of materials for the exkrience
center. The Health Department provided immunizations, as was also

; true in Campville and lEastridge,-\and the .Well Baby Clinic an0
-Department of Public ASsistance also were involved. In -additiori,
some individuals were helped' thr,ough referrarto ,training programs
such as the Job Corps, and cooperative raationships were established
with the VISTA prOgram and the Office of Econokic Opportunity's
community action agencies serving the broader area.

By the end of 1965, certain'principles 9f community development
had been employed in all three communities, and 'in ValleK's End., as
we have seen, substantial progress had already been made in
organizing specific development projects. ;é necessary ingredients of
a /more intensive community lievelopment program . were.' thtit.
available. e

Moreover, the staff of the pilot project 'recknized that 'the.*
programs which had been inaugurated in the communities up until 7
that time were not contributing sufficiently to the structure of local
leadership Which would be necessary to continUe community
improvement.effort beyond the life of the project itself. Therefore,
the decision was made ,to a concentrated program of

, community development in o of the .three communities .
Campville and Valley's End. Such an effort was not thought to be -

n

promising for Eastridge because of its lack of "coMmunity-
.\

Jr

chaticteristics as well as other, problems.

Establishing the Community,Development Program

The activities . which comprised .the major. 'Community
'devdopment effort of the Sp4Cial Needs Project were begun in 1966.
As in ,the case of 'the other project actiyities already discussed, the

co unities in they homes. This.time, however;the Conversations
firilnstep taken by the `staff wai to visit the residents of the

were centered .on determining the residents' perceptions of their

.9
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communit s' roblems and how the people might work togetkar to
solve the . The .ho of the staff was that the home visits would
insure adequate commu ication of the intent of the program, would
provide information on what the residents considered important

problems, and would ge ate interest and motivation..
When it was determined that sufficient interest in communhy.

ace'on -had been genented, community-wide meetings in the two
mmunities were held. According to one of the area agents who

served on the project staff:
.

. 4
. .

The purpose of these meetings was' to brin
community people together for a diecussion of the probl
identcation-solution process in such a way a to
stimulate an uchange of ideas, viewpoints and at udes
concerning the method by which this process cotild best
be carried . tut. The aim was to achieve maximum
participation of community people in the design and
implementation. Of the entire effort 'from the beginning.
Only in this way could it be considered a true community
effort, and not just another "project", or "program"
Superimposed upon the people by professionals and
experts.3

The mmun4-wide meetings seem to have served the purpose
stirnuPating increased awareness of commUnity problems and interest

, in tolvipg theit1 using collective action.
While the-project staff encouraged 'and attended 919 meetings,

they ileliberately avoided leadership ..seles and positions: Instead,
they attempted' to serve in resource and consultative capacities in
order that communio, Jeaders might evolve as 'the outcome of a
naiural process of intera&ion among the citizens. 'There are smile ."

indications that the hoped-for leadership structure began to develop.
--d

Content of the Community Development Program

The actual process of community development in Valley's End'
and Campville was carried out through the work of citizens'
committees and meetings arranged by the project staff between the
citiiens and representatives of -public agencies. The' process began
With \the formation of community improvement associatiohs- in both
com`munities.., These, which were an outgrowth of the community-

.

3 Thomas Ft *oodall, Desigri for Action: Community Problem Solving in Disadvantaged
Communities, (Morgantown: Office of Research and Development..Aimalachian Center,
West Vnginia University, 1965), P. 5.



wide organizational meetings, in 'turn formed citiiens' committeesto .
l. study specific community problems and determine what adion should
1 be taken.

. The committeesJetused on the following yliscation;
° health; roads; welfare; housing; 'utilities; and recreation: er sifting,
Of meetings and considerable study extending over a period vsfsie,
weeks, the committees , prepared reports which avere basically
statements of the communities' nteds Its the committees'. members
perceived them4 Because residents^were limited with. restiect to
ability to preduceientten reporti of their meetings, 'some of their
sessions were tape-recorded, and edited transcripts of those meetings
were subsequently ptoduced in mimeographed form by the protect

. staff. Thetypepripts seiVed is the foimal reports of the committees.
When, available, these drafts were circulated among the residents of
the communities.

;The meetings betweep the citizens and the representatives of a
%;ariety "of public .agencies, which came to be called community
improvement workshops or the "Agency to the People Program," were
suggested and- arranged by.the Special Needs Project staff. The aim
of the workshops was to engage eitizen,s and agency, mpresentatives
in problem oriented, discussions intended to 'generate designs for
action programs which would help solve the problems that the
citizens had themselves identified.

'Agencies represented in the workshops held in each of the two
communities. incipded: Office of Economia Opportunity; State Rdad
Commission; Public Service Commission; State, Health and Welfare
Departments; County Boards ..of IrAucation; Farmers Home
Administration; ttepartment of Employment Secibtty; aixl Vocational:
Rehabilitation. . .

The format of the workshops consisted of the following fiye-step
. agenda: (1) introductory remarks by the community leaders and the

.
project staff memberr42) statements by each .agency representative
concerning the role of his agency; (3) presetftation of the findings and
recommendations of the community. Ititprovement committee; (4)
discussion of 'each identified commuttity problem by a different group
of appropriate agency representatives and committee members; (5) a
general summary session to outline potential solutions and plans
which had been developed.. The workshops were attended by
interested residents of the communities as well as by the members of

4"Survey of lioad, Health. Education: Welfare, Utilities, Housing and Recreation
Pyoblema of the Community of Csmpville" (Campville, West Virginia: Campville
Community Improvement Committes, 1967) mimeo; and "Survey of Health, Education,
Roads, Utility and Houdpg Problems in the Community of Valley's End" (Valley's and.
West .Virginia: Valley's Slid Community Improvement Committee. 1967), mimeo.

4r
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the community improvement'committees. In Campville the workshops
attracted an attendance of 100 people while in Valley's End, which
was by far the sthaller of the two 1:5 attended.

In the view of the staff member. res nsible for the workshops, a
Sisnificant outcome was that pethaps for th p. first time the needs and
problernA of the residents of Valley's End and Campville were
broughi o the attention of appropriate agencies. And, hirther, 'this

- was accomplished in a setting which encouraged , a coadinated .

agency approach to problem solutions.5Apparently as a result of the
workshops, a .number of agencies pledged their. suppert and
eboperatiGn, and tangible piogress toward the solution of several
community problems occurred.

According,to the project's 1967 tglort:

As a result of the community improvement 'workshops,
a number of projects have been carried 'out in the
comdiunities or are in .the procesq of implementation. In
Valley's End tentative/ plans were developed for a
communitf water system through the cooperation of ihe
Farmers ,Home Administration and the local community
action, jirogr,am. The/recommendations of the Valley's End
Community Improvement Committee in the area of road
problems were taken into consideratiot by the State Road
Commisiion and :vork was begun on implementation of

. I recommended improvements. HeAth Depattment officials
agreed to obtain a permit for the community to duinp

7 garbage and trash at officially designated_ locations within

/ the county,. The Health Department also advised
community leaders on how to deal with a large boRy of
stagnant backwater in the community which, served aq a
breeding. ground for mosquitoes. The State 'Road
Commission, the C and 0 Railroad, and the local-board of
cflucation discussed possible alternatives for dealing with
the dangerous railroad crossing ..,..Natural gas service is
also completed to the,' community of Valley s End after

. much work during the Previous two years

to 102 aditional community people as a result or joint
In Campville, naturalgas service has been extended.

plans arrived at by .citizens; .the Public Service
Commission, anil gas company officials. Plans:have been
developed for implementation .of a community water

' system ' through the cooperation of the Economic
DevelOpment Administration '.. .. State Road Commission

,
. .

r 511somos Z. Woodall. Dodo tor Action: Community ProblemAolvinelin Disadvantaged
Communities. op. at, p. 810.
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crews have carried ouC some 4 the committee's.) recomniendations and continuous follow-up contact has
been maintained by the Road Comniitte:, and State Road
Commission at the county', district\ and state levels ...
Adult Basic EdUcatiqp classes have been establ(shed at the

.

local elementary sOlool in cooperation between the
community's education . Committee, the local board of

' education and the Adult Basic Education- Superyisor for. .
the county. . ,

... recreation committee members were able to
develop plans in Coopepation_with the Board of
Education's i.7;creation Supervisor for both _day and
evening rAcreation for children and. adults. This included'
transPortation for children to a swimniing pool fcti weekly
swimming- lessons under 1the supervision of competent
insthictors. A Bay Scout troop was foaled through the
initiative of, a local AFDCU recipient who volunteered to .
serve as scout master and organize the local; Boy Scout

; Committee to meet with Boy Scout officials. Residents also
indicated the need fot further Ilealth services, to be
offered at the community level where more dtizens could
avail themselves of these servicec. As a result, ..a' cancer
clinic was set up in the community at Which 67 women
participated in the clinic program.° i .

.

.

Other community developments occurred later on in çampville
ipcluding the conversion of an old tire shop into a commi1nity centet
and library and the acquisition of books from the West Virginia

: Library Commission and through donations. The center, staffed b
community residents who were resilonsible for the:maintenance o

, book§ and mliterials, was also used for parties, classes, dances an
community;wide residents' mytings. s . .

From the beginning of the community development efforts i

1965, . the preschool centel in Valley's End had ,also' served as al , . .
community center. Over time the center became the hub 6( ..
community-centered activities and was used for a variety of purposes;
including meetings. One of the.uses to which the center. was put tAl'..
was the housing of operations required fpr the asseMbly of .a

__. cOmmunity newspaper which was established in the simmer of 1966, -

with the assistance of .a VISTA. volunteer. The _Valley's End
Community Press,' as, it was known, was the outgrowth ffr,'E

suggestion of the project staff and served for some,time as a vat e
for informing community residents about their improvement progra

..
I

a Mary W. Pullen and Thomas E. Woodall, Aimed Narrative Report 11107: Low Meow,
F LS. Fmk et (Institute. West Virginia: Appalachian Center. West Virginia University, 1967);
mimeo. pp:44. °
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However, in Valley's End the projeet experienced several major
difficulties late in 1967 which apparently had the effect of stimulating
loCal controversy and straining the relationship befween the pilot
project staff and the resitIents: Thus, community development
activities significantly declined by 1968..While some progress was
made in correcting these difficultles during the year, the staff Was not
optimistic about the future. According to the report prepared by one
of them, it wds not completely clear by late 1968 if' the community
would experience even more fragmentation or would regain its
cohesiveness and solidarity?

Evaluation
a..

Blued upon available evidence it appears hat the &Immunity
development program bad at least three interrelated results. first,.
the community developnient program produced d greater awareness
of the pilot project outside the communities, a d ottained more

--services for the coMmunities from nonlocal pii lic and private
agencies than would otherwise have been fotthcomft. Approximately
sixty agencies, organizations, and private companies dnated s
offered assistance, donated supplies, and provided/s eakers! hese
groans ranged from local supermarkets, clubs; and busi esses to state
agencies and organizations.

Examples of the diverse groups that participated ii the project
are the West Virginia Department 'of Natural Res urces, the
American Red Cross, the West Virginia Department of Natural
Resources, the American Red CrOss, the West Virginia Library
Association, 'the Good Neighborhood League, the Marines, West
Virginia State College students who served as tutors, a theatrical
group, the Cancer .Society, churches, and women's clubs. In this
respect, the progrm succeeded indemonstrating that the Extension
Service can be instrumental in bridging the gap :bettveen
disadvantaged rural nonfarm communities and outside sources of
assistance.

Second, the' collective efforts organized by the 'project staff and
used to obtain more services demonstrated to the residents -theyalue
of organization itself in the solution I of problems.

Third, according to the project, staff, the residents who attended
the meetings, served on the committees, and otherwise 'participated
in the community development activities experienced the groWth of
interpersonal skills, conceptual abilities, and other traits necessary for ,

'tile successful management 61' other situations or opportuniries whiCh
might)produce personal or community betterment. AtthoUgh the last

7Thonwee E. Weddell, 1961i Annual Narrative Report (Institute. West Virginia: ApPele-
abbe Center, West %%within University. 1968), mimeo. pp. 1-2. . /
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Mentioned probable-outcome is especially difficult to verify, it seems
'apparent that the community development program Was a productiVe
component of project actiVity both in Valley's End and Campville.

In Campville, for example, residents :Wko" partiCipated in the :
coMmuhity development phase of., the project apparently gained
ettoUgh confidence in their new leadership. toles to challenge the
community's, entrenched political . leadership. One staff- member
described the changes that occurred in the community:,

I

While the old line leaders still function and hit their
sources of polver and influence with county political
figures, a new group of leaderc has emerged whichtakes .
the route, of, organizing for political power' and seeking .

objectives as a bloc: outside the .framewoyk of .the iold 4
structure. Nor exainple, if road improvement is 'sought this,
group will organize and go directly to.State Road officials, .. ....

beginning at the county level, and proceeding tO ihe State t.
level if they cannot obtain satisfaction at.a loArei- level..

'The struggle for leadership continues, but it is
unlikely that community people, awakened- to the

. realization that they too have political power through:,
.. -9- .

organized confrontation with the system, will 'ever again
be acquiesced in the face of control by a handful of the

.party faithful. - .-_

. Another staff member, added the following observations:
.. -

,
.

I don't think that (the CamPville political leader) ever
\,

. realized what happened in Campville, where they have . :. t.
developed another group of leaders. They start goingi.;
ahead without checking with her. And they are all going ..

on theb own. Really, her power mati.broken. And in reeent
electiona they have shunned this: She hasn't tont-raid the-3,

e votes ither..11er political power is thrown. But part of this
is a iesult of the skills these peiipIe have. developed.,

Initiative they got out of the project. .....:.

.. . .
There may also have been benefits in the form of an altered

..7.

relationship' between the residents of, the Communties and .fhe pilot ... '

project staff. 'At least _one staff ,Member felt that before: the .... ,

community development program was begun,-.; the residents of the.: \ communities had perCeived the staff to be concerned primarily,.with
,........

problems lof individuals and families.. However as the prOgtam
developed, the peodle seemed to acquire 'a broader conception of:."7.,..
both the role' illrExtension agents and the potential outcome of '

'I _IL T.)
.. .

t
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hproject. activities. urt , Le staff members themselves .became
aWare of a broadened potential for their efforts in woiking with the
people.° 9'

However, considering the braader diMensions &the problem of
sOcial and economic' development in _disadvantaged rural area,. it is
not clear that the outcomes ef the community development program
were of unmixed 4senefit. ./1 cautionary note seems appropriate,
ispeciallY in interpreting the 'outcome of efforts to obtain more
government services for the two communities. ,The issue.is one .of
limited governmental resources and economies of scale.

To the" extent .that a surplus of governmental savices is
Available and the project simply facilitated the attainment of a fair
share.of these services bY the communities, there is no issue. Neither
is there an. issue'in arrangementsfor an increase in private ser s
which' the communities paid for, such as karbage.: ection In

.. Valley's End.
. .

However, to the extent that gover
the two.communities were -dedu

. have been made of them,
Public benefits obtj.i
greater than,
that the

. .

tal.resources allocated 'to
s 'from other uses which might

.it is likely, that they,were,' ind if the .
e from alternatiye uses would haVe been '

e obtained in the communities, 'then it is pOssible
oad impact Of the 'community development pufgram was

undeirable.
On humani

.

tarian grounds
. ',there can be no quarrel with the .

increlised opportunities for docent. lt:ing arid personal fuifillMent in
- the three communities.. We woui.d not dispute that there ought to he
Xuffident 'governmental resources to provide, the levels of community

9 services 'necessary tO support such opportunities for everyire.
However;_the ecmiomic Wriality is that sufficient. resources do not exist
under- preSent conditions in. West Virginia an& other 'states 'with
compsitabfe econoMic problemt. .

.
.

For malimum long range iMprovement in.: szy.4al Ina econoMic
benefits for the largert number of people, a choice May have to be

.. made between a striOegy of selective investment in prdigrams with
the 'highest' potentiaf for senerating fundamintal changes. in soda
eonditimis is opposed to ohe which itresses more-or-less piecemeal
attempts to patch up problems in every community. .

:Obviously we are unable to 'formulate a reliable anSwer foi the
issue we have posed and, moreover, it is not' likely that the fiecessiirY
data coUld be obtained in.apy Practical nianner, Nevertheless, since
this is a report about a. pilot project which could be replicated in
other, communities' in the. future,., it is worth noti94 thatcommunitli..
development . efforts aimed, at : citiien action toi :obtaiu more

. .

.

°Thomas E.Voodall, Design for Action: Community Problem Solving in Disadvantaged.
Communities, op. eit.;-p. 6.
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, a . r e s o u rc e s from the public sector may or may not be ideal, from .a
.0

social and' eaonoOic perspectivp Invader than that of - the
.411:1 ,..lonlmunities which Actuaily receive.more governmental services. q

Based on observations made 'during visits to the three",:t. . a ..1 .

', i
commfinities in 1968, it is suggested that phYsical improvement orthe

. .., eommuniqcs had the least chance of success : of ,any of the
componenti of the community development program. In areas of the .
communities most in need Of improvement, housing, roads, and other

. . physical features had deteriorated, to the point where massive.
, amounts 'of o 'de assistance would have been needed to 'achieveH. .I ry

,more generally acce levels. On the other .hand, improvement;in
, 'human services, transportatio , id maintenance, was less obviously'

. problematic. . , , .,
Nonetheless', it i doubtful that sniall, iso a rural communities

will in the foreseeable futuie.receive the help necessa or even such
a" improvement because of the lack of public funds: -....,,

,........s I
.-;

.
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CHAFFER SEVEN

,
), An 'Analysis Of Achievements And Problems

1;

i;

Intrddwrtion:i.

. In the preceding six chapters of this report, the goals of the Wes.L._ ; _

. Virginia pilot protect; the characteristics of the test tommunities, nd
v the four major compOnent programs of the project were'described in

sOme detail. Ibis ,chapter turns tO a .sunimary and /analysis of
project accomp4ments and the problems,detected in project design 6

and administration. The aim is to weigh thl: outcome of the project
'against its objectives, and Furth& to 'assess the strengths and

- weaknesses .of the process by which the'objectives Were pursued,
Front an ideal point of View, the data for this 'chapter should

haye been obtained from both project staff and iesidents of the three
'communities. However, we were able to obtain data only from tho
staff. At the time that follow-up interviews in the communities woula
have .been most appropriate, the staff -believed that any
further efforts to ohtain information'. front the residents
Wcluld have alienated them to a degree that would have hampered
Thyme work in those locales. Moreover, even -if follow-up interviews
with residents.had been possible, there were not sufficient reources
aviláblC for the evaluation Wert to conduct the number of personal
int rviews which would have been eesirable. Thus, the analysis in
thi ,chapter is based on data oPtained from those who participated in

, Varyling degrees in the design and implementation of the project_
Titer data provide a -good basis of information for analysis of the
proAct process but are less adequate in helping to gauge the impact
of th project on the lives of the residents of the test communities.

The datil Were obtained from relatively unstructured interviews
conduttedin state, area, and local Extensiob offices in West Virginia
and at Federal Extension Service offices in Waatinkton, D: C., in
1969 and 1970!Those interviewed included the two officials from the
'United' States Department of Agriculture.,most involved with the
project and the foilowing people from the West Virginia Cooperative
Extension Service: five county extension workers Closely connected
with the day-to-days activities of the project; an instructor in the
health program; two.area extension wOrkers; the extension director of
the area embracing the three communities; four persons who had
served .-as state program leaders in 4-H and women's Ext ion

,

1

;

,
1 See Appendix E for copy of the interview schedule.

k
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., ,during the project; and the director of the University's Cooperative
Extension Program for the greater 'part of the time the. project was
underway.. ..

.

. The interviews, were condacted And tape-recorded by several of
"the principal investigators in this researeh ana were later, transcribed?
The questions asked during the interviews were designed to elicit the '

respondents' views about the goals Of, the project, the problems it
, encountered and Jhow well the available resources were 'identified

iiiid-illiie-ated to solve those probleths. ,In., addition,/ the interviews .

weie structured in such. a way as to permit both estimation of the
extent to which those most closely associated with the projeet's
exe ution were committed to accomplishment uf its purposes and the
ext nt to which the pi ojecti-4as a learning experience for an
organizatibn working with new and different clientele.

Summary and Interpretation of Proicct Goals and Methods
. . .

The major goal of the Special Needi Project, as originally
conceived, was to develop new knowledge concerning -the problems
and potentials for success of various approaches to university
Extension 'work with the rural -disadvantaged. The project was .the

, . outgrowtt;,of recognition on the part of those who were respensible
-for its conception within the Federal Extension Service and, the West
Virginia.University Center, for Appalachian Studies and Development
ihat the post-World War II era had seen the growth of a new kind of
rural poor, with different problems and ifferent needs than those
which had confronted the citizens of ru_ areas- in the earlier years
of, the century. Further* it was recog ized that although tome
Extension programming was being directed at the poor, the 7nost
isolated and disadvantaged, who needed help the most, were not
being reached by Extension; and that, in addition, the tried and
tested programs which had been provien to work well with other
client groups would need to be modified, .or new programs -

.developed, to work effectively with the new rural poor. Thus the
project, in .the process ,of seeking information concerning ways of

C n h Service to adapt its staff and the stracture and
helping the oo also a test of the ability of the West' Virginia
University teN
content of its rogramming to new demands.-.

It was implicit within the goal of the project that residents of the
tesi communities were, to be helped /to achieve improved -levels of,

social and economic welfare. In the jtidgment .of the gvaluation team,
as based on the interviews with the. project staff, this intent .was of..

2
The transcriptions are on file in the Office of Research and Ddvelopment, West Vkginia

University.
.
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paraMount ,/ coneern to those . staff members Who worked most
intensively/with the residents. ,

.Thus,/, although the goal of. the project -could have led to ,

experimentation with programs at' the 'expense of the pedple they
Were ostensibly 'designed to assist; the attitudes and motives ,ofthe
staff tended to ,emphasize efforts to Maximize benefits to the people.
On the other hand, it is not clear, as will be shown, that the methods
and programming.of 'the projeet were adequate to fulfill the ,staff's
intent. °

In retrOspect, the goals of the West Virginia pilot project seem to
have hlen both worthwhile and realistic. If they hid been met fully,
there could have been a subgantial long-range contribution to the
solution of an iMportant problem of milt 'America. At the same time,
tl,e benefits to the vitizens of the immediate teSt communities could
t-dao have been great.

There was baiic agreement among the project staff about these
goals, especially as stated in their general' and abstract forM. At the
level .of abstraction in which we have presented them, the goals did
net seem td change over the life of the project. Staff, interviews
suggest, however, that at the level of program operations, there was

bless continuity, andiubgoals and methods did change ovei time.
There seemed to be at least twb- major reasons, for changes in

specific program emphases and goals: ,for.bne, the responses of the
people to the programs were difficult to predict, and subgoals and
metheds had to be adjusted accArdingly; and,' for inother, changes in
the project staff tended to inject new ideas .and new program
capabilities into the Program planning process. One of the' staff
members, commenting on the 'early childhood educatiOn program, had

I.. the following to idy:

It had been envisioned originally that we would have
the children in one room, working with them in a,nursery
sChool situation while the mothers would be a captive
.audience in another room, and. we could work with them
on nutrition or on homemaking skills or something like
that. Well, it became evident very quickly that the mothers

. were absolufely fascinated by what we were doing with
the children and it turned put then' that we had it class
in family relations and child development.

Another staff member stated the problem as inlrows:

The project plan suggested that we ought to see what
we thought the-University could do toward helping with
the problem of poveity the goals, min as to improve
the quality of family living, changed over time. You see,

.
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everytime a new planning group . got tokether 'we'
.formulated new goals and objectives it depended 'on
who was_ working on the project. Ve hid changes in
personnel. and it _tended to. be 'a . question of who was
interesked in what. -, 1.

... A s fias been indicated' hi previous cnapters, project-records
establiSh

ythat progranimink emphases and, goals did, in fact, Change
over time. IStarting with an original thrust in 'early childhood
edUcation programs and work ,with the .family in' the home; flak.-
projecCadded a health component when ihe oppOrtunity presented
itself;, began'.a° recreation program; saW the withering away of the
early. childhood, education' efforts; and. finally turned . to' a major

' emphasis on community develapment. Although the shifting of .
Program priorities and goals over time could have been exptcted.
considering .the frankly experimental nature of the project (and was
probably.both inevitable and necessary .to carry out 'the intent of the
project), we would suggest that shifts in. program emphases were in

. part responsible for what Seemed to -be a lack of adequate follow-
through on certaitkprogrami.

. .Flexibility in-.-.P.thject design was no doubt :neceisary. but it
seemed to become, unkirtunately, a ,substitute for, an overall .

conceptual strategy which could have led to .greater integration of
programs throUgh.the life of the project. The need for .a conceptual
strategy will be discussed in subsequent pages: 7

Despite the changes in specific' subgoals and methdds, the basic
'philosophical thrustOf the Special Needs Project remained essentially
Onstant through program changes. The basic thrust emphasized the
use of more-or-less traditional Extension methods to facilitate change

, and development within the disadvantaged. The changewas felt to
be necessary to assist them in adapting to the nature Of the social and
econdmic structure they faced."As one of the area staff members,
phrased it:

Techniques were to be those that were applicable to
Extension, so that they could be duplicated elsewhere in
'Extension programs ... it,was to be a family\approach
we were trying to make up for, some of thecultural gaim
that the peo k. had that would prohibit them from

. becoming prod ctive citizens, that madb' them- less able, to
participate in t e school system, for instance. Many of
them were dro outs before they started because fof
cultural gaps. So generally it was to provide those kinds of'
things middle-class society provides as a, matter of course .

'to the youngsters. It was also rib increase homemaking
skills with the parents, or .with.thewife, and also 'increase
the income of the family, and also as a family unit in that
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community, to cope with their problems and be able, to
come up with some kind of solution: It was lipped They .
would develop the capacity to solve many, of their own ,
problems. This wasthefundamental -goal that 'we had at .

the beginning.

In carrying out this philosophY the staff tended io rely pn
commOn methodOlogickloapproaches Which cut across the lines of the
different pmgram' cOmnents. In each program a key function of the
stafit as to Organize the citizens Of the communities- so,that services
cptild ice delivered . efficiently to them. For example, in the early .

childhood rAucation program ap infoimal. organizational. structure
facilitated the 'development of ,the experience, centers, . the

,

4. .
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1

contribUtions of 'the mothers to classroan sessions, the assistance of
the fatheri in' providing the physicial facilities, and the general -

support of the community.
Similarly, considerable oiganization work was necessary to ready

the resiilents of the communities for the health examinations and
insure their presence on the appointed day. The recreation program
depended on organization of the people for the development of the
recreation areas and for general , support and the . community k
development prPgram depended.. upon the creation of a. formal

.

organization of community 'residents. . . - -

Each component of the project was also dependent upon the
carrying out of an educational function by the staff. This function ts
illustrated in the infOrmal proidem solving and information giving
which wenton during home visik in the instructiod provided-by the
xtaff members in ihe experience centers, the health' classes; and the
recreation sessions; and in the,supportive role played in assisting the
copünunity development study groups to:define community problems.

Two additional staff functions were inelispensable to the conduct
of the health program and the comniudity development program. In
,these iinslanCes, it was necessarqfor the staff to .'create an
orgimizational structure to link uman service agencies and
professionals, and public servicAgenciesi to the communities, and
then'assist in workiPg Put a systemfor delivery of the services. The
successful accomplishment of these functions was dependent upon
the development of effective wOrkibg relationships between the staff.
and the agencies involved.

Thus, the fundamental methodology of the pr ject employed the
'educational and organizational.skills of the staff to rovide
.the communities with ne* information, dew skil , new experiences,
and access to new sources of assistance in the pblution Of certain of
their problems.

. As "we have seen in the,previous descri tions of the component
programs, the project succeeded in demonstrilting that organizitianal\

ios
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structikei can be created,, new services delivered; and educational
work carried on in'an attempt to assist the rural 'disadvantaged. It
would be difficult, to dispute- that there is chnsicleroble potential. in

"- this approlleh for improvement in thequality of life foK low-income
rural people. Yet, it is, difficult to establish that substantial and lasting
changes in the welfare the people:4 the\ test comniarnitids resulted.
from the application of the goals and methods of the pilot project.

Clearly, the major thrust of project Methodology embodied an':
approach 'Which eMphasized helping the disadvantaged Adapt both Jo'
the demands of the broader social and economic system and The
circumstances-of their immediate situation. In effect, the aini ,was tn,;,

' encourage the fuller development and use of the social, pychological,
and economié resources Which the people alreadiihid or wliich could;. ,

be made available to them. t 1

. .

However, in the fact, of the somewhat unyiekhng, nature of the
many problems they faced in. the ,broader social and economic 4

sysfem, including a lack of jobs, limited public resources, inadequate
:.trinsportation, and social AU discrimination, there is a question as

*4 to flu* effective the ifpproach could have been in effeeting.
nibstantial change'in the lives of the people. The problem was stated
succinctly by one of the persons who' served as a. camPus-based
member ofthe stafffor a poytion ofsthe life of the project:

I think the focus of the project changed over time -to
become one of trying to find Ways to' help people adjust to
poverty rather than finding ways to alleviate poverty.
Perhaps .one of the influences *Mich led to this change is ,

the very' great difficulty involved in actually alleviating
.poverty.

^ The difficulty was centered -in part on the adequacy of prOkt
strategy in the light of project goals. We are suggesting that the
strategy, as embodied ft the program °Components, was from the
beginning ,of the project unlikely to succeed in achieving' one ofthe
implied project goals to improve the economic welfare of the
residentd of 'the test dommunities. We will return to this question in

"......the next chapter.
Although the'adequacy of project frategy for raising the level of

economic welfare among the poor mi4 be questioned, this is not to
suggest that there were no project achievements. The explicit goal of

, the project, was to generate` informatiou about the probleN and
potentials of y?orking through university Extension to assist the rural
poor in a variety of ways. Significant experience was gained and
substantive assistance was provided. We turn now to an analysis of
these'results:
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.An Assessment of Project Achievements
.

The establishment of the fad component programs described in
Chapters Three through Six was perhaps the most basic and easily
verifiaye accomplishment of tile West Virginiis project. Indeed, the
succe -of the project staff in organizing these pregrams an'd eliciting
from the residents of the communities significant levels of,
participatioein them was a fundamental-prerequisite for, any positive
impact which the project . might- have had. on the lives of thern
residenti.

< .
The exPetience of these programs also movides. the basis for an

analysis_ tif the merits of vatious- methods and teChniques of working
with the' roril disadvantaged, which was a major intent of .the
project. Moreover, it needs to be emphasized that the mere fact that

prqgrim's wete established successfully in; the isolated and
deprived Benin& of the test communities 'was no Final! achievement.f'

For exadiple, to initiate the early Childhood education program
I required a 'large measure of persistence and ingenuity just to
. overcome. physical barriers:1 shelter had to be arranged for and
.iniproved; there were no nside toilet, facilities; water had to be
bartied; and much of the pike .equipment and educational materials
had to be improvised. Enlisting the cooperation 'of the mothers and

'children also presented problems and required a considerable degree
:of pagence, flexibility, and interpersonal skill. The problems which-

:- had to be overcome in establishing and conducting the other
components of-the project were at least as severe. .

Thus, aside from the question of whether it possible 'to
measure. any long-range positive, impact on the quality &lWIng in
the cbmmunities, it can be atgued that creating prograins where none-
existed 'previously was a mark of success. If one accepts theft
proposition that broadened areas of choi0 'and a Wider scope or
daily experience are itnpartant ingredientr-f4 4iroproving the qualitt,

Oof human existence, 'then the -creation `adds:functioning of the ;
-.programs were in themserveeimmediate contributipns to the quality

of the residents' lives.
There were, of .course concrete benefits provided by. die.

component program, as have been described. The health -prbgram '
provided Medical examinations and referral services; the early. .

childhood educatiOn program provided enhanced opportunity for the'
growth and development of the three- to five-year olds of the
communities; the recreation
provided an po.attractive oprtunity to articipate in organized games,

as judged -by its poPularity:

self-expressiVe craft's, arid other .-recreational aclivities; and the
cornmunity development program proVIded a vehicle for Ntchieving

'tangible improVeinents in community services.

4
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Such programs were., not atatlable. at the time to other low-
income communities in West Virginia, and it cannot be doubted fiat
thei did contribute to .the welfare of the test Coinmunities. In this .

sense, the project did demonstrate the ability of university Extension
to work effectively with the' rural. dis'advantaged.

In addition, theie is evidence that thc project generated positive
influences that extended' be?ondlts immediate goals and boundaries.
Although ynanticiPated at the timeit was designed, .the project cairn&
to .serve .in. effect as a "pilot_ for pertain of the federal . anti-poverty
prograMs. ,which, at that ime, wOre being inaugurated' in West
Virgtn1el'4 the. Office of Economic Opportunity. Personi with .

respOnSibility for the HeadStart, program3atvboth pational andt, State
levels visited the test communities to observe the early thildhood '
eduCation component Of the Special Needs Project.One Staff meMber
devoted practically the whole mOnth of fune 1965. to the Headstart
prograM, Providing various types of assistance, including-help in the . 1 °.

, ..rqruitment.kind' training ef Headstart teachers in the State. This staff
member sftbseqbently served, as a consultant to efferts to develop
Headstart programs in otherisolated rural areas:

.. The impact of the,health program was also extended beYond the
project in-the informatiOn which it provided:for professionals in the .
field of public health . concerned. with health
disadvantage&rural areas. In addition, the health edUcation pr4rani

, came in' time to be rather 'widely accepted,. erganiied,... and
administered in many 'locales throughout West Virginia, aml .it is at
present still proving to be an importanteducational program in the. -

State.
It is also a reasonable conclusion that the publicity, received by

the pifot project,' especially within the Appalachian Center,..created
among Extension workers a more general awA enesS of the probleni .

of poverty in all (karts of the State and emphasi ed thechallenge end'
potential contribution of many forms of .work ith the poor. In this
respect the project constituted. a force RI cha ge, albeit a difficult,
one to measure, within the Extension organizatio itSelf. .

The importance of these.achievements,should not be diminished:
However, it seems clear that the project could have achieved moire in
the way of kiting,' concrete benefits for the citii@es of the
cornmunities. The early childhood education program was allowed to ,
expire without vigorous effort to sustain it through the life of the
project or continue it through the then newHeadstart program: The

t

3"Anaual Narrative Report: 15S5 (Mergastown, West Vir(imie: Appelarbiaa Cotter, West
Vkaient University, 111311). so., p, 3.
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recreation program was subject to a similar hrematuro decline, and
after h vigorous beginning the communiry development program ,also
MAO to grillually lose its force. .

Moreover, additional ways to extend the impact of the health . .

program Might halke been explored but were not. In effect, the
projeFt ean be faulted air. lack Of sustained fdllow-through. An,
unfortunate potential result could -have been- to reinforce the
apparent tendency of . the, tlisadv.antaged to view presu'med
opportunity as illusory. Expectations were, raised but were not
adequately fulfilled. In this sensp, the project' failed in iti
responsibility to the people it was designed to help.

'It would seem vttal that suppoet for programs which terve been
) developed 'for the disadvantaged not be withdrawn without assurance

that the programs ary self-sustaining, or that their goals have been
fully achieved., Difficulties in the projIllt which may have been
associated with the "problem of follow-through will be explored in
iubsequent pages: *

Thesre are yet other ways in which the project achieved leo: than
might have been possible. The older adultspt the communiVes, in

, general, and the adult men of all ages, in particular, were not.
involved extensively .4n program. activit$3s. Associated with the
tendency for the men. to. be acluded was the fact- that insufficient
attention was directed toward the problefn of Os and income.
Although it is .Kobable that the project did improve the quality of
family and community life, at least in the short run, and did. provide
a basis foe, increased rates ..of personal growth and adjustment,
especially for the tfiildren, Without attention to the problem of
incometits 'adequacy as a complete 'test of the ielevance of Extension .,
programs for assisting the disadvantaged can be questioned:

To soine degree, the lack of attention to economic welfare seems
to have been associated with the strategy ONhe project. However,
programs consistent with the philosophy of t e project could have
begn developed to assist' the men and ,women of the communities to
acquire the skills whibh- might have helped in finding and keeping.
jobs: Such, programs would not necessarily have had to involve the

1 project fn the actual teaching of specific job skills but rather might .

simply:Jiave developed working relationships with agencies imiolved
in job training and development. Through such relationships, those in .

need of work 'could have been helped to enioll in training or opply
for jobs. Once'Laccepted into a job or training, these persons could
have been helped to succeed through the perional support and
encouragement of the project staff. .

In emphasizing the project's lack of attention to the economic
base of the test communities, we are not being critical of tfie lack of
an effort the project was not designed to.makd. The point is that the
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/ design was flexible and experimentation was the aim. Considering
these circumstances, an important opportunity to explore, ways of
helping to increase income may have been missed.

However, even in .the process of failing in. Part to fulfill its
potential (or providing long-range tangible, enrichinent of thilives of
the residents of the. leek communities, the project did generate
information whicit could assist in the design and conduct of future-
work with ihe "rural disadvantaged. Since the cireation of such
information was a primary goal of the project,. its existence

.constitutes one of the important achievements Of the project. This
information about the characteristics of the residents, their
responses to the project, the cautions .neeessary in Extension work of
'this type, and the problems which were encountered in . the
organization and administration of thei,project will be described in
the following sections of this chapter:

Problems in Waking with the Rurat Disadvantaged

0

Early the life of the project, the staff encountered a not
unexpecteetendency for the communitly residents to. react with
shyness and apparent suspicion to the overtures being made to them.
This. trait, presumably the result of social and geographic isolation,
previous exploitation, and a lack'of experience with helping agencies,
was a potential bather to project progress. Half of the staff members
interviewed who ,Vad been in direct contact .with the communities
indicated that overcoming the suspicion of the people ' and
communicating effectively with them was a major problern

'encountered in . the project. Perhaigs as a consequence of this
problem, there \ was also a strong tendency for staff members to
_emphasize the impc4ance of home visits, warm pessonal.contact, and
face-to-face commupication as indispen§able ingredients for
successful efforts to enlist the cooperation. and participation of the
rural disadvantaged in the programs designed to.assist them.

Moreover, traits which staff members Mentioned as being
characteristic of other staff members whO had:been successful in
relationships with residents of the test communities were of the. type
which would have helped to.overcome suspicion or shyness. Thus, the
successful staff members were perceived to have a sincere interest in
the people, to, have empathy, and to be able to work with them.
without rejeding them because of 'their habits, mistoms, anct values,
which could have threatened the sensibilities of a basically middle-.class staff.

Yurther, the importance of a patient, but persistent'approach to
building relationships with tbe rekidents tended to be stressed by the
staff. The overriding judgment was that work with the rural
disadvantaged of West Virginia required a 'climate of trust and

.!
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understanding between staff and community, which was much'more
tive gonsuming to develop than had been anticipated at the time the.
project was designed.

An illustration ofboth"the lid( of experience and self-cOnfidence
which characterized the_peciple and the large amount of. staff itime
involved in helping te. carry .out progeams is provided in a
description of a trip to a tumor clinic, which was part of the fblloW-
up to the health program: . .

. 'Six lb' eight hours were required to transport the
'women from their homes in' the hollow and return ....
:Mosf of the travel time was,spent in trying to acquaint the
women with what might happen. The agents rehearsed the
women. They were instructed to lie sure to tell everything
to tlie physician'. Agents frequently played roles with the
womem an agent would pretend to be a doctor and ask
questions and the women would respond. Upon arrival at
the hospital, ... -the women found the', parking .lots

'. confusing. Waiting rooms and endless forms added to their
frusirations.. For nonreaders, no help was provided by the
hos'pital to, help fill out forms Agents went as far as

, the examining room doer. The women were then on their
. own .. Without the help of the agents the women could
' never have gone through the clinics.4

. .

% The experience of the projecT suggests that gaining acceptance
from the residents of disadvantifed rurld communitieS in the initial
stages of a program may be particnlarly critical to success. The
choice of program content can .be as important to/such acceptance as
the Ability of the staff to communicate to community residents.
Certain members of the project staff felt, and we would agree; that
emphasizing the Welfare of the children and concentrating on_ health
in the early stages of the pniject helpeil to gain acceptance.

'The people were interested in the develoPthent of their children
and responded positively to a new opportunity for them which ,

promised to be oth: groWth-proMoting and .enjoyable. The
establishment of the experience centers within the physical
boundaries ,of the communities themselves also made the program
accessible, sontrollable, and less threatening than .1f* considerable
travel had been inVolved. Similarly, in the case of the health
program there was interest because an important need was touchesl.

Ais oneof the staff members phrased it in her interview:

- -
"Aninial Nprregye.Report: 1111111- (Morgantown. West Virginia: Apriachian Centei, West

-Virginik Liegvereity. 1N11). enissii.. pp. 14-15.
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. Health is nonthrelitenincr-heciuse 'it's a perSonal. .

, problem and because.ktoNiches everybody,- riCh and poor,
; old and young, big and title. The approach of the health

prograrn was simple , and fclear-cut, and!. I think it had ,

universal 'apiVeal.

It seems reasonable to conclude .diat establishing the'.6asii of
interest and understanding necessary for successful wozk with the
residents of the test communities was a difficult task, and it would
also likely be difficult in other similar' settingS. Careful planning, the

. choke of appropriate program strategy, and allowance of ample time
for building relationships with the people would thus seem vital' in
the developmeneof effective pcpgrams foPthe rural disadvantaged.

Another' difficulty which The Stift encountered. in its efforts to
develop prograths centered on tlle power and stahis relationships
which .existed ammiOndiyiduals,and families in The communities. In

. Campville ahd Eastridge these !relationships were in part assoCiated
with the position and inflUence of theSchUrch. Churchgoers tended.
no% tO .associate with .nOnchurehgoers, and groups composed
predominantly of one the .other category would 'be shuluied by
merithers obthe.unrepresented category. If project activities included
some families\Other families woUld automatically reject participation.

Moreover, shrice the churches themselves were used to house
programs, the problem was even more . erious diban it Mighi
otherwise have been. The conteneof-programs was questioned by the
fuhdamentalist church members on the giouhdi that it might not be.

. appropriai6 for housing in their 'church, and nonmembers of the
church tended to be excluded th ahy case.

In at least one .of 'ihe communities, status and iniluencovere
. structured in part by access to political patronage. Factors such as

reputation and discrimination. based on social class stratification 4/ere_

also observed to be importan in 'the communities. Moreover, other
. factors which were not detecte ay also have been operating to

Shape the existing social systems. . T11e , important point is that such
systems did exist and were vital forces in shaping the patterns of
acceptance of the project as it developed.

Before the project began, it .would have been difficult to gauge
the dimensions of these systems or the nature of the problems they
might Create. Nonetheless, awareness the potential barrier to
program success which such syitems can pose would seem vital for
future work in disadvantaged cOmmunities.

Another Problem in working with the residents of the
communities, which was evident 'to the evaluation team, was the
difficulty of sustaining participation in programs. Whether because a
the nature of the programs, the techniques of the staff, or the social-
pyschological characteristics of community residents, attendance at

.
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program functions tended to wax and wane and, over :time,
participation'in all programs declined.

As has been indicated, none of the pograms were strong enough
to survive without active staff support ind gnidance, and with the
eiception .Of 'some health education octivity; all had, apparentlY.
expired 4: the, end of the Pioject This is an indication that the
reWardk of participation in the programs were not vital, cáncrete, or
imMedate enough to4ustain the- active invokement of the residents
of the communities.

; The recreation program, in -particular, seems to have attracted
cOnsiderable participation partly because it provided opportunities
for the .people to soChilite and" obtain satisfactions from pleasant
interperSonal relatioes. The'llealth education classes and the, mothers'
participation in the early childhood education 'program Were to -some
degree probably attractive for similar reasons. These programs were
learning experiences and such satisfactions wete important, but si ce
similar .satisfactions can be found in other activitiei, there was ot
likely to have lzeen a compelling drive to participate for. the s ial
outlet provided. Thin, as long as the programs Were provided and it

. was convenient to take part in them, the people participated.
However, when extra effort ,was required to sustain A program,.1 the.
potential rewards of participation were not vital enough to stimulate
active support.

Another factor which could have influenced the level of
participation in prOgrams was the lack of social and -intellectual Malls
among the residents. The presence of such skills could have helped
the residents ,to function comfort;bly in the programs as designed. To
teach the children's classes or carry on coMmunity demilopment
activities for eitample, would have required considerable ; self-

.' confidence ai -well as highly developed knowledge and leadership
ability. It is probable that the programs were not, supported long
enough- foi those community residetts Who did participate to develop
such traits to the degree necessary to carry on in the absence of
University personnel. Furthermore, it is apparent that too little
thought or effort was given 4 estaff to the training of community
leaders whO could have carried on rAfter the project Was completed. . ,

There is little question of the 'difficulty of Creating educational
action programs which touch deeply enough the vital needs of people;
to elicit their. active particiPation oirer 'long periods of time. The West
Virginia prOject surmounted these difficulties extraordinarily welt for
'a while. Yet, a lesson' of the project is that successful:program
development requires intensive and sustained effort tp provide both
the skills and opportunities for need fulfillment which people 'must
have io derive vitalsatisfactions' from program participation:

A final problem in working with the disadvantaged which,
emerged out of the experience of the pilot project, and whiph is
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important to note, is the care whicii must be exercised to protect the,'
privacy and sensibilities of the people a project is designed to aid.

.13ecaus'e th .e. project was experimental in nature, and because it
tended to be unique at the time it was begun, it was the object of
considerable interest among persons 'in the State and region
concerned with poverty in rural areas. As a result, there was a
considerable stream of visitors to the communities. Many of these
persons were campus-based University staff, members, ,some were
Extension Service staff from Washington, and others represented a
variety of-backgrounds and interests.

In .1965 lone, approxlmatelY eighty4ive persons Visited the
communitiesPln the usual case, arrangements were made and an escott
piovided by a prOject staff member. Although opinions of the staff
members were divided concerning the feelings of theresidents about
the visitations, in general it would seem that they could have felt
some exploitation. One staff member, speaking of the reaction of the
residents, put it as falows:

Por a while we were having too many strangers in
N. there. It was necessary as part of a research projeet, but I

think that in their own way, even though they never said a
word, they probably -resented too much outside attention.
Some of them, would kihd of 'withdraw themselves until
you got the stranger out ot there.

In two instances newspaper publicity about Valley's End caused
overt, negative reactions from the residents of the community. Although
no fault could be laid to the project staff, the reaction, to the secOncl
instance, which occurred in advance of a planned visit to the
community by a gro'up of . religious leaders, was severe enough to
completely rupture relations between the staff and' the community.
These events, which occurred late in 1967, signalled the end of
formal project activities in Valley's End,.

Though doubtle. ly unintended by the authors of the ne
articles, the interpretation' of the tesidents of Valley's End was that

,the tone and content of the articles tended to degrade and humiliate
'them. In essence they felt they were being displayed as examPles of a
segment of society that was not only disadvantaged Ifut deviant as
well. -

Something of the. nature pf the' reaction of the commuhities'
residents to publicity is illustrated by the following comment of a
staff membct:

*5 -A 'emal Nanallivs-Sport: 111116' (Marssawv". W. Viribis: Apples:bar Coulon Wait
Virginia Uslversiliy, 191111), mimeo.
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News releases caused moire trouble 'than any other
thing that developed here. We tried to Avork with , the
people, plant seed -and let ideas develop with the idea that
they thought they- were doing it all. And then sometimes..0,.i.
these releases would come out indicating Extension did it
or West Virginia University did it, and left the people out
and they would get sore at us sometimes. And sometimes
the wrong slant would get out. For instance, the fellow
who wrote .the feature for the Sunday paper was
trying to brag on the mothers who came out and
helped the kids attending 'the experience anter to go to
the toilet. He called it toilet trainfug, and the people in the
community got the idea that the paper was saying the
children in the community hadn't been toilet trained. Also,
the experience center teacher once was using oranges and
lemons and tomatoes Whiles:tie was teaching colors. She'd
bring in something tliai'i&lor and let them see it and smell
it aqd niiite it and' use all the senses they could wbile she
wai teaching the lesson.Vell, this was mentioned in the'
paper and the people of' the comifiunity got tlit idea that
they were saying that- the children had never, seen these
fruits and- vegetables -before. So they got ore; and 'once

, they got sore and loit face it became a hard prOlem..to
get them worked back into the program, again. -

InSofar as we are able to judge, the outside publicity given the )

project was harmful in that the negative feelings generated among
the regidents of the communities limited the quality of the working
relationship the staff was able to establish..

There was a feeling among the staff that the considerable
amount of survey questioning and interviewing which accompanied
program development had, by the end of the project, also creed a
negative reaction among some residents of- the communities. During
the Course of the project there had been an initial benchmark survey__

ousihOld iurvey of healtfi, physical
examinations, an interview survey of values among male residents of
the communities, and additional questions asked in connection with
specific programs, such as those which were asked in support of
commanity development. The outcome was that by 1the end of the
project the staff felt that there was not sufficient tolerance left among
the peopie to assure their cooperation in a final evaluation survey.'

Wheiler or not the feeling of the staff was accurate, the issue of
the approPriateness of visitation, publicity, land research is iiot easy
tO resolve. The project was In experimebtal and demonstration effort,
c.nd its ifitent'would have been difficult to carry out without survey

',research, and some observation. Moreovert much of the survey work
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was necessary to support rational planning of programs so that they
might be of maximum benefit to the residents themselves and to
other people in similar circumstances. ,

Yet, there, is an ethical responsibility incumbent upon those who
conduct programs to. insure that 'program participants be' protected
from thanipulation and exploitation for experimental puli3oses. In our
judgment, the amount of visitation to the communities was more
questionable from an ethical point of view- than was the amount of
survey questioning. In any event, the purpose of a 'visit or survey
should he considered critically by a project staff and a full
explanation provided to those who wonikbe the object of the visit or
survey, with appropriate opportunity provNed for them to refuse.

With the exception of the amount of visitation which was judged
appropriate, we cannot fault' the staff of the West Virginia project for
their fulfillment of these ethical requirements. The findings
suggest, however, that _projects of this type must develop safegua s s
against thoughtless and potentially damaging gublicity and must
remain alert to the possibilitY that research can be exploitative.

Problems in Protect Design and Administration

t

4.

.":

9.

The knowledge generated by tim West Virginia pilot project
include& not only information concerning problems encountered in
working with the 'rural disadvantaged of West Virginia, hut also
insight. into certain problems aisociated with the conceptualifation
sand adMinistration of- such a project within the University's Extension
organiiation.

As was indicated previously, .the project was to same degree a
test of* the difficulties which could have been expected10 develop in
adapting the 'organizational nd programming structures of the West
Virginia University Extension Service to,the requirements of an effort
to assist the rural disadyantaged. To the extent that identificsition Of
such difficulties Creates a basis of infoimation upon which
improvements in the conduct of. future projects can be built; their
occurrence and explication 'fulfills a basic aim' of the project. The
following discussion of these difficulties is based almost exclusively,
upon the results of the, interviewa with the project staff. -

With respect to project design, it seems clear dint a well
developed conceptual plan, _which "could have proyided meaning,
direction, and integration for.project efforts, was lacking. As a result,
the 'component programs of the project tended to constitute
somewhat discontinuous, discrete efforts which, in the absence Of a
superordinate Program strategy, did not cumulate their impacti as
effectiVely an possible. Although the intent of /he project was.,to
facilitate improvements in the quality, of living in the test
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communities, it was not apparent that there was an overall strategy

-of development to accoMPlish the intent.1
Thus, the project lacked concrete, operational goals which would

have provided standards against/which to judge progress while the
project was underway. This circnnistancewas no doubt due in part to
the perceived need for flexible, experimental programmin'g, which
apparently guided the thinking of those responsible for the original /
project design. However, a clear-cut coneeptual strait* with
operational goals, dealing, with how the project .was expected tO
facilitate development, would 'not have precluded exPerimentation
and would have provided for greater organization and continuity of

-.effort through the, life of the project.
---IrLthe absence of conceptual gUidelines, there seemed to. have

been a tendencY for the goals and methods of the -project td be
associated witli" the interests and experience of the stiff meinliers -

rather than with the requirements of a rational project strategy.
Further,':some staff members dicLnot_segm to think critically about
what they, were doing;

In 'the opinion of at least one campus-based staff member, agaa
who worked directly with community 'residents failed to plan a -
definite program of work and budget their time in keeping with the
requirements of long-term project goals, and consequently ipent too
much time on beginning stages of the project. At the same time,
the agents who worked 4n the communities complained that too little
direction and assistance *as provided by the campus -staff. In the
'absence °of an ovefill project strategy, the occurrence of such
conflicting -expectations does not seem surprising. To. some extent,
staff members seem to have looked to each whet' for guidance rather--
than to a tangible project plan.-

Interestingly, the conflict which smed, evident from the
interviews reveals that the criticisms which staff members directed
towaid other staff members centered upon aspects of the project
whiCh should have fallen within their own areas of competence.

'The area and state staff,tended to criticize the county staff for
their deficiencies in program development (which shonld have been
the forte of area and state workers), and the county workers felt that
the weakness of the area and state workers was that they failed to
work more directly with the community residents (which should have
been the forte of the County workers).

, According to one county worker:
, .

I would particularly ha/e liked Co have seen some of
, the area-staff. members who were workingron the project .

go into the homes and work on a one-to-one basis with the
people in the community. In other words, if You work with
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someone you gn out and talk with someone, and if hea\ys'
"darn you sit on a log and say "dam" also. You adjtixt /
yourself to their level to get accomplishpent.,

.

One may, of course, question the validity of such en approach to'
program work. However, the point is that the county workeri seeMed
to feel 'that area and state workers didn't understand the people for
whom thk programs were intended, and the area add state: workers
seemed to feel. that the codnty workers didn* Understand the
programs. To the extent that this is an inescapable tendency, and
there is some evidence that it is, it leads tO the conclusion that efforts
for dealing with social .problems probably should not be based on
organizational specialilation which separate prOgram design from
implementation. / - \

A final observation concerfiitig the rojeces lack of difection is
that the emphasis .which the field staff placed on enhancement of the ,,A
quality of interpersonal relationships with the /citizens, and the tirni
devoted to such activities, may have been due in part to uncetiainty
atmut what else might have been done. Findings were that a feeling
of lick of direction was strong among the staff: When asked what the
greatest shortcomings of the project hid been, of twelve mentioned
by the members of the staff who had been in closest contact with the

ork in the communities, rieven were associated wit4 idadequate
ect design and direction.
The difficulties created by the looieness of project design were

apparently com6ounded biy a lack of either formal or informal in-
service staff training. No obvious provision was made for providing
staff members with thg new skills and information which could,have,
made their tasks easier.. _

This laCk\of training can be interpreted as being in part a result
of an absence of centralized °responsibility and leadership which
seems to have also charac erized the project. There was no full-time
project director. RespOnsi ity for the project was lodged with

-administrators who, although well-intentioned, had inndmerable
other duties which tfmite4 the time and attention which could be
given td the Special Needs Project . ,

...
The result was'that ques ions which needed to be answered and

decisions which needed to be ade often were not,,and there was no
one person the field staff could depend upon for guidance or turn to
for help in obtaining resources. Moreover, a strong, full-tiineproject
director who could have facilitated comMunications and 'provided
direct' n, informal training, and, follow:through for the staff might
have vercome the limitations posed by the sketchiness of project
design a ck of p?ovisions for training. \,

, :-A caMpus- cl staff meinber coMmented'en the beginnings of the
the project as follow 1--. \
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There was a lack of leadership No,one knew for
sure whn Wks to Ise in charge of planning. : . .Thelspecific
roles Weren't assigned early enough in die project for
people to know.; what they were to do and Start working on
them There were too many Chiefs . . Who was to
make the decisiona? No one knew .. .

A county-based staff member comcynted similarly:

There was no definite plan that I know of ever,
developed to get certain things done. We never knew just
how Much funds were available or set aside for different
things . It Was a handicap not knOwing who Was to do.,
what, and why .... A . plan could . have been written
down: The different responsibilities of staff members in
relation to die project could have been stated. Tbey never, .

G. were.

The desire to limit resources allocated to the-project in order tO
demonstrate that sLiccejfvl programs could be conducted within

' normal budgetary Istraints was undoubtedly a factor in the
decision not to ssjiØI a full-time director to the project. In 'retrospect,

, it appears tha it would have been preferable,- even at the risk of
injecting a special element of expense.,into project Xdministration, to
have,had a full-fime director. EspeciallY -ist the case of a pilot project .

which Was as new in pitigram-tegnireMents 'and as important in
implicatiOn as the West Virginia project, it would seein to have been

:imperative to have a special director. :
Furthermore, the 'importance placed upon asitgling such an

administrator to thispilot project would not necessarily have iinPlied
a. similar importance to regular. , programming which Might have

*. iubsequently evolVed.. Problems which can be expected in ..a,,pilot
effdrt would normally require ipecial administiative resources

'unnecessary for regulargrogras. . ..
In general, the :limited financial retources of ' the Special Needs

Project seem tO, have created pr lems. ltis difficult .to establish
Whether the project grew out of p4oportionto the original plaaand
consequently there were insuffici nt funds available, or whether
tIrre was in original miscalculation of the resourees which woUld be
flecessiry. In any event, the staff in general was'critical of the lack of
finances, and their complaints seemed legitimate. There was a lack ot
information concerning'4hethei fun s were available, to purchase
items is simple as 'straw foearchery t gets and wood to make bloCks
for the experiencecenters.'

Althoughia\ degree of:the difficult could, have been due to the
time eleinent involved in the UniVersity purchasing procedures, the
result was dike the staff was often forked to do without needed
materials or seivices, to improvise; or pu chase items with personal

, .
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' Y! funds. 'Whatever the reaion, there was not an adequate matching of
projeCt 'goals to the resources availaide-to accomplish them.'\

An additional probleM'in project administration, not unrelated to
, questions concerning the adequacy'of training, resotirc'es, and project

direction, was a conflict of demands on the time of county Eiqension
workers assigned project respOnsibilities in addition to their hormal
.thities. The expectations of groups and individuals with whom county
staff members had, worked regularly over an extended period of time
previous to the project were apparently a coercixe factor iti decisions
ahout how the work time of-the staff member was to'be allocated.

Without training or special guidance, or. the willingness to let
traditionally served client groups ',fend for themselves, the
management o such conflict was difficult for the staff. One of the
county staff m ers iigned to the project eomplained:

The project was diimped in our laps all at once with
the direction that we spend much time on it. But 6unty
Extension workers are full-time 'employed people and 'can't
et all the jobs done, that they Would like to get chine
iyhow.. . . It was an added strain to take time from

- prograins. dnd projects alreadY planned. The people of the
county just.didn't -appreciate it. I tried not to talk about it
to tno many people If more of the project had been
done by staff that was employed fo do it, I think we would
have been better off. .

tAlthough we Would not agree s. witn the ,opinion that a special staff
shbuld have: been employed for The project,, we woUld wit minimize
the prOblem whieh a eountY staff meMber tends to ',face in such a
situation. Changing the .nature of one's 'role in the face of strong
eipectations naljilto,clo so is a difficult task.. The object /of the pilot

, projeci was, however, to effect a change in programming direction
within the established structure of the Eitension organization. Thus, a
change of rOle for the staff members involyed Wis necessary, and.the
attendant cOnflict perhaps.inevitable.

It seeti apparent that.. such conflict. would, haVe been
Particularly severe for staff. members whO were, committed to work
with conservatiVe midke- and vpper-incorie groups in their countiei.
The attitudes of such 'jkoups_toward work 'with the- disadvantagedI -

could have been especially negative and repercussions:for the staff
members 'Particulorly diffikult to .m'anage.

That such conflict exiited is not surprising considering the. norms
which Extension has evoh,ed"over the years. According to one area
worker:

I
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----The Extension Service, the -way it's staffed now, has
traditidfirrPeople. If the Extension Service is going to
make ahy sort of contribution it's going to have 'to forget
its tradition and just get down to,where 'the folks really
-live. Now I think it's hard for some of the Extension .

Service to do this because we have a rags-to-riches
syndrome, which is probably the worst thing you can have.
If we just had three or four people on stile state staff who
really understood this they could pull a few strings and
get resources, But if you are going to work in poierty, it
ought to be a full-time job. If you can work 4-H and Home
Demonstration into it, that's okay too. But if you can't, we
shouldn't be overly .concerned.

. ,

a These comMents illustrate the difficulty of shifting an
organization fioni, one purpose to another. They, suggest that the .
project's output had to be structured to some extent to conform to
Extension's norms, and this more, than. likely hindered, rigorous
experimentation with new goals, methods, and techniques, inasmuch .
as professionals are not usually willing to exchange their customary
Way Of working ,for that characteristic of someone else's profession:

..f.Jhus, the role conflict of some Of the staff may have limited *the
project with respect to'both its quantitative and qualitative input. .

Tfiere is some indication that a somewhat different tyioe of role
conflict may alsoAave alined a degree of diffieulty for certain.
Members of the on-sge project staff. Evidence of this conflict is
contained in the interview responses of staff members Who felt that

. the personalitiel Of certain fel vi staff members.tenilled to'clash with
the requirements of succIssful work with the disadvantaged.
Although it is difficult to çIabIish that this w s a principal prOblim
of 'the project, it is reMonable to conclud 1ht work- with' the
disadvantaged creates s ial demands on n Extension educator,
and that assiininent of ersonnel to such wo k Without attention to
their ability to meet read potitively to such demands could lead
to frustration and a cot esponding lack of aggressiveness in, carrying
Out work responsibiliti s. ft would consequently seein important that
staff who work with the disadvantaged be selected carefully and,

. especially if assign, lit of staff is necessary; ihat active attempts to
train staff and 'enlist their, willing cooperation be incrided within
project design 3n administration,

oblem in* project design was the failure to include from
the outset-Of project activities a systematic research-and evaluation
effort. In ,a sense, this was the most serious shortcoming of project
design. For withont the objective study and recording of the
experience and impact of the project, which a systematic. evaluation
would have provided, the major purpose of what was conceived to be
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a pilot project cWd not have been adequately fulfilled. The West
Virginia projeo was intended. to generate basic information upon
which .to build1 improved lunge programs Ao aid the _disadvantaged;
yet, annual eports, of
*pared by the project
to weigh progress toward

btful objectiviti/ beeause they were

1

II themselves, were the only ,means used ,

roject góls. r .

Moreover, auessme t of the extent of project success is nOt- all
, that a systematic evaluation concurrent with project administration
could have Provided; evaluation might alto have generated insights
Which would have supported actidn to vorrect probleini and
strengthen programming even while the pro)ect was.underway. .

Thus, the lack ot an intensiVe research and evaluation effort
tended not only to negatethe Jong-run goal a developing improved
programs, but, ilso tended to limit the effectiveness of the immediate
impact of the project on the welfare of the people of the test
communities.

.

.-To facilitate maximum effectiveness of an evaluation strategy
integrated with program efforti, a project staff itself tnust be willing
to cooperate with the evaluators, In Most cases, to build sisal
cooperation will require inclusion of the staff in planning- of thee
evaluation and incoiporation of 'the topic of evaluation M inservice
training. .;

;In the usual case, a project staff will naturally he coneerned most
about program adncinistration and-will tend to perceive evaluation as
an unwelcome intnision or, perhaps, even as a threat. The interview
responses of a number of the pilot project staff Seemed to reflect such;
tendencies. That this should have been the'case aMong members of

. .The staff of a demonstration project which existed primarily to be
evaluated is additional evidence of an unmet need for staff training.

It is only fair to' point out that many of the programi of social
, innovation initiated :by the Federal Government during the 1900's

included evaluation, if at all, only as an afterthought.. The:, . West ..

Virginia Special Needs Project was probably not much better: or
worse than most of these programs.it, is hoped that in, the future
innovative prograins will incorporate more precise and systematic
plans for evaluation.

it,
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Alteinatives In EXtensionu Work
With The Rural DiaulTantaged

....

A. principal aim of tlhe Special Needs Project Was tO provide the
disadvantaged,citizefis of three Cohununities with new opportunities
for educational eiPerierwes which would foster personal development
and the acquisition of iraits needed to gain entry: into'the mainstream
of society. To a lesser degree, the project also sought to facilitate the
delivery of needed Services; such. as gai, water, .transportatinn, and
medical services to the comiounitiei ..

' In .the preient chapter *we. endeavor to assess the provision of
educational experiences and community services as a method to aid
the rural disadvantaged. A major concern is whether the component

. programs of the project were adequate methods of assistance in view
of the difficulty of the" !larders which, apparently had to be

\ surmounted to improve the life circumstances of the residents of the
test communities: Attention will be directed as well Co other possible
programs' and methods which were not 'attempted but which might
hive applicability for future programs Of assistance for disadvantaged

4,

persons in similar situations, .

Critical As:mammals of Project Strategy .
.. -

. The strategy of attick on the problems of the 'disadvantaged
which was employed in the psoject was fundamentally educational
and focused on the individual land the family. The achievement
which the- strategy envisioned was a process of change in the
residents .of the communities leading to their greater .acceptance 'of
and adaptation to the mainstream OfAmerican values and, further, to
their personal development towaid,,, fuller lives and optimum
utilization of'potentials.

Thus, there ,,, was emphasis on early childhood education as
preparation for first grade; on improved health attitudes and habits;
on growth. in skills of communication, organization, and group

iti. process; on improved use of leisure; and on e development of self-
confidence, motivation,.and the ability to expr s oneself.

While it is possible that the changes appar ntly ginerated in the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes of the residents brought . some
improvement to the quality of their lives, the strategy was seriously
lacking in the means to improve their economic welfare. There was,
of course, a,potential economic benefit to be derived by the peoile
of the communities if the successful acquisition of habit patterns and

21
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attitudes" which were normative in the wider society would have ,

proven to be instrumental in bridging the gaii--between the isolation
of the prople and their fuller participation in the, labor market,

o Improvements in employment status and increased income 0could
have lesulted. '

However, considering the serious barriers to economic self-
sufficiency which confronted the People of the communities such
as a lack of employment opportunity, stringent emPloyment standards'
stressing- formal educational achievements, and imployment test
results, inadequate transportation, low wages, the expense of job
hunting, and -lack of access to adequate health care the
'educational measures which the project brouglo hibear do not seem
adequate to have accomplished a very *iiibstkntiat improvement in
economic welfare. The economic, social, and psychological resources
of the residents were. meager, and, in the face of barriers int their
soCial and economic environment, there were severe limits on what
they could have accomplished without modification of the
environmental barriers themselves.

A's

D
In general, programs intended to enbance the economic welfare

of rural, nonfarm, low-income . groups tend tg. confront greater
difficUlties than programs- of similar intent designed for farm families
or 'persons with middle-class characteristics and advantages. Farti
groups or those With eissentially middle-class status, as compared to the
nonfarm disadvantaged, tend to possess greater assets both of an 1
economic nature, such as land and other property, and of a social and
psichological nature, such as conventional attitudes and values.

In part because of siich assets, opportunities for translating
growth in knowledge or changes in habits and skills ipto increased
economic welfare seem greater for farm or middle-dais iroups. Such
groups are less isolated socially and have greater aecess to

, conventional modes of econoniii progreis. In effect, "the Social and
economic system is more open to' them and it is thus more possible for
them to capitalize upon educational experiences.

It seems_ apparent that the methodolOgy of the West Virginia ',
project failed to account,. sufficiently for the magnitude of the
problems which impede progress toWard eConOmie self-sufficiency for
rural nonfarm peoplo. As was suggeateofpreviously, tbe methodolegy
of the project may have made the lives Of the people brighter L- and
that is an important accomplishment but without an impact on the
economic welfare of the people, there eould have been only a
minimum contribution to the long-range solution of mani or their

'most important problems. _ r4-
To have made a larger contribution, the Project wotild have had to

effect a change in the social and economic cwiroaiment;which
confronted the people of the communities. To: accomplish this,

t.greater effort would have had to have been Made to adapt the social

"no
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and economic system. io the needs of the people, rather than to adapt
the people to the rystem. Thus, efforts might have teen pursued, to
work with agencies, and institutions which.. could haie created new
programs of job.training. Ways of prOviding anistance in job hunting
and mobility to new job locations,could have been explored.. Work
with the educational .system could have alio been attemptetl tO
change practices which force out. low-inceme Children. As the project
was designed and administered, there was only,a liMited chance that

. such program efforts woUld have evolved. .

It is obvious that. the nature of the methods and programs which
evolved over ,the course of the' project wia influenced': substantially
by the traditions and customary methodologies of .the Extension

.....ServIced This is not surprising, not is it necessarily a Maoism of. the
project. HOwever, it can be questioned whether methodological
orientations developed in response' to the needs of Extension's
iraditional clientele groups could have succeeded in the test

Communities without more'extenkive Modifidation.
. Thequestion is illustrated by the cciMments of oie.of the project

srff mynberF whe had worked in the communities:

I 'think'in _is project we Just went back i 'Extension
fifty years. and tried some of the things that ihey Wire
doing in 1900. Those, are the things that reach a group of .

what you might say are poor, hard-wOrking families.. Rue
for the ones in the cUlture of poverty, I'm not sure that
method works. They ;are a group of peciple without that..
basic -outlook -)on life.. We need some coinpletely new
methods of working with people; and I'm not sure What
they are,mysell

Reasons can be advanced to explain why the experiences gained
by Cooperative Extension during the course. of its existence ould
not necessarily be transferable to the type of problems face the
Special Needs Project. Triditionally, Extension programrying has
maintained -the following goals: improving the efficiency o food add
fiber production; enhancing women's home. production ,and secial
skills; and providing opportunities for maximum development of
young men and women in rural 'counties and communities.

The essence of this strategy was to transport innovations in ftuid
and fiber production from the campus to the farms. The success of
the strategy was based upon the potent force of the farm families'
economic self-interest which could be depended upon to support
these efforts and perpetuate improvements in family-welfare which
they generated. While difficulties were encountered in attempting to
introduce new agricultural technology which seemed to "threaten
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traditional ways of the fUral-agricultural family and an extended
social fife, they were dispelled by Extension's demonstration projects
which illustrated that application of the new technology could result
in improvenients in living itandards with only minimal financial

.
investment.

.

Moreover, because of-the resourees already possessed by farm
families, and those which could be provided by Extension itself, such
improvements were well within the reach of mint, of the families
which were . contacted. The rest Of.. ,Extension's. traditional
programming, which consisted largely of progrims to train youth and
iromen to produce the amenities of Middle-class life,. was also an
Outgrowth of the economic self-interest of farm families, since middle-
class standards were more' achievable -with ...rising agilicultural
productivity. ,

In comparison, the Wesb Virginia pilot project was 'aimed at
change' among people who pogsessed neither assets that could have
been invested to produce short-run economic giains,, nor the need or
ability. to support a middle-class standard of li1/4Mg. In. other Iwords,
_when the project began, the residents of the three communities were
more than likely .in a Jitate of equilibrium with the opportunities in
their social and economic environment. V..

Thus. a more effective project strategy would have sought
simultaneously to change the environment as well as the residents'
habitual responses to it. If new opportunities for the eiihaneement of
economic welfare could have been created or identified and the
residents helped to take advantage of them, important rewards would
have been fairly immediate. .

Contimied.participation in Extension programs on the part of the
. residents and additional improvements in the quality of their lives

could-reasonably have been expected under such circumstances. The
difficulty of implementing such a .strategy would, of course, have
been great. 'However, for the project to have been sucCessful in
achieving limiting i rovements in' the lives of the disadvantaged of
the test communities, 1 is difficult- to perceive !..ny'rither effective

, -
alternative.

.WithOut the' guidance of a well developed strategy including
approaches to the enhancemeat of the ecenomic welfare of the
communities' residents, the primary focus of the project, seemed to
emphasize commUnity organization and the developMent of
interpersonal skills among the people, -not so muCh. as means to the
improvement of life conditions but as ends in theMselves.. The
problem 'was ,nOt that . the development of organizational. and -
interpersonal V skills Was V rcessaiiIy irrelevant M. significant
improverents in, the welfare' of the people, bUt that, with the
excepdai of certain of the community developMent activities, there
Were no Vcoete goals toward which such development could be
aimed. ,
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For example, the recreation program, the home visits, and aspects
of the community develoirent program seerned to emphasize the
facilitation of better relationships among theyesidents themsetres and
between -the staff and the residents. Although we 'would not deny
that the developiment. of such relationships ;was probably an
indispensable first step toward effectiVe action to solve the pressing
problems, of the communities;' 'the project seethed 'Jo encounter. -
difficulty' in progiessing beyond this step. 'The development of such
relationships may 'also have constituted a basis foi personal growth
and need satisfaction among' the coinmunities'- residents, but that is
difficult to itrove, and there were pressing problems of health,
education, and welfare tp be 'attacked.

In effect, we are suggesting that in the' absence of sPecifie plans
stating.,hoiv to assist the kesidents of4he communities, the project
staff concentrated their energies. on _group prOcedures and'
interpersonal relationships: This coneentratton . became an end,
providing an illusion of effective assistance when in fact more, could
have been done to attack the sources of a num6er- of concrete
problems facing the communities' resia-ents. ..>:

If there wai a.tendency to stress experiencein group 'process in
lieu of more specific measurei to attack the social. and econamic
source of problems, oit-, was not a characteristic' uraque ,ta the pilot
project. An emphasis on group *procesies, . which tends to over .
psychologize the process of social Change,..has developed in a numbir

. of contemporary apptoaches ta chanp,. such as in certain aspects of
the Community Action Program . of the Office of Economic
Opportunity and in excessive applications Of laboratory training in
attempts' at change Within organizations.

Tb the extent that organization of the people -ot the bommunities
and the development ot their interpersonal skills could. have b'een.
coupled with additional economic losets or the power necessary .to
alter environmental Citeumstances, an emphaiis 'On gron0 proceks
might have beets an effective means to assist the. communities. As it'
was, such powe,r Was lacking and the . emphasis on : personal
relationships seemed 'somewhat aimless.

The degree to whibh the Special Needs Staff Spent their energies
on maintaining personal relationships with !the residents, Of the
communities is illustrated, in the fallowing COmment:

.

We Idjusted. into a pattern of-whereNe were the .

. rmost comfortable, and got the best resUlts, 114Sybe

somebody would call and ask me, "Well, vehy is this
t..person in the community?" Maybe we hadn't, got word
around to a guy and' a. stranger knocked on his do& and '
said I'm with the project". I'd get a phone-cill at night
saying, "Well so,and7sO Was out here and trying, to ask a
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bunch of questions we told him to come, back
tomorrow ...."I spent most of my time, or quite a bit of
time, checking out these little rumors that might be
starting and spending time with individuals, the ones that
were affected, to keep the whole thing together.

Indeed, the interviews .in dicate that in the absence of a more
specific overall proiram strategy which pould have been
implemented by the county-based staff members, they evolved a
work program which tended to center around getting to know the
community residentS and maintaining cordial relationships with them:
While such.relationships were no doubt indispen4ble for any work
in the community, in our judgment they consumecrstaff att tion to
an extent which hindered progress toward Turther project
achievements.

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, th egy of the
project which emphasized improvements in the d very of services to
the communities dray also be questioned on th grounds that it may
not constitute a rational plan for the econorniq development of West
Virginia. la the opinion of somç.economists,.attçrnpts to deliver equal
ainouhts of social and human services to evey community in the
State, regardless of its isolation, possible gro th potential, or the
diseconomies of scale involved, can only be done at the expense of
overall eeonomic growth.

The problem is that under present and foreseeable public
revenue collection:systems, there will be insufficient funds for West
Virginia to support both a vigorous growth strategy and an equitable
distribution of services to every, .small, rural, no:dorm' hollow
community. Thus, those who favor a growth strategy stress the
urgency of stepped-up public expenditures and program
development in the larger .growtk centers of the State, which could
conceivably result in greater long-run benefit's to the large and
smaller communities alike. Such a growth strategy might well include
plans to induce the gradual elimination of the most isolated hollow
communities through the development of incentives to encourage the
emigration of people to locations which 'would permit the more
efficient delivery of social services.

However, on moral and humane grounds, as long as people
continue to live in isolated, 'disadvantaged communities, it would
seem important that whatever can be done within available means' to
promote their fullest development should be done. The critical
question centers on the extent of the resources which should be made
available.

In addition to questioning the economic rationality- of certain
elements of. project strategy, questions concerning economic
feasiblility tan be raised about others. The home yisits and the health

4
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examihation program in particular stressed a personalized one-to-one
problem-solving relationship between staff professionals and
community residenti: - .-

Although there may be no shortcut to using professionals to
relate' to the disadvantaged in this manner, the expense of such a
strategy and its limited applicability to a more general attempt to
assist vast numbers of he rural disadvantaged needs to . be
recognized. A one-to-one trategy reflects a conception of poverty
which. stresses that the roots of the., problem are to be found in
individual inadequacies. The difficulty is that there are not enough
professionals available to conceptualize poverty ip this way as if it
were a phenomenon which reflected individual failure or pathology
and which could only be treated by individual professional
counseling and attention. Such a strategy could be made more
feasible by utilizing para-professional personnel to extend the
capabilities of the professionals, but even so, exclusive reliance on a
one-to-one strategy is unlikely to be a , satisfactory approach,
considering the scope of the problem:

.,If, however, the problem of the rural disadvantaged is conceived
to be not Only a result of individual inadequacies but also a product
of inadequacies in the social and economic system, different.
strategies become possible and useful. Efforts to assist the

flisadvantaged could, for example, center on the initiation of changes
in the social and eConomic environment which Would create new
opportunities for personal growth and economic self:sufficiency for
the disadvantaged, .,.

Large numbers Of the disadvantaged could be expected to take
advantage of such opportunities, without having to firs_t receive
individual.professional encouragement. Such a strategy would require
wotking intensively with agencies, institutions, general community.
leaders, and others. If successful, the impact of the professional
Extension educator's efforts would; however, be multiplied many
times over and more of the disadvantageCI might benefit than if the
educators worked directly with the disadvantaged themselves.

We are not suggesting that any padiculai way of conceptualizing
the problem of rural poverty can be proven to be more valid than
another, but rather that the way the problem is conceptualized will
dictate the methods which are used to attempt to solve it. Thili, is 'an
-important point, because certain methods may be more realistic and
efficient than others.

It is likely that rural poverty is a complexly determined problem
whjch will yield only to a combination of different approaches. In the;
long run, university Extension programs will probably contribute to '
several of these. The contribution of Extension. will be maximized,
however, to the extent that its program approaches are chosen
car fully through matching its resources and capabilities aghinst the

..
\
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potential benefits of a variety of equally- valid program strategies
which might be pursued.

An outgrowth of the foregoing reasoning about program
strategies is to suggest that whatever strategy the West Virginia
project Might have chosen, it wouldlikely have been of assist'ance to
the people of the test communities if pursued vigorously and
effectively. Any mention of project strategy would thus be incomplete
without pointing Mit once again that a major difficulty with the
project was a lack of vigorous follow-through on the programs which
were established. As a consequence, the pOtential value of the
strategy, pursued was never fully developed, with the result that it is
difficult to objectively evaluate the adequacy of the strategy itself.

Some Alternative Program Emphases

If one accepts the contention that the pilot project failed to stress
sufficiently attempts to change the structure of opportunities in the
social and economic system which encapsulated the test communities,
then it.is fair to ask what else might have been done to influence the
iystem, One suggestion which has already been made is that the
project staff might have engaged in more intensive efforts to develop
working relationships with agencies and institutions which could have
helped to create increased opportunity. Another more specific put
related suggestion was that ways of,linking the project to programs
of job training or sour6es of aSsistance in finding jobs and moving to
new- job locations might have been tried. These and other alternative
program emphases will be,explored in the discussion to follow.

Turning first to the possibility of working with or through other
,agincies whose programs touched upon' the life chances of the
residents of the comm 'es, it is apparent that with only .amoderate
increase in staff resop n training.the project 'might have been
able to link its efforts with such programs in a way which would, have
multiplied benefits to the residents.

Turthermore, to generalize beyond' the experience of the pilot
project, efforts of Extension to assist the rural disadvantaged
generally might be strengthened by program approaches which

- emphasize such linkages. Considering the complexity and severity of
the problem of rural poverty, the impact of the efforts of Extension
alone is unlikely to effect more than a Partial solution. Extension
does, however, have unique capabilities and considerable potential
for work with the rural poor; as the West Virginia project
demonstrated. The strong, cooperative relations* which the,project
staff was apparently able to develop with the residents of the
cOmmunities is a demonstration of those capabilities. However, the'
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relationship could have been capitalized upon More effectively if
cooperative programs with other agencies had . been developed
simultaneously.

Work with other agencies could have taken at least two
directions. One of these might have sought the development of
cooperative or complementary program strategies which would have
combined the strengths of agency and Extension resources. For
example, ways to coordinate community organization and community
development activities of the project. with the Cornmpnity Action
Program of the Office of Economic Opportunity Or with the programs
of private agencies might have been explored more intensively.

". 'Ale health program could possibly have been integrated `with
ongoing church or union-sponsored health and welfare projects, or
with existing federal, state, .or county public .health 'programs. Ways
might have been found to provide orientation and referral of
community residenti to various job training programs such as Job
Corps, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and the various component
programs of the Manpower Development and Training Act.

Although the, staff of the project did make some efforts of the
latter . type, opportunities which apparently existed were not
exploited full's. Programs of public and private assistance to low-
income families for purposes of moving to new job locations Cpuld
have been explored. Work with youth might have included
subgtantial emphasis..on.occupational expatations and orientation to
the world of work, and it coul$1 have forged channels for rerral to .

employment programs. Programs of problem solving education for
employers and union leaders,. which 'Extension was already'
conducting, might, if linked to the Special Needs Project, have held
the potential to create job opportunities.

The second direction that work withpublic and private agencies
could have taken would have been to provide the agencies' personnel
with the information, research back-up, organizational assiStance, and
training necessary to more effectively assist the disadvantaged. Such
a direction would seem an appropriate role for Extension, exclusive
of project concerns. Although not all agencies or organizations would
welcome iuch a relationship with Extension, some would; to the
extent that Extension succeeded in such a role, opporturiities would
be improved for enhancement of the social and economic welfare of
the disadvantaged.

Among organizations with which Extension might develop such
relationships' would be public and private welfare agencies,
employment security offices, community action agencies,
organizations of low-income people, employer organizations, trade
unions, school systems, and health agencies.

Educational programs for the general public on issues which
relate to the existence of rural poverty might also improve the
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diinate for enhancing opportunities for tifi poor, as %would work with '.

''') state 'and local ' government decision-makes who possess the
reglonsibility for initiating and Suppdrting 'public programs to assist

N

the poor. /
' gxen though such Extension programs might not make more

/ resourc'es available to combat/problems of the disadonntaged,_la_the
extent t at they complemented other approaches and facilitated a4

' more efficient and coordinated use' Of presently available resources, '
they wold tend ,to increase the responsiveness of the social and
economic system.to the needs of thedisadvantaged.

Per Extension tn successfully work ,with other agencies in- the :
direc btie y nutlined would seeni . to. -require a new type o(
ExteOsio spiaIist and new types of campus-dbased kesearch back-up
for Exte4o,r1. The West Virginia project itself is a case in point. To

have takefi the directions outlined here, the project .Would have
required an additional staff member with access to campus-based
departments. and researchers, and with ithe position ,and mobility 0,
necessary to explore with agency admini trators the development of
programs on an area or state-wide basis. . i

,..

Such a specialist would_ hot have spent much time Working with
, the residents of the.communities themselves, but rathei would hive

been the link between the staff working in the communitiei and the
. resources of other agencies. The aim 'would have been to build ?upon

the efforts of the local Maff and coordinate them with those of other
agencies through the deielopment ' of new working. 'relationships ,

between the project and agency progtams. Such a specialist might, of
course, also have initiated the development' of programs ivhich would
have suppotted the effective work of other agencies irrespectiVe of
specific ties to the project. '

,.....
The latter role would have been in line with the second direction

'outlined above. An additional benefit Would have been the creation
of a more efficient channel of information between the project staff
and those on the ipus who might have both profited from the
experience of Ole project as well as contnbuted to its effectiveness.

An evaluation or. action research ca ability would also facilitate
the effectiveness of Extension in alleviati g the problems of the rural

. disadvantaged. It would have been of great value in the West
Virginia project to have been able to systematically collect data on
progress toward project goals, evaluate such information, 'adjust
project plans and programs accordiney, and repeat such cycles of
evaluation and program modification until goals were reached. Not ..

only would the effectiveness of work in the communities themselves
L have been improved, but information could have been genentied

which' would have helped 'interpret the project to other agencies
and guide the development of cooperative relationships with them.
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Moreover, such a research capability w uld have ppr
evaluation ,of relationships which might hay . developed a
have been i probleM-sohing educational tool in its own ri
infosmation generated could haVe helped cooperating
iniproVe 'their own programs. Also, Pains! o4 could have
variety of different agencies 01 developing iioie effective
to help the disadvintageX to the-extent that uch a research
(either through action research or pther ty s .of applied
could haVe provided new information concerning t

. a a pro ms ey ace) is wou
-lite whether or not such programs were tied to Extensi
programs. HoWever, for maximum effect? the workpf the !program
specialist described above would - need to hive been closely
boordinated with the research program. .s . .

Einilly, strategies for Exteniion work lei -problems of 'the
disadvantaged might Well consider emphasizing broader
geographical subdivisions than those whicb were the focus of the
pilot project. Ostanization Of several communities with' common

itted the
d wOuld
t in that '
agencies
ssisted a
rograms
program
esearch)
e rural
vibeen
res own

7414

problems
`might be
otherwise be
felt that comm
effective f 'ther
organiza nal ties

Houk!.
economies
number
supported
sufficient n mbers of-such buyers can, gene
large area ia included for deVelopment. Prov

Id create the economies of _scale . or, intlueive which
essary, fOr problem 'solutions,* and which might not

sible. For example, at least one of the project's staff
ty development efforts might have been More

had been an exchange of information or
zens of the three test communities.

g .is a specific problem which illustrates the,importance of
of scale.. Housing contractors- generally require a large

potential buyers to commit themselves publicly.
w or moderate Weenie housing rojects.. In rural areas,

Ily be foundomly if a
ing other facilities and

serVices in rural areas tends tosonfiont prob ems comparable to that
of providing housing.

It can therefore be questioned whether the inclusion of several
small communitiei under .the same programming umbrella might not
be a more appropriate approach to assistance for the:disadvaniaged
than an emphasis On single communities. If program structures could
link communities, encouraiiii); long-term collaborative relationthips
between them, more significant progreis toward social and economic
development would seem possible.

In summary, Extension is apparently capable of playing a
number of roles which might contribute to solution of the problem of

_sural_poverty. In this . respect, the roles and prograni. strategies
outlined in ,the present chapter-4 should be cOnsidered, not . as
preferable alternatives to the methods of the West Virginia project,
but as complements to them. The challenge to Extension is not to

. .
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Aill4ard proven competencies and Program strategies but rather Jo
incorporate new 'or modiffed programs in order to extend and
maximize the effecti4eness of its effort. The West Virginia project
demonitrated that Extension can work surcessfully with the rural
poor. WorLof a similar nature is likely to-constitute a vital basis even
for programs of wider scope and mote effective implict which
Extension may develOp in t future.



CHAPTER NINE
=

Some Guidelines For Future Progrims

,

hstroduction

i
A number of Suggestions concerning the .design and conduct of

future.extension programs for the rural. disadvantaged can be derived
from the findiinis of the.. present study. Some of these suggestions
have already been doted explicitly, and others have been implied. In
the discussion to follow, these suggestions will be presented in the
form, of recommendations for the design of future programs or as
outlines of problems which admilstratOrs , of future programs are
likely, to have to face. The disc

trai

ssion is intended to serve as a
summary of some of the major pOints of this evaluation as well as a
set of brOad guidelines,for future program planning.

o In considering tie following suggestions, the reader should keep
4n mind that the nature of the test communities, the characteristics of
the disadvantaged residents of the communities and their problems,
and the characteristics of the West Virginia Uniqrsity Extension
Service are unlikely to be matched in other places or* another point.
in time. Generalizations should therefore be drawn with caption from
the Welt Virginia project.

.

i

- Project Design and Methods --

4

The.experience Of the West Virginia project demonstrates that it
'is vital that programs be guided, by a carefully developed and well-,
articulated overall design.. Such a design should be based Upon a.
rational strategy for!a7Mplishing the fundamental goals of a projea
and should serve to Otegrate any, existing separate project phaseF

:into one coherent project thrust. Furthermore, it is vital that such ak
developer even when projects are meant to be eiploratory

or experlmental and'flexible programming is required.
A Well-constructed . project design should facilitate goal

aChievement without constraining experimentation With methods and
program. It is important,. in fact, that exploration be guided by a
well-defined strategy ,Irather .than be perMitted to bccur without-
sufficient plan.

Exploration without plan is more likely to lead to iindom or
discrete bits of knowledge and is less likely to further progiéss
toward the 'goals of imprOved or new programs. In thisfiespect it
would seem well to conlider incorporating in future exploratory,
projects well-planned experimental tests of 'program models or
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strategies. Such tests could be designed to include appropriate
experimental controls. The result would be more verifiable
conclusions coneerning the relative desirability of alternative program z

approaches. ,
.,Extension prOgrams for the disadvantaged which are not

experimental or exploratory, but rather primarily action oriented,
need also to be guided by well-defined goals and should have Carefully

, spelled out methodological strategies. for achieving them. Several
methodological isslaes illustrated by the West Virginia project seem
important to consider Ia designing action programs.

For example, amide time needs to be allowed to develop rapport
with would-be participants in such a program. Gaining the trust of
low-income pcople and their cooperation and participation in
Extension programs is likely to be more difficult than the
development of working relationships with farm or middle-income
groups. Furthermore, since the concerns and values orloW-income
people may vary from those of people in' the mainstream of society,
programs will need to be skillfully designed in ways which appeal to
stich concerns if their participation is to -be sustained once it is
obtained...

To achieve maximum parttelPion, program planners need to
understand and take full account of the attitudes, concerns, and
environmental circumstances of the lowvincome groups for which
programs are intended. Programs that attract sustained participation
over 'extended periods Of time are likely to be those tliat provide
tangible benefits otherwise unobtainable to the disadvantaged.) Programa that stress abstract or remote goals keem less likely to
succeed.

Moreover, once sustained participation is obtained, it is
'important that participants be provided the skills and resources
necessary to continue programs without professional staff assistance.
Program which- are permitted to collapse when professional
guidance is withdravin may be detrimental to their intended
purposes.

The social structure of the community or the locale 'in which a
program is to be attempted is another important consideration. ,

Divisions in a comiumity along political, religious, racial, ethnic, or
socio-economic lines must be understood and taken into account in
program planning, as experience in Campville and Eastridge
demonstrated. If programs are to have brOadvarticipation they will .

need to be kept free of identifications which alienate groups the
programs could potentially reach. In essence, the social and econoMic
context in which programs must exist is as important to consider in
program design as the characteristics of the potential progran1
participants.

7
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To be of greater assistance to the disadvantaged, the results of
the West Virginia project indicate also that Extension programs will
need tq pursue changes' in the structure of available social and
economic oppoitunities. Such programs might include strategies to
effect changes in:

6

(1) attittides toward the disadvantaged prevalent among the
. general public;

(2) attitudes toward the disadvantaged field by professionals in
age'ncies Which could assist them;

, (3) attitudes of potential emilloyers toward hiring the
previously unemployed;

1

(4) the. bar of information upon which programs are pinned
and decisions madelthat affect tint biles of the disadvantaged;,

(5) availability of health, education, and welfare services for the
disadvantaged;

(6) the extent to which . separate agencies integrate their
/ programs to achieve the maximum possible impact on le welfare of
' the. disadvantaged;

(7) availability of jobs and job training for the disadvantaged..
The results of the project suggest as well that publicity

} concerning programs of work with the disadvantaged should be
prepared carefully, with full awarentss of both the ethical and
practical implications of offending the sensibilities of those the,
programs would assist. =

Research and evaluation components of programs for the
disadvantaged should be planned and conducted witthe same'
awareness. Programs, whether new or pilot efforts, should, however,
include a strong evaluation or action research component if at all
possible. If done well, evaluation will further achievement of
program goals by providing measures of progress and the information
necessary to correct the design of prograw- processes and
methodologies which may be failing to- achieve their purposes.
Evaluation can be integrated with. program action without becoming

. a priMary focus or being permitted to infringe upon the effectiveness
of programs.

Proiect Staff and Resources . 4

ift

Extension programming for, the disadvantaged is likely to
require considerable modificalion Of the triditidnal roles,
responsibilities, and orientatiOns of Extension educators. In effect,
Such modifications of role:constitute a type of organizational.change
dependent upon the adaptability .and willingness to change of staff
Members themselves: Problems encountered in the West Virginia
project wpuld indicate that this type of change may be eased in
several Ways. .r



If at all possible, careful selection of staff nienibers with
particular attention h( motivation, interest, and personality for work
with the disadvantaged should be stressed. If selection is not
possible, attention should be given ,to assignment of stff

. reh ionsibilities based in part On the traits and capabilities of present
staff. Another possibility is that new staff, who may be less
constrained by commitments madit to traditional, roles than staff
members with many years in Extcpsion, may ,be assigned, to new
programs.

In addition to selection, it would be helpful to involfe in the
design of Programs the staff members who will be responsible for
conducting them. Training of staff should be integrated with such

volvement and designed in response to needs for new skills and
formation as, determined by consultation with the staff as they

acquire experience with their new roles.
Moreover, petential role conflict could be minimized by helping

staff members with both old and new responsibilities to better
manage Conflicting demands' on their tiine. Integration of program
evaluation with staff training' and' program planning can provide the
information and motivation necessary to help, a program staff Which
is actively inVolved in such processes to manage role conflict and
chart new directions in fulfilling program-responsibilities.

Finally, an-Extension organization needs to determine whether
Available resources and organizational structuies are, adequate, to
accomplish the goals of planned programs of work with the rural
disadvantaged. It is vital that there be sufficient resources to fully
carry out programs for assisting the disadvantaied, once they' are
begun. To do otherwise runs the risk of adding further to the
disillusionment ot a group of people already lacking in hope.

If goals of programs for the disadvantaged are not matched
carefully to the resources an Organization is able and willing to spend
in their pursuit, it may be necessary, as the need arises:4o shift
resourcei from other progranis or commitments. However, the
fulfillment of commitments in this manner can have negative
consequences for other Extension .prOgrams from which resources
may need to be taken.

In conclusion, the needs of the rural disadvantaged are great,
and the West Virginia pilot project has demonstrated that Extension
has the potential to be a significant force in helping to fill them. To
reach its potential will require that Extension demonstrate will,
creativity, and. careful, persistent program development and
administration.
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APPENDIX

CONFIDENTIA

West Virginia Experimental ExtensidqProject Questionnaire

The Cooperative Extension Service of West,yirginia University
is expanding its program to be of greater assistance to the people of

est .Virginia. Your Community is one which has been selected to be
orked in on an %intensive basis. So that we can be of maximum

se Ice to you we need to know more about your community and the
farrilies in it._

(1) name

A ress

.

Com unity
(2) How ng has your immediate family lived in this community?

Yrs.

(3) Would u please tell rile. the name of each of the members of
this hou hold? (What is the age of each: relationship to heid
of househ Id, last grade completed, and whether in school or not.)

Do any meTbers of your family have, a disabihty? (mental or
physical) NO? Yes?

Name Nature of Disability
What is the

1
occupation (job) of each of the adults in this

household? (Age 16 and over)
Name of Adult 1_

Occupation

Year When last wOrked at this job?

What other work Can you (they) do?

What was your (their) last job? (Present)

When was it?

How many weeks did you Work last year?

(8) How Many members\ of your family have a diiver's license?
(number) \

(7) How many cars and trucks do you have in running condition?
cars (no.) trucks (no.) .

4.1

_
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0

000010000,000.1.0.0.....,

'
(8) Do you

.
read a newspapet or

Yes Which ones

9)\Do you have any Cot' the following in working order? (check where
applicable)

magazine regularly? .

N 6 .

. Ride° Television Refrigerator (electric or gas)
Ice Sok ',Freezer (separate) - __Electric Iron
Sewing Machine Egg Beater oi Miier. Washing

Machine- __Dryer (clothes) ____KAchen Cooking Stove
( Coal Oven _.......as ' Ehctric Wood).--7" , .

. (10) How do you heat this house?
°. Fuel., Central Heating

_.L_Electric_._Other (spetify).
(11) IS your home o.vned by yOu? ;.

RenteReitt free?
How much rent do yfilPay per month'? 8,

(12) How many rooms are 'in this housenexcluding the bathroom)

(13), Do you haye running water in the 'house? No

(is it: hot'and cold '___Lcold only - )

(14)*Where do you usually get your water?
(a). Drinking Water?. . (b) Water for'Other purposes?

Source . Source
-Spring
__Drilled ,well ft
._Dug well --ft

Cistern __ft
LHaul in barrels ft
_Other

._Spring ., __ft
_Drilled well ft

Dug well' !
..__Cistern" ', ft
L,...LHaul in barrels -___:,ft
__Other ,v; _ft* .

(Specify) (Specify)
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(15) Do you have an inside bathroom?

No
(Observe)

dugi
. open

°other
Yes

Do you have a septitTia:ri-e-s-- no
Describe sewage disposal

(18) How do you get rid bf your garbage?

11,

(17), In general would you say this ,community is a good place to
live, about average, or not so .ggod: (Check one)

Good N'ot so good

Aver:age No oPinion

(IS) .What things do.you like abont

p.

(19) What things do you not like about this comimmity?

(20) The County Extension Service is planning to organize a
'kindergarten type of school for ehildren of 3 to 13 years old in
several communities on a test basis. This would 'probabry meet
two or three times a week at no charge to you. Would yob be

Illiiterested in having your children attend this school?
Xes No No. children of preschool age..
Comnients

(21) Would you, he willing, to help us carry, put this children'r
program? (Ask this (\.6.n though there are no preschool
children in the family).
Yes No

. Comments

(22) To what organizations including church does each of, your
family members belong?

Husband
Wife

r:.01
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(23)

r

e.

-
Son(s)
Daughter(s)
Other
(speci(y)

Who in this community do people talk to about cot,iimunity
problems? (Community problems include but are not solimited
to roads, schools, church,.,etc.) ,

(24) Where do you get your food? (Check where applicable)
Buy it
Raise it in the garden
Through the commodity program,

Cifts from ighborS and friends
Other (sp ify)

(25)

Otkki".

How much net family income. do you get from each of the
following? (Read list completely -and then check respondent's
answers)

' Wages and Salaries ;

Social Security
Pensions and other Retirement
Royalties, Interest and Rent
Aid to Dependent Children (ADC)
Aid1tô the Blind (ATB)
Old Age Assistance (OAA)
Aid to Families with Dependent Children
of the UnemPloyed (AFDCU)
Relief (DPA)
Horne Industries (Specify)
Business and- Farm Profits

11,

I.
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The following items are to be rafea by each interviewer, based
on observation. These ratings should be made after leaving tbe
residence. A scale of "e' through "5" is to be used in the rating. A
"1" rating under this system represents a "poor" situation, i.e., house
rundown, needing paint, porch in need of repair, etc. A "5" rating
repres ts a ."very good" condition, i.e;, a house in good rePair,
paintga: ,.eroof, etc. Other conditions will fall betWeen these
extremes. The' items rated in this community should, be rated based
on all similar items with which you are familiar. Do not use
observations in the commUnity alone as the standards for comparison.

CIRCLE THE APPLICARLE NUMBER: .

1. Outside appearance and cndition of the house.

Poor 1 ' 2 3 4 5 Very Good
Condition

r,

Condition

. Comments.

Yard and surroundings adjacent to the house.

Poor 1

Appearance

1

.

4 5 Very Good
Appearance

Comments: .

Interior appearapce and condition. of the house. (including
cleanliness) - .

Poor
. .

1 2 3 4 5 Very Good' t

'Appearance Appearance

Comments-
4.

Interior. house furnishings. 6

Poor 1 2 . 5 Very Good
Condition Condition

Comments.
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APPENDIX B
COMMUNI17 HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEW SCHEDULE USED

' FOR THE-HEALTH SURVEY



HOUSEHOLD QU ESTIONN AIRE .

W.V.U. DiviSion of Preventive Meditine

Community

Household Name No. From Map

Respondent's Name

' Respondent's Age Sex

Interviewer's Name Date

11. Respondent's relationship to family?
_Mother , _Male Grandparent
__Father ___Female Grandparent
_Child over 15 .z____Other (specify)

--
12 & 13. Number of.Peop,le id Household

14. Nurither oPtimes this:household has moved in last 2 years?

_1 time _4 times
_2 times c _;_5 times

3' times 6 times
7 times or more

15. How Many years has this household lived in this community?

years or less 11-15 years
.__3-5 years _16-20 years

6-10 years _More than 20 years

16. Paternal parents of head of household came from?
West Virginia
Outside state list siate

USA. list country

a*.

17.' Maternal parents of head of household came from?
West Virginia ``

_Odtside state list state
.._Outside U.S.A. list country

r:5
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18. Religious preference of most of household?

_Methodist-specify kind
Catholic.. ._Presbiterian

_Jewish _Other Christian
Baptist-sPecify kind _Other religion

Name. and address of family doctor:
c

Name and address of family dentist:
19. How far,'away in miles is your physician's office

20.. How far.away in miles is your dentist's office?

21. How far away
office?

in miles is your . health department

of most educated responsible22. Highest education level
family?

_None
_3 grades or less

grades

23. Source of drinking water for this house.

adult in

_7-9 grades'
_10-12 grades
__More than 12 grades
_Less than 19 years old

.L.___city water
__drilled well
_dug well

24. Toilet facilities for this house.
city sewer

_septic tank.
..7.__dug pit

_cistern

_other

N

_privy
one'

other

25. Number of rooms in_houte? (ccium kitchen, not bathroom)
1,

.4 l,
2 . _5

- 6
_7 or more

Code for 26-27:
(1) Ne outside financial help
(2). Welfare subsidy
(3) Private insurance (your own family policY)
(4), Croup insurance (policy from work)
py,Medicare

d r-tr,
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4.

20. How do you pay for hospital bills?

27. How do you pay for doctor's bills?

28. Do you own or rent your, home?:
_serit

A _other
29. Income for household?

$999 or less ._$3,000-$4,999
_$1,00041,999 $5,000-16,999
_$2,000-$2,999 , _1700019,999

_$10,000 or more

30. Has anyone in the househad ever been serviced by vocational re-
habilitation?

31. If yes, how many?
___1 person

persons
___3 persons

32. Would anyone .in household
habilitation?

33.,If yes, how many?
1 person

:2 persons
3 persons

tr:°7. r

persons
___5 persons
_8 persons,

persons or molt ,

desire service y vocational re-
-,

4 persons
__L5 persons
_8 persons
_7 persons or more

148
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INDIVIDUAL QUE8TIONNAIRE

W.V.U. Division of PreventiVe. Medicine ,

Community \
Household Name No From .Map.

Respondent's Name

Respondent's Age

.Interviewer's Name

' 11. 8ex

Sex

_Male
_Female

12. Age?
0-6 years

. 7-12 years
13-18 years'

13. Highest Education level?
19 years old or less

_none.
grades or less

Date

19-30 years
years

_46-05 years
..._Ovei65 years

'

_4-6 grades
_7-9 grades
_10-12 grades .

_More than 12 giades *.

.

P

14.. How many years have you lived in this community?
.1_2 years or less
_3-5 years
_6-10 years

_11-15 years .

_18-20 years
_More than 20 years

15. HaVe You received service from a physician in the last
year?

18. Have you received service from a dentist in the last
year?

*if
17. Have you been in a hospital over night in the last

year?

18. Have yo'u been in a health department clinic irlithe
last year?

150
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19. Has the county health-
year?

20. Have you had medical
year? (Specify)

_Chiropractor
_Osteopath
_Optometrist

nurse visited you at home in the last

attention from anYone els in the last

L_Podiatrist
_Faith Healer
___Other

21. Income for household? (Same as-No. 29 in household)

____$999 'or less
_111,00041,999
_112,00042,999

93,000-$4,999
$5,000-$8,999

___97,000-119,999
_____910,000 or More

22. Highest level of education of responsible adnit in household?
(Parent) (Same as No.. 22 in household)

one 74 grades
grades or less 10-12 grades

_4-6 grades ._More than 12 grades
__Less than 19 years old

23. How. many years has household lived in this community?
(Same as No. 15 in household)

_2 years or less _11-15 years,
yeirs . , ._1§-20 years

_6-10 yelars _More than 20 years

24. Number of 'rooms in this house? (Same as No. 25 in household)

t.
25 & 26. Number of people in househoid? (Same as No.'s 12 &,13 in

household)

_4
_0
_7 or more

1GO.
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APPENDIX C;
FAMILY PROFILE FORM'USED AT THE.

, TERMINATION OF THE PROJECT



FROFILE NitibIBER,

'FAMILY.PROFILE
-

*. ..
Federal Extension Service Low Incothe Comniunity Project

riter. (s) of this family profile:.

Family surname.

At present, this family resides in: Valley's End_
Eastridge
Campville -

GENERAL DIRECTIONS .

Please answer each question as carefully as possible following the
points Under the question and adding any other pertinent information
which 'pis: think would be useful., In any case where it is necessary
for you to give an- approximation rather Alfa a completely adurate

.response, please indicate it as such by writing "(approx.)" after your
answer. Any information which cannot be fitted on ,the form should
be cantinued*On extra pages, indicating clearly the question number
of the continued response. Please emphasize any changes in the
families thixt have taken place since the beginning of the project.

I.

,
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A

FAMILY PROFILE

Total number of,, people living in the 'household. (Circle
answer) t

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20 Over 20

. General description of the family
a. Name of each person in the household.

' b. Their sex. (Indicate by M or F.)
c. What is :. . ."'s age as of his (her) last birthday?
a. What is ....'s relationship to the head of the household?
(Exception: In the caseof children, list each of their relationships
to the head Rf the household and to, his wife).

e. Is . still iq school?, -
f. What is the highest level oC education (by grade) attained by

: . . .? (Include the present level of children.)
g. Indicate any additional education thM . . .. has had for

example, any short, vocational course, basic reading courses,
adult education, etc.

h. Is . ... away from home at the present time?
i . Did .., , work at all in 1988?
j . What were his (her) weekly' earnings after taxes? (Record

weekly dollar amount). -
k. Did contxibute any earninge to fainily income?
I How much per week? Record weekly dollar amount. (If the

amount is in any other time imit, indicate the unit, e.g. month,
yea

m. Forillw mapy weeks did he (ihe) contribute .money jo the
family income?

3. How many years gas the farnily lived in their present community?
(If the family left the commthlity and has since returned to tht
satae community, indicate the total nUmber of yearpof retiarce.)
Circle the appropriate answer.
Leis than 1 yr. 1 2 3456 7 8 9 10 11-15 15-26 21 and over

4. Household income.
a. Nany of each person in the hous ehold who

receiving income front other sources.
b. What is ... 's total ipcome?
c. What were the sources of . total income? (Indicate

appropriate dollar figures.)
(1) Wdges and salaries
(2) Pension .aqd other fetirement

. (3) Social ,skurity

1.7715;/
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4.

(4) Unemploy ment compensation
(5) Relatives outside of the household
(6) Public welfare (please indicate type of public welfare

payment by selecting_the letter(s) which applies to welfare
payments received by the family.)
(a) Aid to Dependent.Children (ADC)
(b) Aid to the Blind (ATB)
(c) Old Age Assistance (OAA)
(d) Aid to Families with Dependent Children of the

Unemployed (AFDCU) .

(e) General Assistabce
(7) Other sources, lifting each source by name, i.e. royalties,

interest, rent home industries, farm profits.

5. Employment status of the members of the household
a. List each adult member of the household (age 16 and over).
b. Check whether he (she) is.employed, unemployed, or not in

the labor force.
c. If he is employed, list the number of hours he works per

week.
d. If he is unemployed, 13st the re'asons he is unemployed.
e If he is not in the labor force, indicate why not.
f. Is this person qualified for a better job? If the adswer is

"no", write "no" in the proper box. If "yes", give the
reasons why this person is not employed in a better job
(e.g. inadequate social skills, etc.)

,

6. Where does each employed.member of the household work?
a. List each employed member of the household.
b. Indicate the name of the company (ies) where this person is

employed, if possible, or the type of industry.
c. What does this company (ies) make or do?
d. Number of hours worked per week.
e. Is this person's work full-time, part-time, or seasonal?
1. How many miles is it from his (her) home to the 'place of

employment (one-way)?
g . What does this person do on this job? (i.e. job title and

description of duties)

7. How does the family obtain trAnsportation?
a. Is an automobile(s), truck(s), and/or motor cycle owned by

members of the household?

Yes If "yes", answer parts (1) through (5) of this
section, then proceed to section b.

No If "no", proceed directly to section bl

IA

-"
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I

(1) Is the vehicle(s) in okrable condition?-4
Numberof` automobiles in operable conditioh
Number of trucks in operable condition
Number of motorcycles and motor scooters in
perab e condition__

(2) GI pproximate model year(s), if possible
Model year of automobile(s)::
Model year of truck(s):
Age of motorcycle(s):

(3) Which..family members are licensed tki drive? (Please
list names.)

(4) . Is the automobile, truck, or motorcycle used for
transportation to the place of employment?
Yes
No
If "yes", number of days per week

(5) Does the wife have use of the car or truck on weekdaYs?
Yes
No
If "yes", number of days per week

b. To what extent is public transportation used by this family?
BUS:

Often
Sometimes
Never Never

c. Does the family obtain rides from, neighbors for : (Write
in "often",:"sometimes," "never.")
Transportation to wojk
Shopping
Project meetings
Church
Visiting relatives
Other:

d. How far must children of 0 the family walk to the
school bus?

A

e. To what extent does the family walk in place of other
means of transportation?

f. Did volunteers from various organizations assist in
transporting any members of the family for educational
classes, etc.?(Indicate .organization(s) involved, members of
the family who were transported, and where and for what

,,,--- TAXI CAB:/ Often
Sometimes

purpose they .were taken).

N.



8. Health status of each of the family members
a. Has the family increased its visits to
(1) the doctor or eqinic
(2) the dentist for check-ups since the physicals and the Time

. nuising xlasses?
(1) Visits to the doctor and/or clinic have:

Increas
Remaint about the same
Decreased
The purpose of the majority of visits:
For a periodic check-up examination_m_.
To obtain treatment for a known disease
Other (Please specify)

Has the wife been pregnant in the past five years?
Yes No

If. yes, has she obtained prenatal treatment during the
pregnancy(ies)?

Yes No

(2) Visits to the dentist have:
Increastd
Remained the same
Decreased
The purpose Of the visits was:
For a periodic check-up examination
To obtain,.treatment for a toothache
Other (Please specify)

-0. Does there seem to be a greater awareness of general health
principles on the part of the family at the present time
than at the beginning of the . project? Explain, using
illustrations and specific case studies.

c. Did the members of the -fanaly who were told they had a
health problem after the cical examination visit their
family doctor?

d. Have family members ade use f health agencies to a
greater degree since the project began? Be specific - discuss .
which family members have made use of which agencies.

Housing coddition for the,family
-a.: D ribe present housing conditons in some aetail. List any

ifferences in the appearance and condition of the home
of the fainily, both interior and exterior, betwpenfthe fime
the project began and the present. Be sure tyl include the
following, plus any Other points of which you are aware:

. 4

9.
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*(1) General appearance and cleanliness of. interior and
exterior of home and the yard and ',surroundings
adjacent to the home (trash removal, weeds cut, etc.).

_The folloWing iteins are to be rated by each profile writer based
on observation. A scale of "1" through "5" is to be used in the rating.
A "1" rating under this system 'represents "a "poor" situation, i.e.,
house run down, needing liaint,.porch in need of repair, etc: A "5"
rating represents a "very good" condition, Les, .a house in good
repair, painted, good roof, etc. ()Aber .conditions will fall between
these extremes. The items rated for these comMunities should be
rated based on 'all similar items With which you are familiar. Do not
use observations in these communities alone as the standard for
comparison.

Circle the applicable number:
(a) Outside appearance and condition of the house.

Poor 1 2 3 4 5 Very good
Condition condition

Comments:

(b) Yard and surroundings adjacent to the house.

Poor 1 2 -3 4 5 Very good
appearance it,, appearance

; Comments:

(c) Interior appearance and condition of the house
(including cleanliness). .

,
Poor 1 2 3 . 4 5 Very' good
appearance appearance

' Comments:
, -

(d) Interior house furnishings.

Poor 1 2 3 4, 5 Very good
condition . condition
Comments,;

(2) Describe home improvements new roof, insulation,
/..ew heating system, etc.
If the home has a new heating system since the project
began, or if the family is living in a different home than
it lived in at the beginning of the project, please check
the new 'means of heating the home. (If the family is living

159
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I.

in the same house and has not acquired a new heating
system, check the first response.)

No new heating syste
Fuel Central Heating

Gas Ye
Oil No
Coal
Electric
Other (please specify)

Describe.home'Ldditions ney rooms added to the hopse:
. Describe battiroom facilities which hive beeki added:
If the family "moved 'to a diff rent home(s) in the
comMunity during the project per ' is it in tter
or worse condition dip the previous hi:ime (Di ss in .
terms of (1) through (4) ). If they have moved ino e than
once, discuss 'only their preseit home. . How long /ago did
they. move to their present home?
Is the house owned by the family?

Yes No

Rent free
Rented Rent paid per month $

10. Adequacy of the water supply for the family.
a. 'Describe (1) .the present type pf facility from which water

, is obtained (creek, well, etc.) and (2) where it iiobtiiined
(from the family's, property or neighbors', diitance from
house, etc.).

11) The present tYpe of facility from which Water is obtained:

(a) Drinking water
source

Spring
Drilled well
Dug well
Cistern
Haul in barrels
Creek,
Other
(Specify)

) Where does theiamily obtain its
(a) Drinking water:

Family property
Neighbors' property

Distance from the house

- 160

(b) Source of water for
other,purposes

Spring
.well

Dug well
, Cistern

Haul in barrels
Crteeek

(Specify)

water?
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(b) Water for other purposes:
. Family property

'_..L Neighbors' property
Distance from the house

11. Adequacy of the sanitary system for the family.
a. How does the family dispose of its garbage?
b. Doet the family have an inside bathroom?

No Yes

e,

Dug pit
Open pri,yy
Other (Please specify)

-Do they have a septic tanle?
Yes No
If "No", describe sewage disposal:

12. Relationships of the family to the projecf.'
a. Programs in which family members were involved and the

extent of their involvement.

(1) Across the top of the chart, NI in the names of 'each family
:meniber who *as involVed-in any Of the prOjeet activities.
Under any activity in which a wison was in-volved,

4ndicate his (her) involvement by writing in the appropriate.
square the approximate -,tercentage,, of meetings of that
activity which he (she) attended.

Activities of the Project:

(1) Home visits
(2), Clean-up program
(3) Road work
(4) Men's workshops
(5) Toys - men
(6) Preschool
(7) Mothers working with preschool
(8) Women's interest groups
(9) Clothing (women) - sewing

(10) Home nursing
(11) Basic reading education
(12) Medical evaluation
(13) Medical follow-up
.(14) Getting recreation area ready
(15) Summer recreation program
(16) ,Day camps
(17) Tours
(18) 4-H and 'Youth

1°!3,9
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(19) Planning (informal-men)
(20) Planning (formal-men) .

(21) Community meetings
(22) Agency tb People Program
(23) Gas
(24) Newspapers
(25) Attitudinal studies
(26) Library,
(27) Movie (Valley's End)
(28) Neighbors who helped neighbors
(29) Other (please sPecify)

b. lf a member of the family was not involved in any of
Ithetabove programs, give reagoni why not (i.e., illness,

\ etc). Be as specific as possible.
c. ,If a member of the family was not involved in some of

the above programs in which he .(she) wanted to be
involved;Please give reasons why not (i.e.,. lack of transpor-
tatiOn; husband would not allow wife to attend, etc.).

d.- -Did the family's participation in the project fulfill the staff's
expectations?
yes No

If "No", why not?

. What other agencies and services has the family utilized. ,as
a result of the project?
What benefits have been 'received by the family? Be as

....,specific as possible. .
I

f. What. was 'the most significant impact of the project on
the family, if any? .Please explain in detail. If there was-
no significant impact, write "none". ,

. .

.
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. APPENDIX D
COMMUNITY PROFILE FORM USED

AT THE TERMINATION OF THE PROJECT ,
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I.

COMMUNITY PROFILES
.o,

. GENERAL DIRECTIONS

ease answer each question as carefully as possible, following
t,the çlirections under each question and adding any other pertinent
inf Mhtion which you think would be useful.

In questi ns 2 through 11, indicate specific differences in the
omniunity be ween the time the project began and the present, For
xample, in quèMion 2, if there were more buildings used as churches

five years ago than at the present time, please so indicate. If, in
community clean-up ns in the past five years, the citizens

I have eliminated th safety ha .ards in vacant blfildings, indicate that
there. originally, w re such h zards present but that they, now no \

' longer exist. If ch ches are now more willing to allow their facilities
to be' used for non church activities, describe their previous attitude
in comparison with their present attitude. Through this community
profile form, it is hoped that all changes in the comrhunities during
the past five years will be explored.

COMMUNITY PROFILE -

1. Population of this community
a. Number of families
b, Number of jieople (if possible, please indicate the ,number of

adults and the number of children 18 years of age and under)

g.
. . t

Service facilities anddbuildings
a. Number of churches and schools

Please describe these buildings, indicating the adequacy of
each facility and the nature of the services which they
provide (i.e., meeting rooms, etc.)

b*. Vicant buildings f ' '
Please describe, including whether the building is usable or
could be made usable through repairs.
Are Any of these structures potential safety hazards?

c. Distance to schools froi thc community it' they are not located
in the community ,'..... . , ..

4. Recreational,facilities available in (he community
e. Description of the community Center used for the projec

i'''
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3.. Nearest shopping facilities
a. Where are the nearest shopping facilities located in relation

to thecommUnity? . .
. . .

(1) How many miles must the families in this community
travel to shop? .

.

. (2) Are there any food stores located, in the community? To
what extent are they used by the residents, of the com-

. munity?
b. What types of stores do the nearest shopping facilitieZ include?,

4. Transportation availability and cost \

a. How available is public transportation (bus, taxi)? What is
. the cost of this tragsportation?

. .

b. Do many families use "car pools" for transportation to work?
c. HoW close to the community is the school bus 'stop? Has

there been any. change in the location of the bus stop
since the beginning of the project?

5. Topography

a. General description of area where the community is located.
Include-any unuival features- which, may influence the '.
community (i.e., summer,. houies coming into the community, .

dead-end hollow, ridge cOmMunitY) .

. . .

8. Extent of community feeling (deicription of community' feeling
both at beginning of project and at present) .

a. Was and is the community family-oriented to the extent of a
lack of any community orientation?

.

b. What organizations . for children, youth, and 'adults are
preseni in the comMunity? Howmany residents participate
in these present in the oimmunity? .

C. Is the community churchidominated? How many residents
attend churches in the fomrnunity?

7. LeadershAl trends and present patterns
a. Have new leaders emerged as a result of the project?

- b. What, if any, is the feeling between the "old leaders" (pre-
project) and emerging 'leadership? ,t

8. Impact of the project on the physical features of the cominunity
a: Describe any improvements madie on the physical features of

the community (i.e., playgrounds, roads, etc.)
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9. Migration trends
a. List families who have moved from the communitY during the

project period, describing: ,

(1) When they left the community
. (2) Their reason for leaving

cl wife
.

(3) Their destination (Did they mo similar type
of community? A city?)

(4) The ages of the head of the househo
.

b. Describe any general trend that you note . (or example,
, are young families leaving the community?

t .

JO. Immigration trends .

;. a. List families who have moved to the community during thee
project period including:. .
(1) The cemmufiity from which they moved
(2) The ages of the head of the household and his wife
(3) Have anY Of the. familieS whO have moved to the-

communitY during'the projeci period ever lived in
the community before?'

..
11. Assess the impact of the 4ject on the total community

a. Whot services dii th6 ,'community center provide. for . the
lamily? Did the families make Use of the services provided

. .

bY the yommunity center? . -.: .

b. What, other:agencies and organizations became involved in
, the . commtinity since. the Project °began (i.e., cooperation .

with other .agencies in the'recreation program, utilities, State
Road ComMissiOn,.etc.) ? What were the results of this

:involvement?,. . . ,
c. Describe any group Attitudinal changes that have taken place

, in the community since the begihnitiref the 'project. Be as
specific as. possible. .
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Interview with the FES SPecial Needs ProjeCt Staff

L Please give a brief surOmation of what yoUr role in the
\ project his been. '

Did you have a spet,ific title?'
When did you first become invOlved irk the project?
When did your involvement old?

.

2., Whit were the original goals of the FES' Special Needs
Project as yOu.understood them?

-\
3: 'Did these goals change over time?Af so, Now did they

change? What specific influencesled to die's& changes?
40

4. Do you believe that' the communitie; selected were
appropriatefor thiS type of protect? Why' or why not?

.
5.. Do you tNink that more. or less than three 'communities

should have been selected? Why?
,

6. Which of the three communities do you believe benefilted
. most from the project? Why (in what specificways)? The least?

W11)4

A

Please give us your opinion as to what the three most
important achievements of the project were.
Please give us your opinion as to what the three greatest
shortcomings of the pioject were.

Which one incident, event, or program . was the most
beneficial to the project? Please discuss.
Which one incident, event, or program was the most harmful
to the project? Please diScuss.

9. What were the major problems encountered in the project

a) hi relation to the people in the communities? _

b) In relation to'the project structure?
c) How could these problems have been avoided?
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.1.1...nreivemmeow 4,

_

10. . What specific approaChes used by the agents brought forth
positivt reactions from cominunity residenO? Why?
What specific approaches uged by the agents brought forth
negative reactionse Why?
What specific approaches 4hat could have No tried were
riot tried?
Why 'weren't these tried?,

11. Are the people in the communities still, carrying on any of
the project activities? Which ones? WhY, do you thini these
projects are being continued rather than others?

12. According to earlY project docuaents, 'this project was'
originally planned to include three stages:-

1.

- Phase 1: InvdIving people family, health
camps, experience centers for preschoolers, .male
participation in cOmmunity efforts; "

0

Phase II: Wyeloping community rorganization and
leaderibip functiOns

Phase III: Job' creatiOn, increasing amity' incomes,
training and 'retraining of. skills, -and related factors.
Apparently Phase III Ifas never reached in this project as
had been originally inteaded. Why? . ,

13. Which age group benefitled most from the project? Why?
T, The least?' Why? If thereAvas a difference in the 'benefits ,

received by the various...age grouplk what could have been
done to increase the'benefits tor_ the groups who benefitted
least?-.

0.

14. As a result-of your involvement. e project, what, iCaay, .

:changes occurred in your ink g your outtook
concerning the disadvantaged? .,

15. What traits did you find in the extension agents with whom
you wOrked that made them (successful) (unsuceestful)
in their ielationships with the poor?. 0

16. In your opinion, is it better to. hare cae. gro'up of staff
members involved 'in the 'voted' ihroughout the five years
or, rather,.to have rotatingteams? Why? 1 os
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417. What would have helped you to be more effecrCe in your
work with the project?

.,18. From your experience, what do you think 'would be the
appropriate role for the University, if any, in working with
the problem of poverty?

19. F7om your experience, what do you think would be the
approprrhe role for the Extension Services (Federal, State,
County), if any, in working with the problem of poverty?

20. From your experience in working with the project, would
y6u want to become involved in working with the
diSadvantaged in other programs?

21. From your experinece, what innovations would you suggest
for the future in working with the disadvantaged?

co

22. Do you think that programs of this itype had e,a lasting
impact on the individuals and the communities involved?
Why or wh)% not?
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APPENDIX F '*

ILLUSTRATIVE EXPERIENCE CENTER LESSONS
FOR THE MOTHERS AND THE CHILDREN



11

SUGGESTED SCHEDULE

Daily suggested schedules are based on the "unit. concept. A
unit ist a series of learning experiences correlated arOund a central
theme. The first 24 sessions make up the orientation unit. For the sake
of simplification, the time the youngster spends in the "center- is
divided into three maiq parts.

WORK-PLAY TIME
Some centers have found it works better to start the day with

, this. This is advised if the childrey do not all arrive at the same time.
It avoids confusion. Children are tree to play with toys and articles of
their Choic,e.

TOILET-HAND WASHING-GRACE1SNACK TIAIE
At the beginning, it will take about thirty Minutes for these

activities. As the children become more accustomed to their
,surroundings mid* procedure, it requires less time.

TOGETHER TIME AND GROUP ACTIVITIES
This is the time the children come together for group activities.

Included during the period are stories, games, art, outside play,
songs, music, conversation, discussions, etc.

The daily schedules 'are designated so these three sections fit
together. Should'you need to modify this plan, it is easily done, New
activities introducedin TOGETHER TIME are used in the following
WORK-PLAY session.

Schedule A
Work-Play Time (45 minutes)

Toilet-Hand Washing-Grace-Snack:Time
(30 minutes)

I Together Time ind Group Activities ,
(45 Minutes)

Schedule B
Together Time and Group Activities

(45 minutes) .

1*
. -

Toilet-Hand Washing-Grace-Snack Time
(30 minutes) ." .

Work-Play Time (45 Minutes)

I.
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This is a modification that is easily worked out and has proven
quite successful.

During nice weather, some *1)laY work" time dan take place
outside providing equipment is available. During the "together
time," games are played outside, children are taken for walks and
many other activities for the entire grog!) can be held. These outlines

daily operations are based on a three-day week of two hours

LESSON 1 "New Friends"

Specifw Objectives:C

o realize that Miss Staff is a friend and" Will help them
-fci learn the name of Miss Staff and begin to,learn the names of

boys and girls
To have fun with friends
To understand that there is a time for free play am) a time for

doing things together

.Schedule:

WORK-PLAY TIME. (approximately 95 minutes)

A. Show the children where and how to hang coats. The
mothers will help with.this.

B. Name tags. At first, each child has a nami,e card which he
wears on a cord around his neck. Children cannot read names. Use
colored shapes pasted or drawn on a Card which will be associated
with names. Use the same shape and color with the child's indixidual
coal hook. Name tags will be collected before children go home.

C. Work,Play Time During this time, the children have the
opportunity to play with gnything that has been designated as work-
play equipment./They are free to play with blocks, dolls, cars, etc)
This is a pleasafit time. During the orientation, it- should be closely
supervised. Some children like to play alone and this- is fine. Others
may enjoy playing together. This is fine,. too.

An INTEREST CENTER is a designated area of the room
where articles concerning a similar interest are kept. INTEREST
CENTERS to be used the first day are the following:

Playhouse Center dolls, dishes, stiwe, sink, refrigerator,
broom, etc.-
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Block ,Center -rr assOrted blocks (scrap lumber can'be sanded),
cars, animals, nested tin cans; etc.

Art Center crayons .and paper

Music Center record player and records

Nature Center r- leaves, rocks, etc. according to season,
magnifying glass

Book Center, picture books,, story books

Toy Center miscellaneous toys, puzzles, sriools or anything the
children enjoy that is not included in the other centers

D. It's almost time 5iy to the children, "It's almost time to
put the toys. away." It is always wise- to warn the children of the
change in activity. They can finish what they are doing an4 not be
abruptly stopped.

. P

Five minutes later, sing the song, "It's Time To' Put The Toys
Away". -

It's time to put .the toys away,
Safe for play another day.
It's time to put the toys away,
Safe for p y another day.

° E. Put Toys Away The mothers will help do this, making a
game of it if possible.

TOILET-HAND WASH1NG-SNACK TIME

F. Toilet.(ou(side) Take the children out two at a tifne, wait,
and return With them to the building. The mothers need to Le fully
instructed that nO child is permitted outsidealone.

Toilet (inside) If the toilet is located inside, mothers should
supervise the children going in and out. The mothers will help the
children, wash their hands with soap and water and then hand a
paper towel to the child. Be sure the children understand the towel is
to be put in the trash can.

G. Hind Washing (no running -water bad weather) Water
can be transporte4 in a plastic jug. Paper towels (1 .for each child anci
adult plus a few e tra) aie placed in'a.shallow baking pan.'Water is

. .
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poured over the towels. Fold the damp towels and put them in a
plastic bag. As the children return from the toilet, each one washes
his hinds and throws the towel in a trash basket. The children and
mothers both wash their hands. This is an excellent indirect teaching
for mothers. Don't overlook the-opportunity.

-
Hand Washing (no running water and good weather)
The items needed are:
.2 plastic quart bottles' filled with water
paper towels
I bar Of soap

H. Grace Thank you for 'the world so sv:eet.
Thank you for the food we eat;
Thank you for the birds that sing.
Thank you God for everything.

I. Snack For the first few days, the snack can be visible, but
not on the table while the Grace is sung. Later, children will be .
taught that we are all seated, served, and then we sing Grace before
we-taste the food. We advise this procedure because Grace is a new
situation to most of these children. Also, the children should be
encouraged to say "thank you". "Please" and "excuse me" will be
taught after the lessons on "'Magic Words" as the meanings of these
words are not understood.' Early in the- orientation, period, the
children should be introduced to the art of meal time conversation.
This is to help discourage "gulping down" food, en everyday
occurrence with the majority of the. childten. Mothers will serve at
first, and later the boys and girls can be taught to assist with serving.

Snack foods Any suitable -nutritious beverage, crackers, bread
and butter, or cookies may be served. Here is a good simple recipe
for instant cocoa:-

.2 cups dried milk . Sift dry ingredients. Make paste
1/2 cup cocoa with small amount of water. Add
3/4 cup sngar rest of water and heat.
pinch of salt
'h gal. water

The cocoa can be made at home and transported to the center in
jars, thermos or other containers: By the time it arrives, it may be
cold but can be used as chocolate milk;

Other Snack Suggestions:

Chunks of cheese
Slices of apples, oranges, bananas, and other fruits
CarrOt and celery sticks,' cabbage
Crackers and cheese or peanut butter

. _

1

.1

Cal

Raisins
Orange juice
'Cookies
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'TOGETHER TIME AND GROUP ACTIVITIES (approximately 45
minutes)

The children bring stools or chairs to the circle formation. Miss
Staff completes the circle by sitting on a low chair. The children love
sitting on the floor, providing it is w4rM enough.

1. "Finger Play Open Shut Them- Ms will quiet the group
and get the attention of everyone.

Open, shut them. Open shut them.
(open and shut hands),

Give a little clap, Clap, clap.
Open, shut them; open, shut them.
Lay them in your lap, lap, lap.

2, Conversation Miss Staff tells the children how happy she
is that they have conpie to the center. She also tells them her name
and that they are her friends; she is -their friend, and that .we are
going to have fun together. .

ong "Friends"

Friends, friends; friends.
I have some frierds, and they love me.
I help my friends and they help me.
Friends, friends, friends. '

' I have some friends I lbve.

3. Quiet Came "Throw the Bean Bag." The Children sit ina
circle. Miss Staff thrtows a bean bag to each child saying, "I'll throw
the bean bag. to Mary." Mary, in turn, throws it back to Miss Staff.
Every once in a while, ask the child to say youi name.-

,

4. Conversation You may, use dramatization between teacher.
°and different Children on 'nice ways we tall; to our friends. Foi
example, "You are my friend; I like you."

"I'll help you because you are thy friend." -

Sing "Friends" once more. The children will gradually learn 'the
songs because they are repeated many times.

.5Let's Look Around Make a train or line of boys and girls,
by using a knotted rope to Iceep the children coming. Then, walk to
diffeient places in the room; stopping at interest centers to say a
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word or two. Try to get the point c ver that different toys, etc. are .

kept in a special place. .Danger spots might be brought to their
.attention during the walk ar9tind. -

6. Art The children go to the tables and are given a 'drawing
which represents together or quiet-time. In this drawing, small
squares represent siools for the*children with one larger one far Miss
Staff. We are trying to impress upon the children ,that there is a time
we all tome 'together and are quiet. The children may color the .

stools. Some of the children may like to draw boys and girls sitting
onithe stools.

Materials Needed:

7 .0

Interest center eqaipment dolls, dishes, blocks, etc.

Name.tags with colored shapes (triangle, square, circle)
Knotted rope
Manilla me/ with squares drawn on
Crayons
Bean bag

Additional Suggestion Lesson 1

Ask the count; board of .education for a copy of the book the
(list grade teacher uses to start teaching the children to write. The
mothers can pick out the letters anO, write the names On the ,cards.
This is a gOod way to find out who reads and writes.

I. 1.4
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WES1' VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE CENTER

MOTHERS'ACTIVITIES
FOR LESSONS 1, 2 AND 3

Mothers are welcomed and encouraged to observe Miss Staff
jind the children.

Mothers:

1. Help the children take off their coats and boots.

2. Help the children hang their coats in the proper place. .

Through proyiding racks arid coat flingers at the center'-for Outdoor
clothing, we can set an example. The hooks should be placed low to
teach the children to care for their own belongings. Drawing
attention to this may be the starting place to suggest to the women
that storage of this type can be used at home. The objective js to ,

teach that possessions need to be stored in an orderly manner to giVe
order to the center, to make cleaning possible and to give proper
care to possessions. Show the children where and how to hang their
coats the mothers helP with this.

3. Make name tags At first each child has a name card
which he wears on a cord around his neck. The 'children cannot read
their names. Use colored shapes pasted or drawn on the card which
will be associated with nameS. Use the same shape and Color with the
child's individual coat hook. Name tags will be' collected before the
children go home.

4. Help with tiolet time 7, , et (outside) Take the children
out two at a time, wait and re rn with them to tfie, building.
Mothers need to be fully instructed4hat no child is Permitted outside
alone.

. .

Toilet (inside) If the toilet is located inside, the mothers should
supervise the children going in and out. Mothers Will help the
children wash hands with .soap and water and then hand a paper
towel to the child. Be sure the children understan'd that the towel is .
to be put in the trash can.

..

5. Assist with hand washing (no running water bad weather)
Water can be transported in a plastic jug.,Paper towels (1 for each
child ind adult plus a few extra) are place in a shallow baking pan. -

Water is poured in a plastic ba. As the children return from the
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toilet, each one washes his hands and throws the towel in a trash
basket. Children and mothers wash their hands. This -is ,ah excellent
indirect teaching for mothers. Don't,overlook the opportunity.

Hand washing (no running water and gOOd weather) Items
needed are: .

,

.2 plastiequart bottles filled with water.
1, bar o( soap

paper towels
waste can or trash bok

When the Weather is suitable, hand washing can be done
outside. After the children have all been to the toilet; have them form
a line: One mother will pour a little Water on each child's hinds; and \"
.another will Bass the soap .froili child to child. A third mother will
pour rinie water over the soapy hands and a fourth mother Will hand
each child .a paPer towel. After hands are ail dried, everyone has a,. -

turn throwing thelit4 towel into the trash: Children and mothere'io
both wash hands. ,

. 8.. Assisi in. Serving the snack For the first few. days ihe.'
snack Can be visible; but 'not on the table while the Grace is. sung.
Later, the children will be taught that we are all seateil, served, and
then we sing Grace before we taste the foal. (We advise this
procedure hecauie CraCe is a ' new situation to most of these
children). Also1 the children should be encoutiged to say tliaak you.
Please and etc-use me will be taUght after the lessons on "Magic
Words" as the meanings of these words are not understood. Early in
the orientation period, the children should be introduced to the art Of
meal tirne conversation. This is to help discourage ifulping down
food," an. everydays4urrence With most children. Mothers will serve
at first, and later the boys arid girli can be .taUght 16 assist with ,
serving.

Wash hands; connt napkins, mips, pour' beverage, etô.

,!

7. Clean up.following snack 1--- In some cases, this means going
46....the well for water, boiling wiier for 10 minutes to kill germs,
y burning trash, heating water to wash any dirty dishes ilfacilities are

available, sweeping every day and -mopping when necessary Using a
wet mop and soap. , ',...

.
. ,

. . .

8. Start a picture file The first pictures to be. Used are
pictureS of children ptaying. These cif) be cut from magazines
previously collected by the agent. AnY pictures the mothers enjoy Can
be inbluded in this file nature, children, Cars, etc. .. .

..,

. u . u,
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.1..ESSONi "When Is Ii My Turn?"

Specific Ohjeciii)es:

TO learn liOw tO work abit play with others
(TO learn:that we alygays..take turns playing with the special toys
To realize hoW happy we Make our,friends when we take turns

Schedure:

WORK-PLAY TIME
. i'.

A. Same as lesson one -- Hang coats ,

B. :Same is lesson one ,-., Name tags, for new chiltrren only
i

I
C.; Same as lesson bile Continue play dough as i part of

..' work-olay time . - .
.

' D. q Same is iessoni'one Almost time to put the toys away
E. rSime is lesson one .. It's time to put the toys away

'NI 0

TOILET-HAND WASHING-SNACK TIME

F. Toilet (same as lesson. one)
C. Hand washing (same as lessoo one)'
11, Grace (same..as lesson one)
1. Snack same as lesson one)

..) TOGETHER TIME AND GROUP ACTIVITIES

1. Sting "Friends" (lesson 1)
2. Roll Call Example: Miss Staff: "Where is BOb?" Bob says,

"Here I am." .

3. Conversation about children taking-turns with new toys
which will be introduced today. Dramatize taking turns with one of
the new toys.

Questions: How, do you feel if someone wants to play with
certain toys all the time? Mention that sometimes we might have to
wait tor a person to, finish hii turn.

4. Song I "Taking Turns" Used by permission of the
Meihodist Publishing House.

Taking turns in work and play,
!IIMakes us happy eVery day.

Taking turns in work and play,
Makes us happy every day,

Every day
"
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5., Story "Sally Takes a 'Turn"
, -

Once upon a time I knew a girl named S,ally. She was just like
.
t,

- you. fn fact, she might even have 'leen your friend or' neighbor, Sally
.. loved to run and play. She liked to laugh and sing. In fact, she liked

to do these things sq well that sometimes she would besinging where
she should be listening: 'Because, she didn't keep her ears wide oper,
s'he.Missed a lot of things she should hav heatd. One day, Miss Staff

0,talketl 'about taking turns. That, means that.everyone has a tuin and
then sometimes:you can take another turn after everyone in. the 2,
wholerOom has finished. ICS really fun lib learn' to take turns, Sally
,had her .ears ckised and inissecl what Miss Staff said. That clay they
were going to :throw:oil/lean hags in a Boic and Miss Staff wanted
everyone in .play the'veiy iame game and to learn.' all about taking.
,turns. Do kou know. what Salirthil? She just.ran uP.and grabbed .all ...%,

; the bean bags and threw them in :the boxes.' What a9 you think Miss
.. Staff did?:She did not fusS or iCold,'but she asked Sally to listen and
:title . repeated all' the..4hings -*She 'had said befoie. Sally.;had never
heard (*such a thing! 'Do you think she listened this time? She sure
did! -When Miss Staff. finished,. she asked Sallrif she would like' to°

.. ;take aturn like the Other Children. .. .

. . One. day -a ne* boy came to the Center -and grabbed the .bean
bags and would nof take a'turn. Do yon know who helped him learn
to'take a turn? It was Sally..She was Very kind to her newliiend, but

thietold
him that everyofie had to take turns J.... with toys, blocks,

Sally still loves to run and play, She loves to sing and langh.,She
9 likes to take turns!

\ 6. Came "Throwing three bean bags in a- liox or waste
asket." This will really demonstrate taking turns for only one at a

time. .

1

Materials Needed:

A ne* toy (example: truck doll, stuffed animal, puzzle, etc.)

Three bean bags and box
v
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LESSON 7 "Magic Words

Specific Oblectives:'

To use "Magic Word ihonk you and please at the proper ,
times

To understand that manners mean that we do and say kind things
in a kind way

To use our manners at home, at the Center, and at play every
day

To understand that others are happy if we use good manners

Schedule:

WORK-PLAY TIME

A. Same as lesson one Hal* coats
B, Same as lesson one Name tags for new children only
C. Introduce pichires which have been previously cut out and

past as part of workplay art center
D. Same as lesson one Almost time to put the toys away
E. Same as lesrOn one It's time to put the toys away

. . -

TOILET-HAND WASHING-SNACK TIME

F. Same as lesson one Toilet
C. Same as lesson one Hand washing
H. Same as lfsson one 'Grace
I, Same at,lesson one ShaCk

ETHER TIME AND GROUP ACTIVITIES

1. Ong
9

2. Con eriation Show pictures of children or family at table
eating, conVersqion about pictures

. .. Questions: fs this,look like a happy family? Why? If someone
gives the little girl another cookie wHat will she Oay? If the hoy wants
another glass of milk, What will he say?

"Good manners mean \ '
that we do and say N
the kindest 'thing
in the kindest way."

1.13f/ t'
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Where do we use good manners? How dO our frien4s feel if "we
say "please" .when we ask for something Or "thank yen" when
someone gives us soMething? ,

3. Action Poem

4. Roll Call As you call the names, pretend you are giving
each child a toy. Each mint answer with lfhank you, Miss Staff."

5. Story "Magic Words'
."Give me that ball," shouted Jimmy. 'Bonnie tolçI him that he

was supposed to use an "inside'! voice and not make s much noise.
'She did not give him the bait either!! Do, you think ji my should
yell %pd make a lot of noise just because he wants to phty with a
special toy?, No, of course not. Nell, let me tell you mo about
Jimmy. He's just 'about your age and size. He comes almost every day
to the center, but I guess he wasn't there the day Miss- Staff dold
theM about inside and outside voices and feet. He was suCh .a nice
boy that I'm sure he didn't .really mean to yell at Bonnie. jimmy likes
to sihg and dolor and.play all the games they played at the center.

Miss Staff was in the room when At& heard jimmy shout for the
toY. She-was very surprised;to hear Jimmy do such a thing. Do you
think she fussed or scolded jiMmy? No, ibe didn't!!! She said,
"Jimmy, I think if you ask for the ball with riur inside voice and use
a 'magic word', Bonnie might let you have it."..iimmy had never
heard of "magic words", so he asked, "What are 'Magic words'?" Miss
Staff thought n minute, and then she smiled., becaute She had
forgotten to tell the-boys and girls about magic words11 The children
laughed and laughed because Miss Staff just never fosAqt anything.'

$o, !she told them that "magic words" are please, thank:you, excaie
me, and all the viords we use tO ask and talk withiolks IA a nice way..
Miss Staff said she thought Bohnie might just- let jimmy play with the ;
ball if he used the Z'magic word", please. Jimmy was ready to try it,
for everyone likes magic. Sure enough Bonnie said, yes, tre could

'have -the big ball. You know' Bonnie was glad' to leant about the
magic words, too. E;ery time any?ne gave her something, she said
thank you. All of the children say j4ec4e if, they want- something
someone- else has.

A new girl came to the Center, 'and grabbed a block from.
jimmy, What do you think jimmy did? He told her, "if you want me
to dive you something I have, use a 'Magic word', and .then Ill
happily give.it to you."

I

6. Play Act Play act thhk you and please in Make believe
situations between two children and use 'some of the
special' toys. I*

.4
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7. Songs
o

, 8. Art Children at table Each child is given a 'stripOf
_paper .approximately i"..by 12". 'This is divided into 4 'sectiorq by a :
darkly'drawn line. Tell the children to put a flo*er, or anything they

,like in 'each little box and then cut it off. Because- there are: not
enoughiscisssors .he may have to use his magic Word please to, get
some. Of course he.will remember thank you. More Inature children
will enjoy counting things they have drawn.

Materiqta Nede:d..

Picture of people at table eating.

. .
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LESSON 13 "This Is the Way We . . .

Specific Obk

.

. .

TO want to look clean and, neat .

To undeistancl*the healthy child enjoys being,clean and neat
To provide opportunities for training in good health habits
To realize people like to look at us when we *are clean .and neat

-.

Scheduler

WORK-PLAY TIME

A. Sanie as lesson one Hang coats
B. Same as, lesson one Name .tags for new
C. Same as lesson one Work-play time
D. Same as lesson one Almost time to put
E... Same as lesson one -, It's time CO put the

TOILET-HAND WASHING-SNACK TINE

F. Same as..lesson one
G. Sit* as lesson one
H. Same is lessoeene.
I. Same as lesson

children

the toyi away
toys away

411

TOGETHER TIME AND-CROUP ACTIVITIES

1. Poem "Wiggles"-

"I wiggle my fingers.
I wiggle my toes.
I wiggle my shoulders.
I wiggle my nose.
No more wigglei are left in me
So, ru be quiet . . . as quiet as can be."

-

.....

2. Song "Good Morning" .

3.4. Roll Gall Miss Staff: "GOod morning, Bob!" Bob:
"Cool morning, Miss Staff."
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4. Conversation F.ow 'actives of clean neatly groomed
children or point to pktures . of them on the walls of the room.
Discuss the pictures With the children.

Questions: Why do you tthink they look so happy? Are the
. children in the picture ckan? Do you think they washed their faces
this morning? Do you think they have a toothbrush?

.5. Sou "Health Habits"

This is the way we Wadi our hands
Tilts is the way we wash ouy hands
This is the way we wash our hands
The first thing in the morning.

. .

This is the way we wash our face
This is.the way we ;wash our face
This is the way we wash`our face
The first thing in the morning. f

This is the way we brush our' teeth
This is the way we brush our teeth

. This is the way we brush our teeth e
The first thing in the morning...

This is the way we 04 our hair
is is the way we comb dur hair

This is thd way we cbmb our hair'
The first thing in the morning. 01

(Have children pantomime the activity suggested by words.)

6. Conversation Ask Do we 'feel Utternow?" "Are we .

. "happier boys and girls?" "Sail You look so nice now with your clean
faces and hands and your hair combed ready." :

7: Look and Se& Walk around room to see new piétures
(health). Miss Staff will cdmment about different pictures.

8. Conversation . Point out to children_ the articles on '
"cleanlinesi" chart that you have made and talk a little With the
children about why we should use those things each day. (Chart
should have printed at top 'USE DAILY.) At top, faiten with
transparent tape: red toothbrush . and tube of looth paste, baking
sods, etc. Beside them place colorful washcloth and7small bar of

c-
JL....;
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soap. Below these, fasten pocket comb and small hairbrush, Seeing
these have a decided effect an phildren who misht otherwise forget.
Each child should have.his own comb ind toothbrush.

j. 10. Conversatiitn.: lf possible give pocket combs to children
with their.nUmes printed on them in some way. Tell them it ,is their
special comb; juit for them to ult. Have children comb their hair as
they-sing verse to "Health Habits" song.

. 11.. Walk \ If weather is pleasant, take a walk beeause they
'" look so nice after 'combing hair. Creative drawirig of some .of the

items they-have seen today, if weather is not suitable for walk.

Poster paper at the top print USE US DAILY!
Scotch tape
Washcloth
Toothpaste. Solt') .

Comb (child-size)
Brush (child-size) ,

Combs for each Zfigalioith name
Paper and crayons fofr 4rawing
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1LLUStHATIVE HEALTH "TALICAROVItS"
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handWashing.
. .

, .

Is handwashing important?
How often do you wash your hands.?
Where do :..ott wail your hands?
Wh .7 do you wash your hands? .

How' ..,Mch water does it take to wash your hands?
Do yoti usie soap? : .

Is soap necessary? .

Where do you get water? . .

Where do yuit,throw dirty Water after using it?
What part of the hands Collects germs?,
Why is handwashing stressed in Home Nursing Class? .

Do your likildren know how to wash their hands properly?
Why do children need to learn this? , .

.

;. Where do you keep water carried from pump or well?
*hat do you carry your water in:.

.'' . How do you clean your bucket?
. _How Often tio.you clean your bucket?

Is drying hands ofttr washing necessary?
Handwashing will help prevent many diseases 'and will ri;.

suit. in :
Less work for mother if children are well.
Less absence from school for child.
A happier family.

Wash hands before eating, cooking and after .using the toi-
let. Germs enter mouth on unclein hands and caw sickness.

Bowel movement contains bacteria and viruses, (worms or
worm eggs). If it gets on hands, hands.get in mouth or on food,
germs will be sWallowed find cauee sickness.

deminitiste handvoshing
. EQUIPMENT:

.

Soap Plastic jar
e- Water Paper bag

Bucket Paper towels

reisaber: . .

mop end water kill efrms!

A

1
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. colds and fever,
' What causes cold?.

How do you know when you have cold?
1)o children all act the same when they have a cold? ,

How can you prevent catching colds?
Can colds be dangerous? Why?
.What do you do when your child catches a cold?
What is a fevei?
How do you recognize feyer?
What do you do for b fever?,
Should a physiden be called for a fever?
What ean,you do until you reach him ?
Do you ever use cold packs for a fever?
Where do you apply them?
What do you use to apply them?
How long do you leave them on?
How do you apply hot packs?
How long do you leave them on?

S.

Applying hot and cold compreises.

'

Flannel or absorbent cloth.
Wax paper or plastic bag, Muon Jar.
Water in Wan pan.
Towel or cloth to protect platitic bag.

..Cover coughs and onuses.
Remember handkerchiefs and tissues are loaded with bad

germs. Beet to use tissues and burn them. -
Colds are spread by someofie breathing and coughing on

another. Therefore, keep sick persons from breathing and cough-
ing on others. If mother has the cold, watch out for breathing
and coughing on food being prepared.

See a doctor when child runs a frier and acts errkngely, such
. .

as "talking out of head," or has trouble breathing and coughs'.



svs

does* doss undentsed thst:
Plenty of !Vida to drink are iMporiant for a. child or adult

distribute:

who hull' cold?

Patent medicines do n'st41cure" a
health problelns?

Some common childhood diseases
etc may begin with cold syinptoms1

cold and may hide other

such as makes, mumps,

Take-hre.article-toy fOr child oqth cold.

:Cltitlais for dolls.

Trains from cardboard boxes..

.
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dental health
tnothbroshing importapt?

Do you brush your teeth?
How often (4 you brush your teeth?
Why should iou brush your teeth?
When should your teeth be brushed?
How do you brush your teeth?
What is the 'right way to brush your teed?
What can you do when it is not possible to brush your teeth?
Do you go to the dentist?
Why Mit ifnportant to go to-the dentist?

. Should young children with .their first teeth go to the den-
tist? - .

How might you help yourselves and your children to lave
better teeth?

Is toothpaste really necessary?

domenarste:
Proper way to brush teeth.

Toothbrushes
Toothpaste or eqUal parts of salt and soda.
Cup
Water'
Waste Can

ci
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After eatipg it is important to brush teeth to remove food
particles. . '

Food left in contact with teeth will cause 'holes (cavities)
in the teeth and cause them to hurt.

Diseases of the gums may Occur when teeth are not brushed.
Neglected teeth ruin both health and appearance.
Teeth are brushed down on the uppers, up on the lowers and

across on chewing surfaces.
Vigorous rinsingof the mouth with water may he of some

benefit,Vihen tooth brushing is impossible.
Regular detital appointments witl prevent, needless loss of

of a tootli and,dissomfort.
Toothpaste is not really necessary. It's the brushing thdt's

important. .

undirsIbending teares lesion
Do members'of your class know . .

That good dental care is necessary for both good health und
. ..

appearance? . , . . .

Teeth are brushed the wuy they.grow,
. ,

Uppers.brushed down. %

Lowers brushed up.
4 , Tops brushed across.

A child needs dental care 'for his primary teeth to:
Help chew food.
Help permanent teeth grow in straight. ,

_ Help hitn speak clearly.
Help the face keep its shape.

Decay of teeth may be prevented by:
Brushing thoroughly.
Sensible meals avoiding excessive sweets.
Early and regular dental care. '.
Fluoride.

6
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first aid kit sugostioris 4

Cake of immpl . .' ..
&

-- Three_clean wash c-lotbe; 'or stibiedte) kept in plastic bag.
. .

Sterile water -:- boil'10 Min utes.and store in prerjoasly boiled
container and $ 1. :

Assorted adhesiVe dressings (Bandaids) ta cover imalt cuts,
and abrasions. -i- . ../

{

Box of dames, Unopened:. . ,.--<.
1 , Sterile gauze dressings ;-2- 4- x 4* or 3" x :r-, ihdividually .s

wrapped. ,
. ,

Roll of gauze -, 2- wide. . ,,
.

Tube of vaseline to use for any_wound that would stick to,
dry bandage oi. for'any small burn. Label,

Adhesive or tranisparent tape to hold dOasings in- plich.
Elastic bandages3" wide, If availableor cut sheeting on the

bias 3" - 4" wide and roll for storage.
Helpful in some iames:` flashlight, eye dropper, tweezers,'

tnermometer.
- .

Assemble all in Ahoebox.

Decorate attragtivelx-- label.
Discuss where to keep it at home.

6 .

ec3cVei"(
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health care ficiiities

What.would yoivio if someOne in Your. family 'became seri-
ouily ill? .

Would .yot; call a phYlicihn .or the hospital?
Would you,zgo directly to the physician's offiee or hospital?
How long does it take to get there? . .

How "do you get there? (Maybe a simple map -aka, he nude.).
What kinds of problems need'an ambulance rather then

regular ear? .

How do You caran ambulance? What iil it cost?
in neighborhood has k phone to call for help? A.

":car?,A station wagon?. : .

Will this, perion Ivho has the Ovine allow you to
nam6 and number at the coMmunity house? -

What is a 'fair price tO pay the writ.; for driving you
to the'physician's office or' ko Would,the price of, gas be
fair?'

Will there problem getting registered at the 9ffice or
' hospital? . .

you need to talie some papers with you? (heilth.insur-
ance,welfare, Medicarecard?)
.- What if you hive no money to pay for care?

If you go to a big hospital, where do you parkt What door
do yoU go into? What do;you say/

Who will care for the chikhen at home if Mother or Dad'
have to leave for an emergency? .

.- Do the children' knOw where to go for kelp when they are
left. alone? .7

When is an emergency not an emergency?
-

Do you,have a family physician? What are his office hours?
4, Do et nice Or health departments have some services to help

. you?. What days and hours? : . o .
2 Where is the nearest Poison Control Centel-, and what is the

telephone number? . -

Can you _set aside 110111t budget ?honey for healthcare?

Does Pregnancy make -special problems for all these clues:
tions?

.

.*
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.

How can you get reg ular dental cikre? .

Are theft any other groups (agencies) which have not been
used kut might be available?

Who is the public health nurse fbr tbis community? Her
telephons, number? Where is her office located?

How mdch will yelfare help with ylur heal& problems?
What re ice Persons could tell the 'group about applying

for medical c re under ii-kelfare program or under Medicare?
How do ou sigp up for Medicare?
If tIlere is eltra tin4, role-play making emergency calls,

setting up utini appointments, anti requesting referrals to
agencies.

Take, hoi4e a simple hand-made map s routes to vari-
ous medical feflities. Remember some people canno

.
A

,/
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prenatai care
(Being with child)

.;,.
41 .

What does it mean, to be pregnant?
What common symptoms are noted that indicate pregnancy?
How can the baby's birth date be estimated?
Is it posale to fix an etact date of birth?
In how many months should the mother feel life?
Is it serious to have German measles in early aregnancyt______
What is the cord and what is its purpoie?
What Is the bag of water and its purpose?
Are the'breasts undergoing any change.?
Is it normal to be easily upset and tired, feel a little fright-

ened or uneasy? -

What is natural childbirth?
. Is bathing-necessary during pregnancy?.

Do you think it is important to have an early examination
by the physician or by the clinic?

What would you expect the physician to do when you come .

in for your first examination?
What discomforts would be expected with your pregnancy?
What danger signals must be watched for during pregnancy?
Is a good diet needed and why?
What changes are taking place in the body to deliver the

. baby?

Explain father's position and responsibilities at this time

Body cleanliness.

Early examination by doctoior clinic.
Danger signals to watch for!'
Importance of father's role.
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ituw can you get regular dental care? ,

Aiv there any other groups "(agencies) which have not* been
used but might be available?

Who is the public health nurse for this community! Her
telephone number.? Where is her office located? . .

How much will welfare help with youi health problems?
What' resource persons could tell the group about applying

for medical care under a Welfare program or under Medicare?
How do you sign up for Medicare? ..

____--Ifthem-is--eqtra- time, rolt-Iday making emergency calls,
setting up ioutine appointments, and requesting referrale tu
agencies.

Takih e a simple hand-made map showincroutes to yeti-
ous medic facilities. RemeMber some people cannot read.

197
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sa e water or
./ .

/ Can we be healthy at no cost?. (Use poster on 11 ways to
stay healthy.) -,,.

Where do you get Water? ..

What type of container do you cam.* your waterin?
6 How far is it to your water supply?
v If you cairy your water in a bucket, how do you lift and

. .
carry it? . . . .

.

How often'should your pail be scrubbed and eleaned? ,

Should your stored water for drinking be covered?
Should everyone drMk from the same dipper?
Should everyone'drink from thysamc glaii?

, Should the well itself be covered and why? -.
Can We get diseases frOm bad water?': .
Is rain water any good?
Where should a correct well be? . . .

How can we make our water, safe to drink if ,fve know it
is bad water? .

4

?staining of words urine and bowel movement.
Loose bowel moVements may come from drinking bad water.
Water thit looks clean is not necessarily safelo drink.
Rain water Contains very few bacteria'. If container in which

it is caught is clean it is safe to drink.
A 'shallow dug welt ;-- dangerous can be polluted with -

waste matter from a nearby privy or farm yard. Privy should
be built lower down the. hill thith the Water supPly.

To purify, water boil for 10 minutes water may taste
flat shake container to allow sir in and normal taste will re-
turn.

demenstretiefl ond return den.enstrotien.

Propel. technique for lifting and carrying a bucket of water..
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, ,waste disposal
(Privy) Latrine Care

I .

How often should a latrine be cleaned? (If over kfathily of
four, twice .week.) .

. After each use what should be done? (About IA cup of lime
once a week.) .

.

Where should the lime be kept? (Higii enough and away
from the 'reach of children.) .
. What de we use in cleaning a litrIne? (Use local term.)
(Scrub brush, soap and water.)

. Should the upperipleof the latrine be covered? (Yes)
How can you WI. a simple cover? (A piece of, wood with . .

pieces of rubber tire Strips, for hinges.)
,.Why do we cover a latrine hole with lid? (To keep out flies.)
Should the "hole be' vented and how does this help? (Yes

odors can be pnriented screen vent to keep out flies.)
What other meuures can be used to prevent flies inside the

late' ne? (Spray-pesticides.)
Where do we sprny and *DM we Rway the outside too?

(About :I sprays inside around the base of latrine house out-.
side not on door handles or where children will coMe in, contact
with it.)

.

Should we be careful of sprays where children are con-
cerned? (Yee they are poisonous.) . ,

How do flies carry germs? (In their saliOi or on their feet.)
.,Pack dirt arord the Outside of privy bur to plug openings... ,

NOTE: Privy must have dug pit. Building privy over stream
spoils all water in stream e4en if fart flowing.

.
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Where do worms come from? ..
How are worms' spread?
How do you know if kour child has Worms?
Whet do you do for worms? ... .

Do you use worm medicine?, .
Where do you get it?
Does everyone havs some type of worm infertion7
What are Worm fits? . .

How do you keep children from getting worms? :

/ What would iou do if you thotight yourchild had worms?
What haOpsns if children with worms do not get rid of them?

..- Do you know of other children who have had worms?
How does handwashing help.stop the spread of worms?

,

dross:
Wash -hinds before eating.
Wash' hinds after playing.
Wash hands after using outhouse or toilet.

mOTE: Very few human cases comi frone *Amara Worms.
The spread Is from human to human.

,
Symptoms of worms

Eyes are dull and heaiiy.
Skin muddy and pale.-
Swelling and weakness.
Shortness of breath.
Anemia and low bloo6.
Worms or eggs jn the stools oryomitus.

typos of moms
Hookworms

Eggs in feces deposited in soil larvae hatch f eggs '

and enter skin = go into blood stream heart and lungs re
coughed ur and swallowed back into stomach and intestine. Stoo
may become- blood-filled from woinis attached to intestine.

t .
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Prevention . -
Wear shoes so larvae can't get at bare feet..
Use toilet
Do not play around outhouse at all.
See physician for medicine. Home remedies will not work

for hookworm.

Resod Isd
Stool on eoil eggs or worms in stool etts get on ,hands

hands go into mouth worms grow in intestine's enter
circulation through, stomech wall and ..go to lungs (hard to
breathe and chokingleeling) coughed up and reswallowed
etay in intestines .(sometimes stoted in appendix).

Prevention
Clean hands after toilet and before eating. .

. If walk through feces, may carry eggyn shoes onto house
floor food or toys on fioor picked up and into mouth carry-
ing eggs along with object. Do not eat food that has dropped on
floor.

Use toilet facilities.
Physician's medicine nee d to cure.

Pieweenes
Eggs swallowed eggs hatch in stomach or intestine and

worms go io rectum worms crawl out to anal area at nitht
to lay eggs --r child scratches anal area and. gets eggs on fingers
and under' nails puts fingers in 'mouth and &allows' eggs.
Hands on bedclothes, towels, toys, may leave egp there for

others to pick up.

Symptome
Itching and irritation around anus.

' Loss of sleep and appetite:
Vague stomach cramps.

Prevention
Proper handwashing before eating. Fingers out of mouth.
Clean fingernails.

. Tight underpants at night prevent scratching and getting
eggs on hands.

Treatment
Vaseline around anus every night for a month.
All members of family must do this whether symptoms or not."
Will interrupt cycle and no new worms can develop.
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